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ABSTRACT
This study examines the early life and writings of Elizabeth Barrett Browning and 
seeks to explain the development of her literary disposition and the art she created in the 
light of her culture and society, bringing to print for the first time her juvenile novel, 
“Julia or Virtue.”
EBB, growing up in late Georgian England, was in many ways influenced by 
Georgian culture -  its customs, manners, styles, and aesthetics. She was subject to its 
predominant beliefs concerning the education of girls and the codified virtues that 
attended such an education. Children of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries occupied 
a particular place, and a culture was preserved for and transmitted to them through 
various forms and means. Literature written for children was becoming more prevalent as 
authors sought to identify with the didactic concerns of parents and teachers. The late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries produced a circle of moralist authors, mainly 
female, who prepared useful story lessons with exemplary protagonists.
EBB’s juvenile works reflect her culture in many ways. It is also the case, 
however, that her early works bear marks of an education that exceeded the normal 
boundaries of scholarship deemed appropriate for a female child of Georgian England.
Her novel, “Julia or Virtue,” written at age ten, demonstrates a sophisticated 
understanding of the conventions of story writing and reflects in remarkable ways aspects 
of noteworthy story writers such as Maria Edgeworth and Sir Walter Scott. EBB’s
juvenile poetry reflects the influences of a variety of historical and contemporary writers, 
revealing her strategy of imitatio as she developed artistically. Her imitation of authors 
such as Homer, Pope, Beattie, Wordsworth, and others provided an important foundation 
for later, more innovative works.
An examination of the juvenile works of EBB provides an opportunity to study 
the development of a young artist’s mind in early nineteenth century England. The 
influences of family, class, reading habits, and education had a telling impact on her 
writing. In her juvenilia it is clear that EBB significantly both reflected and challenged 
vital assumptions about girls’ culture of early nineteenth-century England.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
“In writing my own life[,] to be impartial is a difficult task, and being so can only 
excuse such an attempt from one so young and inexperienced!” {BC 1: 349). The author 
of these words, Elizabeth Barrett Barrett, at the age of fourteen, may have been 
expressing a feeling of ambiguity about writing that many girls of her time experienced. 
In Disciplines o f Virtue, Lynn Vallone comments on the British culture of girls in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, saying that their social value was embedded in and 
determined by their demonstration of certain virtues, one of which was, interestingly, 
narrative coherence (154). EBB’s comment about writing her own life may have 
stemmed from her sense of a lack of coherence. As a female child writer, EBB1 was, in 
some ways, practicing her art outside of the boundaries prescribed for women and 
children of the Georgian era (1714-1830).
Elizabeth Barrett Barrett’s Literary Childhood 
Beginning her writing career as a child, EBB learned early that the literary world 
was mainly a domain of adulthood. Even children’s literature was written by adults. 
Therefore, EBB must write as an adult, or so she may have reasoned. Even before she 
was completely out of the nursery, she was reading poetry and prose for adults. By the 1
1 “EBB” is a conflation of Elizabeth Barrett Barrett’s premarital name and Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s 
post-marital one conventionally used by Browning scholars. It is used in this study to represent an author, 
who, for a significant length of time, was a successful poet before she was married, although she is better 
known by her married name.
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age of eight, EBB was composing poems and stories. At ten she wrote her juvenile novel, 
“Julia or Virtue,” considered here. Her final prose story, “Charles de Grandville,” was 
written at the age of twelve and may not have been completed. At twelve, EBB was 
composing poetry in earnest, and the first of her five extant autobiographical essays was 
begun. The autobiographical essays comprise one of the most valuable records of artistic 
development in English poetry. Through these essays we are given EBB’s reading lists, 
her artistic ambitions and goals, her failures and disappointments, her sense of 
relationship with her audience (at first, family members), and her sense of her own poetic 
achievement.
There is evidence that the juvenile works of EBB were influenced by authors of 
books for children. Mitzi Myers argues that children’s literature in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries of Britain and America was a “natural vehicle for women with 
revisionist ideas” (“A Taste for Truth and Realities” 118). Female educators were 
interested in defining moral culture and transmitting it to parents of the next generation of 
children. Related to advice manuals, the moral stories written by these female authors 
valorized the moral rectitude of protagonists who were almost flawlessly good in the 
hopes of inspiring like behavior in their child readers. Good character development, they 
thought, could be reproduced in young children through exposure to exemplars of that 
behavior in society and through reading conduct literature (which included their own 
stories). Cautionary tales, on the other hand, warned children that transgressive behavior 
had ruinous or tragic consequences. Whereas conduct literature for boys was plentiful, 
existing in a variety of forms, the manuals for girls, argues Lynne Vallone, were
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especially and “obsessively” attentive to the social and domestic elements of female 
education (30).
“Girls’ culture,” contends Vallone, included Christian counsel found in 
catechisms, repository tracts, and other literature that provided instructions on how to 
obtain self-control. There were other virtues comprising the elements of girls’ culture as 
well, according to Vallone, “among them, charity as an aestheticized gesture,. . . 
courtship and commerce, religious sensibility, theatrical play, and domestic duty” (154). 
In truth, there were some benefits for girls who were growing up in respect to this 
particular culture. Those who wanted to marry and have families were trained for that 
course of life. In the area of domestic duty, especially, girls could find fulfillment in 
performing tasks for which they were suited. Education in household management 
assisted girls who would eventually find themselves occupying domestic roles.
The benefits of “ornamental education” pleased quite a few women who had 
musical or artistic leanings; however, for many women, traditional female education left 
much to be desired. For example, women writers such as Hannah More, Maria 
Edgeworth, and Mary Wortley Montague found their formal education dissatisfying and 
contrary to their sense of a higher calling in life. These women, known as 
“bluestockings,” were obliged to find creative and courageous alternatives to the 
limitations imposed upon their education by society. Indeed, for some young women, 
such as Elizabeth Barrett Barrett, the entrenched tradition of female education seemed 
even stifling to the development of intellect. In an autobiographical essay on the 
formation of her character, Elizabeth Barrett Barrett, at the age of twelve, expressed her 
animosity toward certain female occupations as well as her enthusiasm for literature:
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I am fond of reading & of all literary occupations— I hate needlework & 
drawing because I never feel oc[c]upied whilst I work or draw— I know 
not why— but I always am fatigued— Dancing I consider as mere 
idleness— I abhor Music— I am told it is the trouble of learning that I 
dislike— It is not so— I have no desire to learn— I always feel weary— 
full of en[n]ui when at the piano— I sit down discontented & I rise 
disgustedf.] Homer I adore as more than human and I never read Pope[’]s 
fine translations without feeling exalted above my self— (BC 1: 347-48) 
EBB’s aptitude, it seemed, was literary rather than in traditionally defined female 
accomplishments such as dancing, drawing, painting, and playing piano. Her early love 
of writing poetry is further captured in her most ambitious adult work, the semi- 
autobiographical Aurora Leigh:
For me, I wrote
False poems, like the rest, and thought them true 
Because myself was true in writing them.
I peradventure have writ true ones since 
With less complacence.
But I could not hide
My quickening inner life from those at watch. (1.1022-27)
Aurora’s growing passion for writing poetry was one she could not fail to acknowledge, 
and she could not keep it hidden from those who would not approve. Girls were not to be 
professional poets, so her time invested in writing was regarded as wasted by those in her 
household. EBB’s passion for w'riting poetry, like Aurora’s, was something that she
identified at an early age. Like Aurora, and “like most young poets, in a flush/Of 
individual life[,] [she] poured [herself]/along the veins of others” (I. 971-73).
Children as Writers
EBB, as a child, was writing to learn about, construct, and manipulate her social 
world. Writing, for children, serves some of the same functions as does play, according to 
Carolyn Steedman. “The important feature of writing for children may be that it gives 
them a conscious understanding of some of the processes involved in the activity itself’ 
(108). Garth H. Brown agrees as he comments on the importance for children of the 
work of writing:
It is a crucial activity for reaffirming, modifying and updating one’s theory 
of the world in one’s head. In other words, it is a crucial activity for the 
ongoing structuring of one’s internal construct of the world one has 
experienced. Such an activity enables each individual to more readily 
predict the events and happenings of life, and subsequently, as the future 
does become the present and action and participation is required, 
previously constructed expectations are put to use as the situation 
demands. (357)
Children learn a “sense of story,” or an internalized construct of the constituents of a 
story, as they read other stories. Their personal sense of story enables them to form 
predictions when they read and when they listen. The ability to form predictions is 
viewed as an important aspect of daily experience in the world. As children learn to 
write, the elements of story are gradually incorporated into their repertoire. They begin to 
understand how to use formal features of a story such as conventional beginnings and
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endings, use of present versus past tense, and creation of theme. Brown finds a significant 
increase in the use of dialogue at age five, as well as clear plot forms (358). Children are 
able to form “true narrative” when they combine the important precepts of structuring 
called “chaining and centering.”2 They are then able to write a story with an intentional 
moral, a consistent direction, and a central protagonist. The relational links in the story — 
“holding everything together — are abstract and conceptual rather than concrete and 
perceptual.” In addition, Brown notes, there is a clear indication of the story’s beginning, 
a body that introduces characters, main action, and climax, as well as an ending with a 
sense of finality or closure. Brown concludes his discussion of children’s story writing 
with a reaffirmation of the value of the sense of story in the experiences of children. He 
further recommends that children be “immersed in stories” so as to glean the benefits 
associated with them, which include improvement in reading comprehension as well as in 
making syntactical and semantic predictions (361).
Pie Corbett explains that children can learn to internalize “patterns of narrative 
language” through three phases that include imitation, innovation, and invention. In the 
imitation phase children learn to retell stories in complete sentences. This is followed by 
the innovation phase in which children make changes to the stories they have learned, 
and finally, children are able to create their own stories. Imitation, innovation, and 
invention seem to be the phases EBB followed as she was composing poetry and prose 
works in her childhood. Barbara Dennis comments on a transitional phase of EBB’s
2 Here Brown quotes from Arthur N. Applebee’s dissertation, “The Spectator Role: Theoretical and 
Developmental Studies of Ideas about and Responses to Literature, with Special Reference to Four Age 
Levels.” University of London, 1973.
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poetic development, combining imitation and innovation, as she attempted to write the 
epic poems of her teens and early twenties.
The Essay on Mind is a real attempt at her own voice in poetry, but it is 
not the first. In form the Essay on Mind is an impressive imitation of Pope; 
yet her first long poem, The Battle o f Marathon, an epic account in four 
books of heroic couplets of the Greek victory in the fight for freedom 
against the Persians, embodies themes which are her own -  Greece, 
freedom, Byron, the nature of poetry, the role of the poet. She follows 
directions the Romantic poets have pointed to in the topics she celebrates. 
(65)
Influenced by classical and Romantic poetry, EBB had been imitating them in the annual 
birthday odes composed for family members since her eighth year. In composing The 
Battle o f Marathon, completed at age fourteen, she was already making serious 
innovations. EBB’s imitative and innovative voices can be detected in her novel, “Julia or 
Virtue,” as well. Her narrative voice breaks through, conventionally, to call her reader’s 
attention to various aspects of the story, and her sense of dialogue may be based on her 
own observations of home and family life.
According to Carolyn Steedman, children who write autobiographical narratives 
are invested in the linear order of events that comprise them, and the act of writing in 
early childhood intensifies the ordering of events. The limitations of narrative to convey 
the complicated structure and dramatic elements of a story become apparent as children 
attempt to write their narratives (The Tidy House 102, 104). Storywriting presents a 
special challenge to children, who are trying to make sense of their culture and their
individual experiences. Referring to three twentieth-century child writers, Steedman 
notes an anomaly: ”[T]hey used a linguistic system that has for the main part been 
defined as operating outside culture and politics . . . .  But children who write do not 
necessarily use adult meanings and in some cases are, by writing, actively involved in 
making their own” (98). For child writers, then, it seems that the act of writing is how 
they construct meaning in their social worlds at the same time that they are actively 
learning about the language that produces these meanings.
Voices of Children in Literature
Traditionally, the voices of children in literature have been limited and, in some 
cases, altogether excluded from public discourse. Adult representations of the voices and 
experiences of children in literature have been the norm but are imperfect. Adults fail at 
remembering well their own childhood experiences, and their descriptions of children, 
even if they are real children, are unreliable indices of actual behavior, as they fail to 
capture the subtle nuances of that behavior. Furthermore, as Goodenough, Heberle, and 
Sokoloff, point out, “[a jdult purposes and conceptions of significance and coherence 
always threaten to define children in our terms rather than in their own” (7).
On the other hand, there is a different concern about the lost voice of childhood 
brought to light in the work of Hugh Cunningham, who points out that the dearth of solid 
data about children available to sociologists and historians limits our understanding of 
them in important ways. Even the evidence that comes from children’s diaries may be 
neither reliable nor representative (2-3). What is needed is a systematic, comprehensive 
way to study children of previous centuries in order to have a more accurate picture of 
childhood of earlier times. In Cunningham’s words:
[I]deas about childhood can be shown to have had some impact in two 
distinct ways. First, manuals for parents provide us with ideals of child- 
rearing in the past, and although we know that they were hardly ever 
followed to the letter by those who read them, and that frequently the 
advice was totally ignored, we also know that sometimes they were taken 
seriously; changes in emphasis in the advice books may be both a 
symptom and a reflection of changes in practice. Secondly, ideas about 
childhood fed through into the discourses and actions of philanthropists 
and governments . . . .  (3)
It seems important to have adequate and accurate knowledge about the children of 
history. While child rearing manuals of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries may 
provide some valuable information on what was considered appropriate for the time as 
well as reflect the thinking of the time, they may tell us little about what actually 
happened at home. Therefore, it seems that the kind of information contained in such 
advice literature should be supplemented by that found in more personal sources of 
information such as letters and diaries, which, however inaccurate as indices of memory 
or fact, may give us an idea of what writers of these documents saw as being ideal forms 
of behavior as they attempted to reconstruct the events and circumstances of their daily 
lives. Pollock indicates that few authors have made use of personal documents in their 
research on childhood of the past. “Only a few authors have relied on primary material 
such as autobiographies and diaries to any great extent. Quotations are taken from the 
contemporary books, sermons and moral tracts of the time period under study and used, 
not only to demonstrate what the current theories about children were, but also to infer
actual parental practice” {Forgotten Children 43). To Pollock, this method of research is 
not comprehensive enough; indeed, it is not personal enough.
Another problem we confront when recovering children’s voices is that for a 
certain period of time, children are preverbal, having no voice to be recovered. As they 
progress in language development, their voices can be located and preserved but only 
through the efforts of adults who are observant and unbiased enough to record them 
accurately. Attempts have been made over the past century and a half to recover and 
publish the voices of children for two main reasons, which seem to Steedman both 
reasonable and problematic. The first reason grew out of a social science that sought to 
analyze children’s inner worlds in order to understand them. The second reason stemmed 
from the adult belief that the innocence of childhood can be recaptured simply by 
watching it unfold in children. “As the camera allowed the sustained contemplation of the 
limpid eyes and fragile flesh of childhood, so did a minor verbal version of it, published 
facsimiles and transcripts of children’s writing, allow some adults to believe that they had 
penetrated the very heart of childhood, in order to live ‘child-life’ anew” (61). Adults are 
fascinated by child diarists, who, they believe, have the power to reveal the cherished 
secrets of youth. And so the published diaries of Marjory Fleming, Emily Shore, the 
Alcott sisters, and Anne Frank find a market of eager readers. If the recovery of 
children’s voices from the history of literature were to result only in the gratification of 
adult voyeuristic tendencies, then it would seem a dubious undertaking. Yet, we see what 
the benefits of recovering the child’s voice in literature can be for the records of history, 
sociology, and psychology and what they will be for the future of childhood as well.
The Possibility of Studying Children of the Past
In spite of the challenges posed by researchers attempting to understand children 
of the past, some historians believe it is still possible to do so. In Children and Childhood 
Cunningham writes under the firm assumption that ideas of childhood need to be studied 
in the context of the social history of Western society. His work deals specifically with 
economy and its effects on relationships between parents and children, exploring the 
differences in how European and American cultures have understood children over five 
centuries. Carolyn Steedman, in Strange Dislocations, studies how various images of 
children in the past (such as children of the stage, circus, or street) have affected how 
they have been perceived and treated by adults. Hence, she is also dealing with the social 
aspects of childhood and with the sociology of children. In The Tidy House, Steedman 
closely examines a story written collaboratively by three eight-year-old girls of the late 
twentieth century in its social and historical context, paying attention to class and family 
factors. Her work reveals that children are actively involved in the process of their own 
socialization. Steedman offers the children’s story to us as a way of understanding what 
children are brought up to believe, but she cautions us against misusing the text to 
discover “the huge mythologies of love and sex that inform our culture.” Instead, we 
should read it to investigate the working class culture and its social context with attention 
to the development of language and the psychological components that accompany such 
development.
Linda Pollock believes that a history of childhood is possible given the 
appropriate miscellany of sources, which should include primary personal sources such as 
autobiographies, diaries, letters, memoirs, and account books. The use of personal
documents is valuable, Pollock argues, because it is concerned with the daily lives of 
children and their parents rather than mere advice given to parents in sermons and advice 
literature. “It deals with attitudes to and experience of childbirth, the physical care of 
children in sickness and in health, and the world of children and the sometimes stormy 
relationship between parents and children as the latter approached adulthood” (Forgotten 
Children 13). Pollock’s book, A Lasting Relationship, is the outgrowth of this research 
and arrives at the conclusion that throughout every age that can be systematically studied, 
parents have shown tender affection and regard toward their children.
The Value of this Study
In this study I will investigate juvenile writings of Elizabeth Barrett Browning in 
the context of her wider Georgian British culture and family life. Her juvenile works will 
be examined in light of her reading activity and her socialization as a wealthy female 
child. This study will also make use of primary personal sources such as letters and 
autobiographical essays to reproduce a picture of a child writer in the early nineteenth 
century. The principal purpose of this study is to introduce for the first time in print 
EBB’s childhood novel “Julia or Virtue.” Written when she was ten years old, “Julia or 
Virtue” will be showcased within the sociological, psychological, and historical contexts 
made possible by a wealth of preserved juvenile and family literature. In addition, EBB’s 
juvenile poem “On Laying Hooker Under My Pillow at Night” will be in print for the 
first time here as well. Aside from presenting unpublished texts by EBB, another 
important purpose of this study is to participate in the restoration of real children’s voices 
to the literary milieu.
The juvenile poems and stories of EBB offer a useful way to study children’s 
writing. Her juvenilia survives in various genres from about her eighth year and spans 
across her teens and early twenties. Her juvenile collections include poems, stories, 
essays, and letters. The correspondence of EBB during her childhood is, in fact, so 
copious that it fills the entire first volume of The Brownings ’ Correspondence, edited by 
Philip Kelley and Ronald Hudson. Through the correspondence and other works, a 
scholar can come into more direct contact with the mind of the young EBB and witness, 
in a sense, the progress of her life and literary development. EBB’s autobiographical 
essays reveal details about her social relationships, literary practices, cherished dreams, 
and secret faults. Her childhood poems, especially the birthday odes, are early attempts to 
produce art, and they disclose intentionally and unintentionally what she was reading. 
Through her stories, dramas, and translations, we are able to trace the effects of her 
reading on her work, and the modes of learning that she used -  imitation, innovation, and 
invention -  become evident. Furthermore, in viewing the letters between EBB and her 
favorite brother, Bro, we are able to see daily concerns of a boy’s school life that may 
add valuable insight to historians’ records.
EBB’s literary precocity is in many ways unlike that of most other girls of the late 
Georgian era. The sheer volume and quality of her work with regard to use of language, 
literary allusions, and adeptness in imitating a variety of published authors set her apart 
from many others. The quantity of EBB’s juvenilia puts her into a class with other 
precocious child writers such as Jane Austen and the Bronte children, whose wealth of 
juvenile works are also documented (see McGreevy). EBB’s experience in writing, in 
fact, shares some fundamental characteristics in common with these other talented
children, especially in their wide range of reading, the nature of their education, their 
spontaneous and unelicited productions, and their interest in stories.
McGreevy has applied McCurdy’s conditions that foster talent in childhood 
(parental investment, isolation, and rich fantasy life) to the Bronte children, but they are 
relevant to EBB’s case as well. In both families the parents were invested in their 
children and paid a high level of attention to them. EBB’s parents, especially, were very 
devoted to her literary career from her earliest attempts. In addition, there was a sense of 
isolation from people outside the immediate family. Although this was more pronounced 
in the case of the Brontes, it gradually became a way of life for EBB after a long 
adolescent illness. Thirdly, McCurdy’s “rich efflorescence of fantasy” was present in 
both cases (qtd. in McGreevy 152). EBB’s fantasy life was influenced by the classics as 
early as age eleven, and she had been reading English literature well before that time. Her 
juvenile stories, “Disobedience,” “Sebastian; or the Lost Child,” “The Way to humble 
Pride,” and “Julia or Virtue” all contain elements of imaginative fantasy as do many of 
her early poems. It should be added that in the cases of the Bronte children and EBB 
there was also ample opportunity for the cultivation of their imagination. The Bronte 
children had very little supervision after the death of their mother. EBB’s days may have 
been more structured than those of the Brontes; nevertheless, she reserved in them time 
for studying, writing, reading, and thinking.
The juvenile works of EBB have been previously investigated in a dissertation by 
Virginia Steinmetz at Duke University. Steinmetz examined EBB’s poetic images using 
psychoanalytic critical theory. Her findings suggested that EBB made use of gendered 
poetic imagery in the poems of her youth. Therefore her poetic images of her mother
differ from those of her father. Steinmetz’s study is of value to the present study in that it 
makes mention of many unpublished juvenile works, including the two-chapter story, 
“Charles de Grandville.” Barbara Dennis’s work, The Hope End Years, is a study of 
EBB’s development as a poet in the context of her early country life and family. Of 
particular value is its focus on her reading activities and sources. In addition Jeannette 
Marks’ The Family o f the Barrett is an intriguing family history covering several 
generations of Barretts before the birth of EBB. While little attention is given exclusively 
to EBB and her juvenilia, the book is valuable because of its details about EBB’s parents, 
brothers, and sisters. Finally the wealth of information that can be gleaned from Philip 
Kelley and Ronald Hudson’s The Brownings ’ Correspondence is unparalleled. The first 
volume is a substantial collection of Moulton-Barrett correspondence that greatly 
enriches the current study.
As of yet, there has not been a study that considers the wider socio-cultural 
context of EBB’s juvenile works, nor one that takes a close and comprehensive look at 
sources of influence as she was developing as a writer and thinker. In the present study, I 
examine EBB from the point of view of her social culture, which includes the reading 
culture of the time. As I believe that the sociological transects the psychological 
intimately (operating on the principle, “that which is most personal is also most 
universal”), I will use an approach that probes the possibilities of a reading that accounts 
for the impact of certain events on an individual person. In addition, girls’ culture of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of England, as it is described by Lynne Vallone in 
two principal works, Disciplines o f Virtue and Becoming Victoria, will be used to 
highlight the socialization of girl writers of this period and to help us understand EBB as
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a girl writer and thinker. Finally, I focus on the development of EBB’s methods of 
learning -  imitatio, innovation, and invention -  especially as they pertain to her poetic 
development. In composing “Julia or Virtue,” EBB was relying on her knowledge of the 
conventions of moral tales.
In chapter two I consider EBB’s “Julia or Virtue” from several standpoints. As a 
moral tale, the story unfolds with a primary agenda in mind -  to teach young children the 
value of virtuous behavior. As an imitation of other moral tales, most notably 
Edgeworth’s “Simple Susan,” the story takes on the dimension of the experimental; as an 
innovation of EBB’s own thoughts and personal experiences, the story again becomes a 
site of practice for a young artist developing her sense of story and voice. I explore and 
develop representations of Julia and note her use of literary devices and conventions. I 
then give a socio-cultural reading of the novel and suggest directions for future research.
In chapter three the Georgian cultural context surrounding EBB, as she was 
growing up in a wealthy, country home, is explored. It focuses on children’s culture: their 
education, dress, toys, games, and daily schedules. Special attention is given to children’s 
literary culture and the authors who attempted to shape the characters of children through 
their works.
In chapter four I examine EBB’s early family life with attention to her childhood 
activities, education, and relationships with family members. The particular focus in this 
chapter is on how various aspects of her early life influenced her artistic development. 
These aspects include her family constellation and birth position, her religion, a long­
term adolescent illness, her relationships with parents, brothers, and sisters, and her own 
ambitions, habits, and dreams.
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Chapter five considers literary influences on EBB’s juvenile works. Beginning 
with the Greeks and moving through the Enlightenment writers and Romantic poets alike, 
it is possible to locate literature that had a meaningful effect on EBB’s work. Writers 
such as James Beattie, Richard Hooker, Jeremy Taylor, Alexander Pope, Mary 
Wollstonecraft, Maria Edgeworth, William Wordsworth, George Gordon Lord Byron, 
Letitia Elizabeth Landon, and Felicia Hemans had impact on EBB’s development as a 
thinker and poet.
Chapter six and seven introduce the text of “Julia or Virtue,” attending to its 
provenance and current location. The annotated edition is presented followed by an 
appendix containing the diplomatic version of the text, a transcription which most closely 
approximates the manuscript. I include the annotated edition as a clear form of the text 
for scholars who intend to use it in future research and for the public interested in reading 
it for its own sake. The diplomatic text is presented because of the inherent value it 
possesses for the study of the development of children’s writing, especially the writing of 
the children of the past.
Elizabeth Barrett Barrett’s Works in Perspective 
It has been difficult to establish a cutoff for the end of EBB’s juvenile writing 
period. Overall, this study considers the life and literary development of EBB through her 
early twenties, but she continued to develop her skills and talents beyond that period of 
time. Childhood, as transitory as it is, cannot be always bound by human chronology. As 
maturity progresses, the growth and shaping of the mind that happens is sensitive to 
individual aptitude and circumstances. Because the same is true in the development of 
writing, it becomes clear that to attempt to determine when EBB came into her own voice
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is complicated and, perhaps, unnecessary. Our best guess is that it was sometime between 
the composition of An Essay on Mind (published when she was twenty in 1826) and The 
Seraphim (1838). EBB was ever growing in her artistic development -  and wanted to do 
so. This was her philosophy, and it formed the heart of her work even in her juvenile 
years. She was building on a foundation, which was, she believed, “the world of books,” 
always moving forward “[i]n the smooth fair mystery of perpetual life” {Aurora Leigh 
1.10, 28).
A Note on Editing EBB’s Juvenile Works 
In order to facilitate the reading of EBB’s works as they are transcribed from 
manuscripts and as they are edited by Philip Kelley and Ronald Hudson, it is important to 
understand her characteristic use of punctuation, abbreviations, and symbols. She used 
double dots [. .] to indicate a pause, not an omission. The dashes have been preserved to 
highlight EBB’s punctuation style which was developing by the time she was ten years 
old and remained with her throughout her career as a poet. The dashes came in three 
lengths, which we call short, medium, and long. EBB often used a comma and a medium 
dash together [,-] to indicate a full stop at the end of a sentence. She also used colons as 
stops. As I make extensive use of volume one of The Brownings ’ Correspondence, 
several guidelines from Kelley and Hudson’s editorial pages are reproduced here.
[ ] Square brackets indicate material inserted by editors
< > Angle brackets denote some irregularity in the manuscript.
The absence of a note indicates that the information within 
the brackets is a conjectural reconstruction caused by seal 
tear, holes or physical deterioration of the manuscript.
<.. .> Angle brackets enclosing ellipsis show an actual omission
caused by a defect or physical irregularity in the 
manuscript. Except in the case of text lost through seal 
tears, holes, etc., the nature of the irregularity is indicated 
by a note. This symbol appears on a line by itself if lost text 
exceeds half a line.
<* * *> Angle brackets enclosing triple stars indicate the lack of a 
beginning or end of a letter. . . .
Ellipses indicate omissions from quoted material in notes 
and supporting documents, but in the actual texts of the 
Brownings’ correspondence they merely reproduce the 
writers’ style of punctuation. (BC 1: xvi-xvii)
In addition, the ampersand was often used by EBB. She also habitually placed the 
apostrophe between two parts of a word rather than over the omitted letters (see Burgess 
and Patteson 4). Also, EBB used the symbol &c. for et cetera. She also often abbreviated 
words by placing the final letter of a word in superscript next to the first letter, as in wd.
In these cases, the period falls directly beneath the letter in superscript, in the ms., a 
phenomenon which is not possible to demonstrate here, so the period comes just after the 
letter in superscript. It is also worthy of mention that EBB’s punctuation and the symbols 
used by Kelley and Hudson reflect the fact that the correspondence was not intended for 
publication; whereas, “Julia or Virtue” would have been edited before publication.
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CHAPTER II
CONTEXTS FOR “JULIA OR VIRTUE”
“Julia or Virtue” is a novel written by Elizabeth Barrett Barrett when she was ten 
years old (1816). Its composition represents EBB’s educational and literary attainment in 
the conventions of story writing in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
However, there are many ways in which “Julia or Virtue” is not an ordinary story written 
by an ordinary girl, for there was hardly anything ordinary about the literary attainments 
of EBB. In “Glimpses into My Own Life and Literary Character,” an autobiographical 
essay written at the age of fourteen, EBB wrote:
At seven I began to think of “forming my taste”[. . . .] At 7 too I read the 
History of England and Rome -  at 8 I perused the History of Greece and it 
was at this age that I first found real delight in poetry. “The Minstrel”[,] 
Popes “Iliad”, some parts of the ‘Odyssey’[,] passages from ‘Paradise 
Lost’ selected by my dearest Mama and some of Shakespeares plays [-] 
among which were, “The Tempest,” “Othello” and a few historical 
dramatic pieces [-] constituted my studies. (BC 1: 350)
EBB wrote that at age ten she had begun to take writing more seriously, and her poetry 
was “entirely formed by the style of written authors.” At that age she “read that [she] 
might write,” and she found her interests divided between novels and poetry. “Novels 
were still my most delightful study combined with the sweet notes of poetic inspiration.”
EBB continued to progress in her literary development. At age eleven she desired 
to become “an authoress”: “Novels were thrown aside. Poetry and Essays were my 
studies & I felt the most ardent desire to understand the learned languages— To 
comprehend even the Greek alphabet was delight inexpressible.” In her essay EBB wrote 
that she studied Greek under her brother’s tutor, Mr. McSwiney, for eight months, and, 
during that time,
[literature was the star which in prospect illuminated my future days[;] it 
was the spur which prompted me . . the aim . . the very soul of my being [.
. . .] I was determined to gain the very pinnacle of excellence and even 
when this childish & foolishly ambitious idea had fled not by the weight 
of the argument of a more experienced adviser but by my own reflections 
& conviction I yet looked with regret. . painful regret to the heaven of that 
distinguished fame I had sighed for so long . . so ardently! (BC 1: 351)
Up to that point EBB’s scholarship -  that “pinnacle of excellence” — had laid a solid 
foundation and one that was distinguished from that of many other Georgian girls or 
children of her class. EBB’s parents did not seem to have the same scruples about female 
education that many other Georgian parents did, and they allowed her to study the 
classics.
By the time EBB was twelve she had achieved an unusually high level of 
proficiency in literature for a child of that age. “Metaphysics were my highest delight and 
after having read a page from Locke my mind not only felt edified but exalted—” {BC 1: 
351). It was at this age that she also began to read criticism, especially that which was 
about her favorite authors -  Homer, Pope, Milton, and Locke. At age thirteen, EBB
became a poet in print with The Battle o f Marathon (1820), an epic. Privately funded by 
her father, the printing of The Battle o f Marathon was the first signpost down the road of 
no return. At this point EBB had transitioned from merely dreaming of being a published 
poet to actually becoming one.
Before she was fourteen, EBB was reading “all modem authors who have any 
claim to superior merit and poetic excellence” (BC 1: 352). Several of these authors are 
listed by name -  “Shakespeare Milton Homer and Virgil Locke Hooker Pope—.” 
Moreover, EBB was making rapid progress in her study of Greek and Latin language and 
literature:
1 read Homer in the original with delight inexpressible, together with 
Virgil. I now tasted those glorious rewards which I had sought so earnestly 
and with all my faults all my weaknesses I now felt certain that if I could 
not subdue them I might in time at least keep them under some controul & 
tho I could not reach the splendid heaven of fame I might perhaps enjoy 
the benevolent beams of that literature which I had loved from my earliest 
infancy— (352)
EBB claimed to have comprehended and even to have enjoyed these authors, which 
rapidly became favorites. In the years to come she was to read Homer many more times. 
His works became the foundation for her studies in Greek literature and, doubtless, bore 
great influence on her poetic development.
Further educational influence came from EBB’s mother, Mary Moulton-Barrett, 
who had taken charge of her children’s schooling at an early date. She was, from 
evidence in diary entries and letters, well equipped to challenge her children’s intellects.
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Then, as Barbara Dennis indicates the boys were given over to tutors and the girls to 
governesses in due time. EBB took part in scholastic and recreational activities in her 
early years at the Barrett family home, Hope End. Her education, in fact, was not all of 
the formal kind. Ever the natural leader, she organized plays and tableaux with the others 
and staged them for a captive audience at Hope End. “She compelled each of them to 
write poems to celebrate birthdays and she read and read right through childhood. [. . .] 
But lessons of the formal kind were no problem at all, and she shone at everything she 
was required to learn” (Dennis 28). When EBB was between nine and ten, the Barretts 
hired a French governess, Mme. Gordin, to assist in her language education. In an attempt 
to strengthen EBB’s grasp of French, Mary instituted a correspondence program for her, 
and many of EBB’s surviving letters to her mother after 1815 are written in French. 
Though they are imperfect, these letters represent a competent level of mastery. It was 
four months after her tenth birthday when EBB wrote the dedication for “Julia or Virtue.” 
The dedication was dated “Hope End July 17th 1816.” It was addressed to her paternal 
grandmother (determined by editors, Philip Kelley and Ronald Hudson, based on 
subsequent letters from EBB to her maternal grandmother without any mention of it). 
Among the literary works EBB was reading during the time of the composition of “Julia” 
were Southey’s “Thalaba,” “The Curse of Kehama,” and “Roderic”; some of Racine’s 
plays (not mentioned by name); and Fenelon’s Les Aventures de Telemaque, a didactic 
romance based upon Homer’s Odyssey.2 EBB used a line from the Telemaque in “Julia” 
to describe her protagonist: “her beautiful blue eyes shadowed by her dark eyelashes gave
2 In EBB’s letter to her uncle Samuel Moulton-Barrett in December 1816 she writes, “I have finished 
‘Telemaque’” (B C  1: 27).
a fresh softness to her face.”3 Hawkesworth’s translation of Fenelon’s lines describing the 
Greek goddess Calypso reads, “[Telemachus] was struck with the splendour of her 
beauty, the rich purple of her long robe, her hair that was tied with graceful negligence 
behind her, and the vivacity and softness that were mingled in her eyes” (6).
Moral Tale Conventions of the Eighteenth Century 
“Julia or Virtue” is one of the longer of EBB’s childhood stories and is subtitled 
“a novel” by the author herself. As her autobiographical notes suggest, she soon 
thereafter channeled her composing energies into poetry. We do not see any more stories 
after her twelfth year. Like her other early prose pieces, “Disobedience” and “The Way to 
humble Pride,” “Julia or Virtue” falls into the category of moral tale, a form used 
extensively in the eighteenth century by Rationalists and Protestants alike. The object of 
creating such stories was to inculcate social reform through books for children.
Ultimately, these works took on a predictable form with narratives carefully designed to 
attract, instruct, and discipline children. According to historian, F. J. Harvey Darton,
As supply and demand grew, children’s books became much more 
definitely self-contained pieces of fiction -  a recognized semi-artistic 
literary form, with philosophic purpose subordinated to the story, and 
moral atmosphere, rather than a particular moral axiom, the mainstay. The 
books so written had, on the whole, no marked categorical or sectarian 
bias. A few clear points of view were insisted upon specially, and to a 
certain degree different religious prepossessions were visible. (156)
3 The footnote in EBB’s hand reads “* Telemaque tome premier Page 3” (ms. 7).
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A Quaker tale, for example, could be readily discerned from others, “not from any 
idiosyncrasy of speech or definite religious outlook, but just because of its exceptional 
gentleness.” There seemed to be a general agreement among the writers of children’s 
books about a central theme (which was also to be a primary objective), and that was 
character development -  not of the protagonist, for many of the protagonists were nearly 
perfect when the stories began; rather, the authors of these books were concerned with 
the character development of their child readers.4
The so-called Sunday School moralists such as Sarah Trimmer, Mary Martha 
Sherwood, Laetitia Barbauld, and Hannah More sought to reform their readers’ 
characters by threading religious doctrines and Biblical creeds into their plots. Some of 
their works contain strong Puritan strains easily traced back to Bunyan and Janeway. The 
moral rationalists like Sarah Fielding, Mary Wollstonecraft, Thomas Day, and the 
Edgeworths were primarily concerned with inculcating a reasoning process that would 
work to circumvent vices such as idleness, temper tantrums, dishonesty, and violence 
without referring to any outside benevolent influence. This instruction could be imparted 
in pleasurable ways through stories of girls and boys whose characters and situations 
were drawn realistically. Writing of Maria Edgeworth’s works, Mitzi Myers explains the 
philosophy behind such stories:
To teach, to be morally and emotionally helpful to children, stories must
please. And they do so best by offering juvenile readers a recognizable
4 In “Rewriting the Social Text: The Female Bildungsroman in Eighteenth-Century England,” Eve Tavor 
Bannet examines the ways in which female authors constructed fictional characters and plots in order to 
transform society. “The eighteenth century female Bildungsroman was not always designed to give a 
minute account of the B ild u n g  of its heroine; but it was designed to effect the B ild u n g  of its readers and 
thus to effect changes in the manners and morals of the times” (196).
child protagonist to identify with, a real character with a language, thought 
processes, problems, and circumstantially depicted daily life of his or her 
own. Similarly, the educational theory’s stress on learning to think, act, 
and judge, on connecting causes and consequences, and on achieving 
success as the result of one’s own effort eventuates in lively, dramatic, 
child-centered plots, often with a virtue rewarded ending that underscores 
the perceptual and moral growth the protagonist has demonstrated in the 
course of the story. Such plots might be called test or problem-solution or 
enlightenment or, usually, success plots. They mimic life in offering 
opportunities for moral decision-making, and they speed up life by 
showing children within the limits of a short tale what the consequences of 
their choices will be. (“Socializing Rosamond” 55)
These moral stories provide their readers with models of success -  girls and boys who 
make virtuous choices when confronted with moral dilemmas. The protagonists are 
commonly valorized for their hard-earned success. Usually their success in making 
choices involves a personal sacrifice which is later praised or rewarded. Little girls earn 
praise from their fathers for choosing to save their money in place of using it to purchase 
trinkets, and little boys are rewarded for saving pieces of string that come in handy at 
later intervals in the story, demonstrating the value of the wise and economic use of 
resources. The protagonists also have foils -  those characters placed in the story whose 
character flaws stand in contrast to what is considered good or appropriate in order to 
clearly point out the detrimental consequences of disobedience or misuse of time or 
money.
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From the Moulton-Barrett family’s extant correspondence we know that EBB was 
familiar with these stories. Maria Edgeworth’s works, in particular, were well known to 
EBB, as evidenced in a passage translated by Kelley and Hudson from a letter composed 
in French to her mother when she was about eleven: “My very dear Mama/ Excuse me, I 
do not at all like Manoeuvring, it is not to my taste. I recognize that it is still Miss 
Edgeworth, but it is no longer the author of Patronage in reality -  where is Caroline, 
where is Rosamond? They are badly made up for by the silly woman schemer” {BC 1: 
32-33).5 One popular story of Edgeworth’s in particular, “Simple Susan,” is so closely 
related to “Julia” that it shows EBB using imitatio, a common form of teaching and 
learning by mimicry with a long history, used also by such children as Princess Victoria.6
The plot of “Julia” contains a certain level of complexity that is sustained 
throughout the work. Characters are developed through dialogue. There are characters 
more rounded than others, characters who play unusual supporting roles, and those who 
mysteriously appear, disappear, and reappear. There is a “meantime” segment, seemingly 
inserted to divert the reader’s attention and account for the passage of time while the 
main action is carried forward in subsequent sections. We read the conversation between 
Lord and Lady Crapton and their guests on the way to Bath and understand that some 
time has passed before Julia is revealed as hero at Lady Campbell’s ball. In short, quite a 
bit of thought and the experience of a novel reader ultimately shaped this work.
One especially clever convention that EBB used is the addition of a contrast 
character who falls outside of the normal standards of social acceptability; this
5 A letter to EBB in 1819 from her younger sister, Arabella, age six, provides more evidence that “Simple 
Susan” was circulating in the Barrett family: “My dear Ba many thanks for your kind letter [. ..] do you 
rememb’r simple susan and whim and contradiction I have just read them” (B C  1: 82).
character’s purpose is to illuminate the protagonist’s virtues.6 7 The old harper showcases 
Julia’s generosity and kindness when she decides to sacrifice her money and act 
charitably. EBB probably got the idea of the harper from Edgeworth’s “Simple Susan,” a 
story which also employs a poor old blind harper to highlight the generosity and 
goodness of the heroine. The harper’s story in “Julia” is very much like the harper’s story 
in “Simple Susan.” Both harpers are in need at critical moments and not as poor as they 
appear to be. In both stories, the harpers bear vocal witness to the merits of their 
respective protagonists and ultimately save the day by recompensing the good that was 
done to them. The harpers, as strangers in need, function as recipients of mercy and 
instruments of well-doing in return, thereby teaching the important lesson that charity is 
reciprocal. Thus, the contrast-character convention is a useful one in eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century coming-of-age fiction, wherein authors were interested in prescribing 
behavior for their readers. And, as Bannet observes, “the language of Bildung -  the 
language of instruction, or moral and sentimental education, and of self-cultivation — was 
applied, not to the lives of characters in novels, but to the desired effect of novels on the 
lives and characters of their largely female readership” (Bannet 195)
“Julia or Virtue” follows the progression of the typical moral tale to its close. The 
novel ends with a message of praise for Julia: “from that moment the happy Parents 
blessed the hour which had given to their arms so fair a flower” (see page 219). This is 
similar to a tribute paid to Edgeworth’s Susan: “Happy the father who has such a
6 According to Lynne Vallone, as a child Queen Victoria used mimicry of her mother’s moralizing advice 
in her juvenile stories. Victoria also wrote in imitation of cautionary or moral tales (B e c o m in g  V ic to r ia  21).
7 Mitzi Myers refers to this type of character as a “donor-helper figure,” who appears poorer than he really 
is and ultimately saves the day by simply playing on his harp a melody dedicated to Susan. The money he 
subsequently wins for his effort is donated to Susan, who is then able to save her father from going into the 
militia (“Romancing the Moral Tale,” 110).
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daughter as Susan!” (83). Narrative interjections occur sporadically throughout the piece. 
For example, in the second chapter, EBB inserts a directive which interrupts the main 
action: “As it will be no pleasure to follow hysterics and faintings, we will aid the 
Countess of Salisbury, who to her horror saw the flames bursting over her head” (see 
page 214). Edgeworth used this device which was popularized by eighteenth-century 
novelists, the epitome of which was seen in Sterne’s Tristam Shandy. These interruptions 
serve the purpose of providing the reader with exclusive information straight from the 
narrator, sometimes the author, similar to the Shakespearean stage actors turning aside to 
the audience to let them in on subliminal plots, covert acts, or surreptitious thoughts. In 
this way, authors can attain a level of intimacy with readers -  letting them in on the plans 
for the next course of action and creating a sense of connectedness with them. It was a 
device that the young EBB quickly adopted and put to good use.
“Julia or Virtue: A Novel”
Ostensibly, Julia is about the heroism of a young girl, aged about four, who is 
learning to speak and to read. By the end of the story, she has stopped a quarrel between 
two of her siblings, rescued an impoverished musician, and has offered to sacrifice 
herself to save her brother in a fire. The story is resolved when the poor musician reveals 
himself to some friends of Julia Crapton’s family, claiming that Julia’s gift saved his life. 
In the end Julia is rewarded by her parents, her family and friends, and even King George 
IV, who sends a tribute by post, granting her mother the title of duchess and “four 
thousand payable every year.”
As the story opens, young Julia Crapton is being taught to read by her older sister, 
Helen, who has particular charge of her care. The scene is the nursery, and there are four
additional children present, six in all. Typical play relations between children are 
described in the following passage:
at last books were put away and play began, when Sophia observed her 
dolls head was soaped all over, and she was just going to beat James for 
the mischief she thought he had done, when Julia ran to prevent her saying 
“No James, my do dare naughty ting”. These few words show her to more 
advantage, than a dry description of beauty, tho’ she was beautiful, (see 
page 210)
Julia’s virtuous character is shown in contrast to that of her siblings early in the story. By 
taking responsibility for the mischief, Julia reveals that she is honest and willing to accept 
consequences for her actions if necessary. She also helps to stop a quarrel. Throughout 
the novel she is rewarded continually for her good behavior by various family members, 
servants, bourgeois women, and even royalty. EBB’s attention to Julia’s “few words” that 
show her to “more advantage” is strategic, and Julia stands apart from the rest of her 
siblings in both speech and degree of morality. In fact, one of the most interesting parts of 
“Julia” is EBB’s knowledge and use of linguistics in the form of what we call “baby talk” 
to construct age categories for the children.
EBB certainly would have had opportunity to understand how speech is related to 
age in the nursery as the oldest of six children at the time of composing “Julia.” 
Surrounded by young children and being the bright, observant girl that she was, EBB 
must have found it quite natural to denote her characters’ ages by their language patterns. 
The story opens with a child’s babble. The words “No my know dare” (No, I don’t know 
that word there) are the first we see of Julia’s discourse (see page 209). Her words are
contrasted with her older sister’s clear command of language in the admonishment, “Try 
to find it out then my dear.” Later in the story, as Julia makes the decision to sacrifice her 
doll money in order to give it to a poor, blind street musician, EBB again strikes a 
contrast between child speakers:
a short contest was roused in her breast, between pleasure and pain; at last 
she said “no mind pepv daw my die dare poor Manf.]”8 [S]aying these 
words, Little Julia gave her money to the blind Man; “No poor Man see 
dear Mama” said she wiping away a tear with Lady Craptons gown, Lady 
Crapton was deeply touched by her childs sensibility, and turning to James 
asked him what he meant to do with his money; James answered “You 
must give some money to the poor Man, I want this to buy the kite”; at last 
after a great deal of entreaty and advice, he consented to buy a smaller 
kite, and to give the rest of his money to the poor Man— as little Oliver 
was too young to understand the use of money, he was not asked to part 
with it, for he could not speak— (see pages 212-13)
The contrast occurs in two dimensions -  language and morality. Julia’s less developed 
speech, along with her character traits of charity and generosity, are contrasted with her 
brother’s facility with language and his half-hearted approach to helping the old man. 
While Julia is voluntarily willing to give up her new toy for the man’s welfare, James 
wishes to evade the issue by demanding that his mother contribute to the cause in his 
stead. Ultimately, he has to be pressured into making a gift of his money, and still he 
refuses to make a complete sacrifice, finally conceding to give what is left after his
8 The best translation I can provide follows: “I don’t mind giving my money to that poor Man.”
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purchase. By this EBB is hoping to demonstrate that though he is apparently older than 
Julia chronologically, James is morally inferior to her, having given less than all of his 
money.
If, at the beginning of the story, the names of the children are listed in order of 
their chronology, then James is older than Julia and the speech patterns of both, 
demonstrated here, are consistent. Oliver’s age is also directly associated with his 
speaking ability, “for he could not speak.” Because of his young age, he is not required to 
make a moral decision. It is thus through a conventional action that EBB makes use of 
her understanding of children’s speech patterns and discloses her characters’ relative ages 
and differentiated levels of moral reasoning.
EBB makes creative use of her linguistic knowledge in other ways as well. The 
old harper (who actually plays a pipe) is presented with an Irish dialect: “‘Wherever the 
young lardie is, sha saved tha lefe a Patrick a' Donail’ said the old man in broad Irish—” 
(see page 218). EBB’s representation of broad Irish may have been in imitation of Sir 
Walter Scott, whose works she refers to in the The Brownings ’ Correspondence.
Although Scott mainly attempted to represent the Scottish dialect, EBB may have 
improvised on his technique to represent an Irish dialect. She may also have been 
imitating and improvising on Edgeworth’s characters in stories such as “Angelina,” in 
which Welsh, Irish, and Scottish dialects appear.9 The dialect of the Irish harper and his 
wife is contrasted with that of the Crapton family and the countesses, giving a clear sense
9 Interestingly, “Angelina” also contains an harper. A passage throws light on the representation of the 
harper in fiction of the age; apparently they were usually blind. “A mere modem harper! He is not even 
blind,” Angelina said to herself, as he examined the shilling which she gave him (230).
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of social class difference. In addition, it is likely that EBB was exposed to the works of 
Robert Bums, who also created a Scottish-sounding dialect in his poems.
The Family Constellation
One of the most important things to note about “Julia” is the family constellation 
and its correlation with EBB’s own growing family at the time of its composition. In the 
first passage of the story we are introduced to the children, whose names are listed, 
presumably, according to their birth order. This chronology is underscored in the 
following lines describing the children’s caregiving relations to each other:
Lady Crapton had six children; Helen, Augustus, Sophia, James, Julia, and 
Oliver, — Helen, Augustus, and Sophia had the charge of the three 
youngest; Julia fell to the lot of Helen, Oliver to Augustus, & James to 
Sophia; Now by good luck it happened that they were very fond of each of 
the little children they had taken charge of, so they went on very well, (see 
page 209)
The six living Barrett siblings in order of their birth at the time of the composition of the 
story were Elizabeth, Edward, Henrietta, Samuel, Arabella, and Charles. The sexes and 
age categories of the Barrett children thus are consistent with those of the children 
presented in the story. Because of the correlation in family constellations, it may be 
possible to read “Julia” at least in part as a sketch of EBB’s own family experience at her 
age. Naturally, the question arises as to whether each of the children in the story is 
invested with the characteristics of its corresponding Barrett child, and whether there are 
correspondences between other characters and family members such as the parents, the 
servants, or the family friends. Was EBB consciously telling us a story about her own
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family, using a thin veil, or was she simply writing a fictional story, basing it on what she 
knew about her experiences in her own family? Of course, the answer could be that she 
was doing both and neither. However, a close investigation of EBB’s family background 
may supply some useful insight.
Sources of Julia’s Identity
There are some circumstances in EBB’s young life that warrant mentioning 
because of their powerful potential to influence the activities of a ten-year-old girl. The 
subject and experience of death in the family is one of these circumstances — mainly the 
death of EBB’s four-year-old sister, Mary, who died just two years before “Julia or 
Virtue” was written. The silence of this tragedy in the correspondence of the Barretts has 
haunted biographers through the years. The letters written in the weeks and months on 
each side of the time of death strangely contain no reference to an illness or death, yet no 
scholar of EBB can find reason to doubt that the Barrett family grieved the loss of this 
child.
Notwithstanding the sile nee on the subject of Mary’s death in the correspondence, 
it is possible to find examples of the ways in which the Barretts dealt with their relatives’ 
deaths. When EBB was twenty-one, her maternal grandmother died, and there is some 
mention of Mary Moulton-Barrett’s response, which was a period of social withdrawal in 
which EBB answered her mother’s correspondence and handled her social calls. Edward 
Moulton-Barrett’s immediate reaction to his wife’s death in 1828 was intensely religious. 
In a letter informing the children of their mother’s death, he attempted to comfort them, 
gently urging them to try to find a higher purpose in her death than what was immediately
evident.
EBB’s own reaction to her mother’s death was a profound lack of response. She 
did not shed tears right away, and her grief, like her father’s, was turned inward, resulting 
in muteness and seeming apathy. Taplin comments on EBB’s response to her mother’s 
death, stating that it was “a blow, which for a time took away from her the power of 
thinking. Her agony was the more severe because she had been ‘denied the consolation’ 
of being with her mother at the end” (33). The silencing effect must have been akin to 
that experienced at the loss of the younger Mary. It is true that the Barretts were a deeply 
religious family, and it is likely that, at the time of young Mary’s death, the family 
members withdrew to find solace in prayerful meditation and spiritual reflection. In 
addition, it was in Georgian times a standard Christian practice to grieve without show as 
an outward sign of accepting the will of God.
While the absence of any allusion to Mary’s death in the correspondence remains 
profoundly mysterious, it is plausible to suggest EBB may have been thinking about this 
sister as she wrote “Julia,” a story that valorizes a heroine whose attributes are 
unrealistically good, just as they are in the memory of a lost loved one. Julia, as a 
sentimental and willing sacrifice for her brothers and sisters, may be emblematic of a 
sister who was cut off early from her earthly ties. In a compelling scene from the story, 
Julia tells the heroic Countess of Salisbury that she would rather fulfill her religious duty 
to God than witness the death of her siblings in the flames and gives the Countess 
permission to rescue another child instead. In doing so she dares to experience her own 
certain death:
we will aid the Countess of Salisbury, who to her horror saw the flames 
bursting over her head— the children ran to meet her, the four eldest
seized her robe— she lifted up Julia— she could not carry two— Julia 
paused— the Nurse was down stairs — “Dare fire urte, my no mind, pute 
my down, taky poor Boy.” said she pointing to Oliver; “Den come upy 
my”—she paused—“oh but den fire urty you den—Well leavy my me 
den”— “my die den—my do doody God upy dare”. Saying these words the 
sweet Julia pointed to Heaven— (see page 214)
Two short years after the death of Mary, EBB pens a story about a little girl 
(approximately Mary’s age at the time of her death) who bravely “point[s] to Heaven,” as 
a sign of both death and eternity. Perhaps some deeply sublimated yearnings for this little 
sister are presenting themselves in this story either with or without its author’s awareness. 
EBB had always been strongly attached to her siblings. It does not seem too far a stretch 
to think that a child of ten, in an imaginative mode of thinking, would either consciously 
or subconsciously pay tribute to her lost sister.
There is a complementary possibility that Julia represents another female bom 
into the Moulton-Barrett family, who was occupying the place of the fifth child at the 
time EBB was composing “Julia.” Arabella Moulton-Barrett was bom July 4, 1813, just 
nine months before the death of Mary. What is known about Arabella’s personal 
characteristics corresponds well with those of Julia. Of all the Barrett children, she was 
known to be the most self-effacing and gentle.
According to extant family letters, Arabella was deeply religious. Her religiosity 
was demonstrated later in teaching Bible classes at Paddington Chapel, a nonconformist 
church in Marylebone. She also taught in the Ragged Schools, charity schools for 
impoverished children. In his biographical introduction to The Letters o f Elizabeth
Barrett Browning to Her Sister Arabella, Scott Lewis echoes this view of Arabella’s 
personal characteristics by saying that she is “portrayed as quieter than her sisters” (xx). 
She is also described as “sincere and direct” in the same essay. EBB describes Arabella in 
her diary as “an interesting intelligent amiable feeling girl,” and comments that she would 
love her “even if she were not my sister; & even if she did not love me” (42).
Like Arabella, Julia is endowed with a willingness to help those around her. She 
does not complain about giving her money to the poor, and her martyrdom is evident 
when she allows her brother to escape the fire in her place. Thus, she proves her 
religiosity. By the story’s end we read that the household is quite enchanted with her. 
Matilda Russell, the nurse who saves Julia from the fire, wants nothing more for reward 
than “that I may always live near the sweet Julia—” (see page 215), and Julia’s parents 
“[bless] the hour which had given to their arms so fair a flower---- ” (see page 219).
As a young child, Arabella was subject to illness. EBB’s birthday ode to her 
father dated May 28, 1814, was written to him “on the recovery of little Arabella, from a 
dangerous illness”:
Oh! come my Muse, this twenty-eighth of May,
Come let us celebrate this happy day!
Whilst I my humble lines rehearse.
The nightingale and linnet’s sing the verse,
When Death’s pale hand o’er Baby spread,
The pillow raised her little head,
Her face was white, her pulse beat low,
From every eye sad tears did flow,
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But God to her his angel sent,
To make her well on mercy bent,
Stem Deaths driven by the angel chace [sic],
And Health comes suffering to replace,
So blest thy birthday Parent dear,
And blessed be thy birthday every year! (BC 1: 12-13)
In a letter addressed to Sarianna Browning in 1853 EBB wrote that Arabella experienced 
complications of teething as an infant. “When Arabella was a child, through the accident 
of overbleeding when she was a baby & cutting her teeth .. (a leech got upon an artery) 
her system became enfeebled & she was subject to swellings on the glands” (qtd. in Scott 
Lewis xix). Arabella suffered from a subsequent illness in early childhood that required 
her to be left behind with a nurse after the family had visited Ramsgate. There it was 
hoped that she would thrive in the healthy sea air and be home within a few months, but 
she remained at Ramsgate for three years. “Her personality and habits were affected by 
being isolated with only adults for companions and reading as her main activity” (Lewis 
xxii). Arabella’s fragile health certainly may have been a continual reminder of Mary’s 
death, and her parents would have sought to ensure her survival.
Arabella did survive her three years of separation from her family and returned to 
Hope End in October, 1820, at the age of seven. A year later all three of the female 
Barrett children became sick with an undefined illness. Although her health improved 
faster than did EBB’s, Arabella was still viewed by her family as delicate. In two sonnets 
of 1844 titled “Two Sketches,” one on each of her two sisters, EBB describes Arabella: 
Her azure eyes, dark lashes hold in fee;
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Her fair superfluous ringlets, without check,
Drop after one another down her neck,
As many to each cheek as you might see 
Green leaves to a wild rose! this sign outwardly,
And a like woman-covering seems to deck 
Her inner nature. For she will not fleck 
World’s sunshine with a finger. Sympathy 
Must call her in Love’s name! and then, I know,
She rises up, and brightens as she should,
And lights her smile for comfort, and is slow 
In nothing of high-hearted fortitude.
To smell this flower, come near it! such can grow 
In that sole garden where Christ’s brow dropped blood. (Poems 2: 292) 
The physical description of Arabella here is much like that of Julia, whose “beautiful blue 
eyes shadowed by her dark eyelashes gave a fresh softness to her face” (see page 214). 
She is compared to a rose surrounded by green leaves, a flower growing in Gethsemane -  
close to Christ, and there is an emphasis on her religious nature: “a like woman-covering 
seems to deck/Her inner nature.” This description mirrors the inner adornment of a 
gentle, quiet spirit written of by the apostle Peter in his second book.10
10 “Do not adorn yourselves outwardly by braiding your hair, and by wearing gold ornaments or fine 
clothing; rather, let your adornment be the inner self with the lasting beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit, 
which is very precious in God’s sight” (1 Peter 1.3,4 NRSV).
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Of course, aspects of Julia’s character may also represent the way EBB saw 
herself. In her autobiographical essays, she presents herself as willing to sacrifice her
happiness for her brother, Edward, affectionately known as Bro:
If I ever loved any human being I love this dear Brother . . the Partner of 
my pleasures of my literary toils. My attachment to him is literally 
devoted! If to save him from anxiety from mental vexation any effort of 
mine could suffice Heaven knows my heart that I would unhesitatingly 
buy his happiness with my own misery! (BC 1: 354)
The melodrama espoused in the essays parallels that of Julia, who declares she is willing 
to die so that her little brother can be saved.
Of her own disposition, EBB says she was “haughty impatient and fiery,” “but I 
trust that my heart is good -  I am confident it is grateful” (353). Furthermore, in the same 
essay, she writes,
My attachment to my friends can scarcely be defined! It is a sentiment at 
once sincere enthusiastic devoted & melancholy! - 1 really believe I am 
disinterested! At least I feel as if I moved & breathed not for myself!! 
Perhaps this is from romance of disposition, but I always imagine that I 
was sent on the earth for some purpose! To suffer! to die! to defend! To 
save by my death my country or some very very dear friends! (356)
Julia’s quality of self-sacrifice is highly praised in the novel. It is a quality that was 
valued as a virtuous trait for both men and women in Georgian society.
In a later essay, describing herself at age ten as “Beth,” EBB remembers that she 
had a kind smile. Furthermore, Beth performed good acts, albeit thinking “too much of
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her own agency” (360). A physical description of herself follows in the next lines: “Her 
eyes were bright with selfwill, — & the long lashes could scarcely soften them” — a 
reminder of (even if in contrast to) the softening effect of Julia’s “dark lashes.”
A birthday ode to EBB from her mother describes EBB as being patient in 
affliction:
More dear to her the unrepining smile 
Which radiant in thy suffering brow does shine,
The patience that could months of pain beguile
The Christians peace! sure pledge of love divine! (17-20)
Julia, too, is presented with a sense of serenity and peace as she points toward Heaven 
while denying herself.
Ultimately, Julia may be seen as a composite of Mary, Arabella, and EBB, as well 
as a reflection of social and cultural forces at work to shape and define the concept of 
good girl of the age. She is certainly a reflection of all the familial, societal, and 
commercial influences of female goodness and virtue that had been affecting EBB by her 
tenth year. Julia reflects the protagonists in moral tales, virtuous child characters in 
Puritan cautionary poems and stories, and Bible heroines of renowned virtue, courage, 
and grace such as Miriam, Mary, Esther, and Ruth. She is a Christ-figure, willing to die 
for others. She bears traits of Greek goddesses of goodness such as Diana -  strong and 
pure. She reflects Edgeworthian obedient child characters such as Simple Susan, 
Rosamond, and Laura; More’s humble shepherd; Sherwood’s Lucy Fairchild; Trimmer’s 
Harriet Benson; Wakefield’s Cecilia Harcourt; and more generally the common 
instructions given to youth in popular manners books of the time.
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A Social Cultural Reading of “Julia or Virtue”
In constructing a female child who enacts the role of hero and yet who needs to be 
saved after all, EBB is providing an important commentary on female culture in the 
context of the late Georgian period in England (1800-30). Within the structure of moral 
tale, a good child exemplar is the focal point, and yet Vallone reminds us that the good 
girl exemplar is where morality is most readily tested in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries {Disciplines o f Virtue 2). Julia’s choices of giving her money to a stranger in 
need and putting her brother before herself reveal that the moral instruction handed down 
from mothers to daughters in early childhood has been successfully internalized. That she 
makes two virtuous choices intensifies the lesson of the narrative, showing to readers that 
Julia is consistent in making moral choices. She can be trusted as a good character 
because she has formed a good character; however, the good character has not come 
without a cost. For Julia, “a short contest was roused in her breast, between pleasure and 
pain” (see page 212). Conquering the girlish nature does not come naturally. According 
to Vallone’s analysis of female protagonists, “[e]ach girl must decide how to conquer and 
then channel her girlish nature -  characterized by desire, hunger, anger, ignorance, and 
aggression -  into valuable, beautiful womanly conduct” (5). Julia’s “short contest” 
provides evidence that EBB saw goodness as something that comes with a struggle even 
in one as young as four or five.
Myers explains, “[wjomen’s manuals and tales alike are cultural narratives that 
both reflect and seek to change the culture that produced them” (“A Taste for Truth and 
Realities” 119). “Julia” exemplifies and participates in the didactic literature that was 
prevalent during this time, reiterating the codified female behavior found therein. One of
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its guidelines concerning duties to parents is illustrated in the first few passages, as Julia 
works to stop a quarrel among her siblings, remembering her mother’s instructions. Later, 
“the kiss of reconciliation” is “given by all parties” (see page 212). It is significant that 
the children are reconciled to one another after their mother leaves in the carriage. The 
kiss seems the result, therefore, of a genuine heart-change and is not merely a 
conciliatory act motivated by the desire to “go in the carriage.” The explicit message 
from this text, as Sophia tells us early on “rather affectedly,” is that siblings should be 
affectionate toward each other. “Oh but you ought to love both of us” is Sophia’s reaction 
to Augustus’s complaint about Helen (see page 211). This message is thematic in 
Edgeworth, as it is in many authors of children’s books, and Julia, like many 
Edgeworthian protagonists, is rewarded for her abstemiousness. She refuses to engage in 
the quarrel, and so she is allowed to ride in the carriage with “Mama,” stopping in shops 
to buy toys.
The didactic literature of the Edgeworths and others contained advice on teaching 
children how to use money. In “Julia or Virtue” the children who go in the carriage are 
provided with their own money and instructed on how to use it. Their mother tells them 
they may “chuse” toys for purchase; she then rewards Julia for her act of generosity in 
giving her money to the poor, blind harper. The idea is communicated that the children 
are free to spend the money they have, but it is best to invest it in things that will last. The 
lesson of economy has been taught in Edgeworth’s Rosamond stories. In “The Birthday 
Present,” for example, Rosamond and her sister, Laura, are granted autonomy in spending 
money. While Laura invests her money well in giving a half-guinea to a poor little 
weaving girl, an act “which [gives] Laura more pleasure probably than all the praise
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which could have been bestowed upon her generosity” (157), Rosamond invests her 
money foolishly (we discover by the end of the story) in a filigree basket she has created 
as a birthday gift for her cousin, Bell. The basket is destroyed by Bell before the story’s 
end. The little weaving girl, reappearing in the story, is vindicated after being falsely 
accused of having destroyed the basket and praises Laura for her financial generosity.
The moral lesson is clarified by the narrator and then reiterated in a dialogue between 
Rosamond and her father concerning Laura’s choice:
“This is being really generous, father, is it not?”
“Yes, Rosamond,” said her father, and he kissed her; “this is being really 
generous. It is not only by giving away money that we can show 
generosity; it is by giving up to others anything that we like ourselves; and 
therefore,” added he, smiling, “it is really generous of you to give your 
sister the thing you like best of all the others” (167)
By this, he means praise. Laura, it is agreed, has chosen the wiser way to invest her 
money, and both girls have learned the moral economic lesson -  investing in others 
yields the best returns. Rosamond expresses this lesson to her father in the last line of the 
story: “Why, sir,” said she, ingenuously, “perhaps [praise] was ONCE the thing I like 
best; but the pleasure I have just felt makes me like something else much better” (168). 
Like Rosamond, Julia finds inherent pleasure in the act of giving to the blind harper. Her 
act of generosity is further rewarded by praise and recognition at the story’s conclusion. 
She has also gained the respect of all her household.
According to Steedman, there is much to be gleaned concerning a child’s actual 
social world by looking at the stories he or she composes. In other words it is possible to
assume that through the setting of “Julia” we are allowed a glimpse into an actual nursery 
(perhaps, in this case, the Moulton-Barrett nursery), where relationships are unstable at 
times. Steedman writes that “the simplest kind of narrative is a sequence of clauses that is 
structured by a memory of real events and matched to the order of events described” (The 
Tidy House 100). If this is the case in “Julia,” then it might be deduced that several 
scenes from the story are revisions of events that actually took place or could have taken 
place, more generally, in the Moulton-Barrett household. One of these scenes might be 
the brief (but seemingly placid) breakfast scene taking place between parents and guests 
shortly before William the footman runs into the room to announce a fire in the house. 
The parents’ responses may be telling. Lady Crapton faints immediately; whereas, Lord 
Crapton remains composed upon hearing the news. He stretches and actually yawns, and 
we are told by the narrator that this is his custom after breakfast. Was EBB commenting 
on her own father’s typical response to emergencies or on what she could guess it would 
have been, given her father’s general demeanor? Had she seen something like this 
before?
If we read “Julia or Virtue” as a semi-autobiographical tale, then it may be 
possible to see it as an extension of Pollock’s findings concerning parent-child relations. 
Pollock, it may be recalled, found historical evidence from diarists, correspondents, and 
writers of memoirs to support a theory that past parental attitudes toward children were 
much more affectionate than what has been traditionally attributed to them. Consistent 
with the Moulton-Barrett family correspondence, which presents affectionate (if 
sometimes stormy) relationships among family members, “Julia or Virtue” presents a 
picture of family life that is realistic in its variety of emotional expressions. The children
all “went on very well” from a general perspective, but, as we see, they have their 
scuffles and actually break out into arguments at times. They have been warned by their 
mother not to quarrel, and are aware of transgressing this rule of the household. Later, 
when “the kiss of reconciliation” is given “by all parties,” we are led to believe that a 
sense of harmony and equilibrium has been restored. Pollock suggests that a personal 
document can act as a “signpost, making it possible for diverse facets of the history of 
childhood to be scrutinized” (A Lasting Relationship 13).
Other scenes that may be related to reality include the carriage ride with “Mama” 
to the shops to pick out toys, the carriage ride to Bath and its accompanying conversation, 
and Lady Crapton’s reactions both to being the subject of conversation at the ball and to 
receiving a letter from Prince George IV.
Writing “Julia or Virtue”
The manuscript of “Julia or Virtue” shows evidence that EBB had good control of 
her writing at the time of its composition. She seemed to know where her plot was going 
before committing actions to paper. Even when the hand changes in the latter part of the 
story, EBB’s purpose of revealing a virtuous character remains. Steedman tells us that 
children who write become aware of their power to manipulate and change story 
elements. Although EBB may not have known beforehand every component of her story, 
she was able to construct plot, dialogue, and extraneous details that were coherent and 
made logical sense.
EBB was a child reader of some merit. As such, she had a chance to internalize a 
sense of narrative by the time she was ten and writing “Julia or Virtue.” Although EBB 
was using imitation in her attempts to write in the tradition of the moral tale (just as
Milton used it in attempting to write in the tradition of epics and elegies), her 
understanding of the elements of story led her toward inventiveness in writing. Corbett 
makes it clear that invention is grounded in imitation. To invent, children “call upon all 
the patterns that they have internalised -  their own ‘store’ of narrative building blocks 
including settings, characters, events, dilemmas, resolutions -  plus relevant vocabulary 
and sentence structures” (7). Therefore, in using imitatio as a formal learning tool, EBB 
was laying the foundation for her ability to innovate and invent. Her previous moral tales, 
written at the age of eight, were preparing her to write “Julia or Virtue” in form and 
content. Corbett suggests that children learn stories through “multi-sensory strategies” -  
visual, auditory, cognitive, and kinesthetic -  seeing, hearing, thinking about, and taking 
action to produce their stories.
Steedman writes of children who are “highly conscious of their audience” (The 
Tidy House 100). Through her narratorial interruptions, EBB revealed that she was aware 
of writing for an audience. The narrator in “Julia” offers helpful directives, for example, 
“But we will now pursue the happy party in the carriage” (see page 212). The assumption 
is that this is a better use of our time than to stay at home with the children who did not 
get to go in the carriage. The narrator’s voice insightfully breaks into the conversation in 
the carriage ride to Bath to inform the readers at what point Lord Crapton is feeling 
uncomfortable in having his philosophical views challenged by a woman and again when 
the Countess of Salisbury “[sees] that Lord Crapton was piqued” and resolves his 
dilemma in a socially acceptable way by asking a question unrelated to the conversation 
(see page 216).
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Children making use of dialogue in their stories are able to analyze “the way in 
which the words of adults altered events and to envision for themselves possible changes 
in circumstances” (The Tidy House 109). EBB made use of dialogue to carry action 
forward in “Julia or Virtue.” The breakfast scene is interrupted by a dialogue which spurs 
the adult characters to save the children. The Bath carriage conversation moves time 
forward so that we can arrive at the next significant scene -  the ball where Lady 
Crapton’s sensitivity is displayed and Julia’s heroism is revealed. The conversation 
between the Countess of Salisbury, Lady Campbell, and the old Irish harper helps to 
unfold the mysterious circumstances of the ballroom and to delineate the harper’s history. 
By constructing (or reconstructing) adult conversations, EBB may have been considering 
how adult dialogue facilitates progress both in story and in life. Additionally, just as the 
actions produced by the adults in the story alter the circumstances, the child EBB 
likewise could see that her authorial actions would have an effect on the outcome of the 
story. It seems quite possible, then, that EBB was manipulating the events of an imagined 
social world literally (and literarily) based on a real social world in which she “lived, and 
moved, and had her being.”
EBB’s interest in the inculcation of her faith and moral values lasted her whole 
life long and appeared in later works, including “The Seraphim,” “A Drama of Exile,” 
and especially Aurora Leigh, where, even after Romney’s dreams of socialist ministry are 
shattered and he is blinded, he is offered a redemptive vision of hope in an improved 
ministry of love with Aurora. What relation exists between an early heroine such as Julia 
and a much later one such as Aurora? As tentative saviors of humankind, in their 
disinterested pursuit of others’ welfare, these two figures share a dual role that EBB
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greatly admired -  that of female redeemer. As representative characters of what was most 
valued by EBB, they reveal a movement from childish fancy and idealism to EBB’s 
mature expression of the female ideal. Aurora, after determining from her youth that she 
would be a famous poet and a “[speaker] of essential truth,” comes face to face with the 
cost of success in her profession -  a sense of loneliness and isolation unless her work is 
rendered into truth by real-life application. Thus, she takes on the care of her supposed 
rival, Marian, and is able to do what she writes of doing. Aurora is a much more mature 
form of Julia: her sacrifices are not as dramatic and her claim to greatness is tempered by 
the reality of limitations imposed on the female sex by mid-Victorian society.
The character of Julia presents a child model of virtuous domesticity, one who 
finds praise awaiting her in her home, her community, indeed, her country. In these pre- 
Victorian years, she was constructed to be an exemplar to child readers of the time with 
her spontaneous acts of kindness as well as gratitude towards her mother. As a minister of 
mercy, she was to embrace all of the nineteenth-century feminine values of charity, grace, 
and inner beauty. As a child after her mother’s own heart, she was to embody and 
recapitulate maternal virtues such as warmth, nurturance, generosity, and selfless service. 
As she succeeds at these accomplishments, Julia occupies the central place in her story 
and receives ample reward for her efforts, ultimately being validated by the king of 
England.
The story “Julia or Virtue” highlights the educational progress of EBB who was 
learning to love scholarship. She was also learning to negotiate her place in the world by 
locating herself in a particular authorial space -  that of the domestic novel or the moral 
tale. Myers asserts that “[instructive tales [. . .] aid the woman writer in negotiating the
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empowering and silencing fictions of man and woman presented to her by her culture” 
(“Romancing the Moral Tale” 110). EBB, asserting herself as an educator for women by 
the age of ten, staked out her right to do so by grounding her story in the rationalist 
tradition of women authors writing instructional tales for children. At the same time, she 
was reinventing those traditions by creating a female voice to represent her knowledge. 
“Julia,” like Edgeworth’s “Simple Susan,” highly prizes “gendered subjectivity, 
empowerment through affiliation within the domestic frame of reference” (Myers 111). 
Already EBB had begun to negotiate her womanhood, her authorship, and her ultimate 
life destination. With “Julia or Virtue,” EBB was ready to mediate the girl as hero and 
girlhood as a place of virtue and honor.
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CHAPTER III
CHILDREN IN GEORGIAN ENGLAND
According to Hugh Cunningham, little is known about the day-to-day experiences 
of children throughout time: “Ideas about childhood in the past exist in plenitude; it is not 
so easy to find out about the lives of children” (2). Rather, we have diary accounts by 
parents, manuals for how to raise children, demographic information on their birth and 
death rates, and information on the types of books that were written for children, but 
information on daily lives and experiences of children is largely missing from the data 
collections of historians. What is missing is the essence of what it was like to be a child 
in any particular era. A significant reason for this gap is that children have rarely had a 
voice of their own. The published works of children in letters, daybooks, diaries, and 
poetry are scarce and mainly composed by an elite class of children. Thus we have 
manuscripts by children from famous or wealthy families which are, sadly, 
unrepresentative of the cultural mainstream.
A second reason for the lack of solid material about children is, as Ludmilla 
Jordanova suggests, both because of the transitory state of their being and attitudes of 
historians who find themselves unable to separate conceptions of their own childhood 
from those of the children they write about. Therefore, as Carolyn Steedman 
acknowledges, tendencies towards sentimentalizing and over-identifying prevail and, 
according to Jordanova, are “infinite” (Strange Dislocations 79). In fact, Jordanova
questions whether any unfragmented history of children can be written at all. The 
problem lies in the failure of historians generally to appraise their own assumptions about 
childhood and history. When historians become aware of their inherent biases and begin 
to challenge them, then a more accurate picture of history will be possible. It is also 
important, Jordanova believes, for historians to ground their theories of childhood and 
their opinions of historical children in a solid social and cultural context because children 
in any historical period, far from being in the periphery of their particular societies and 
cultures, were fully immersed in them as “integral elements.”
To understand what it was like to be an historical child is additionally challenging 
because of the shortage of extant primary sources.11 Cunningham’s approach to studying 
childhood and children, like Jordanova’s, is necessarily sociological. He writes,
Childhood cannot be studied in isolation from society as a whole. It is 
arguable that the factors which have had most impact on it, both as a set of 
ideas and as a phase of life, have been primarily economic and 
demographic, and in second place, political. It has been the economic 
development of the western world which has allowed for both the shift in 
the experience of childhood from work to school, and for the emergence 
of the idea that childhood should be a time of dependency. And concern 
for the present safety and future needs of the state has often provided the 
impulse for public action concerning children. If, as we shall see, one of 
the theories about the history of children and childhood is that they have 
been becoming increasingly separate from adults and adulthood, that is in 1
11 Cunningham includes a critical historiography of the books on the history of childhood.
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fact all the more reason why we need to embed their history in wider 
economic, social, and political developments. (3-4)
The approach Cunningham writes of provides justification for contextualizing Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning’s childhood in Georgian England as she was growing up in a wealthy 
family and a provincial setting. Although much has been written on the idyllic landscapes 
of her girlhood home, Hope End, near Ledbury, at Herefordshire, little has been said 
about her day-to-day experiences as a child from a broader social and cultural 
perspective.12 In this chapter a reconstruction of that perspective through the lens of 
historical interpretation is presented. It will try to access the world of the Georgian child 
by describing real Georgian children, their activities, work, schooling, and interactions 
within their family circles found in journals, letters, and quite a few secondary sources as 
well. At the same time, the construct of Georgian childhood will be examined as it relates 
to EBB’s identity.
Writing about children necessitates understanding specific terms used by 
historians and social scientists alike. Confusion over the implied differences between 
“child” and “childhood” has been noted by several researchers. Steedman confesses her 
perplexity, saying, “I have found myself as puzzled as other historians by the 
extraordinary plasticity of the terms ‘childhood’ and ‘child’ in the period under 
discussion [1780-1930]” (7). Cunningham reiterates the point in Children and Childhood 
in Western Society Since 1500 by defining “childhood” as a set of ideas about children
12 The most extensive are Barbara Dennis’ E liza b e th  B a rre tt  B ro w n in g :  T h e  H o p e  E n d  Y ea rs , which 
examines EBB’s childhood and poetical development, culminating in her death in Italy; Margaret Forster’s 
E liza b e th  B a r r e t t  B ro w n in g :  T h e  L i fe  a n d  L o v e s  o f  a  P o e t, which contains detailed information about 
EBB’s years at Hope End, and the more recent critical biography by Simon Avery and Rebecca Stott, 
E liza b e th  B a rre tt  B ro w n in g , which contains a chapter devoted to EBB’s early life in rural England which 
combines the poet’s life with her artistic development.
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that shifts over time and “children” as the real people with actual life experiences. To 
make the task even more complex, nineteenth-century ideologies of childhood and 
children are quite different from postmodern ones. Therefore, trying to recapture the 
interiority of early nineteenth-century children is a virtually impossible undertaking 
because we have to peer through the opaque windows (be they murky or rose-colored) of 
those ideologies in order to see through our own stained glasses which we cannot 
remove.
Cunningham notes that many scholars have attempted to write histories of 
childhood since Aries’s seminal study published in 1960, L ’enfant et la vie familiale sous 
l ’Ancient Regime, known as Centuries o f Childhood. Aries suggested that the concept of 
childhood emerged as a cultural construct at a certain point in history, a thought that has 
been recapitulated by many other historians. He argued that the reformers’ push for 
children to be educated in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was a beginning point 
for a “moralization” of society. When parents began to see the need for their children to 
be educated, they began to perceive that children were different from adults. “The key 
change was the development of the idea that schooling was for children only rather than 
for people of all ages; childhood and adulthood were being separated out” (Cunningham 
6-7). Because of extended schooling, childhood began to last longer than the seven years 
Aries originally designated as the age at which children were perceived as adults in 
medieval times. The sum of Aries’s thesis is that childhood as a concept did not exist 
before the sixteenth century.
According to Cunningham, Aries “set out hypotheses about the history of 
childhood, and these have become the benchmarks for all subsequent students.” The main
tradition of scholarship on children has not challenged Aries’s assumptions but, rather, 
has reiterated them, the majority of scholars locating the emergence of childhood as a 
conscious concept in the eighteenth century, when art began to depict more distinction 
between children and adults in terms of their dress and general appearance.
It was not until 1983 that a significant challenge was voiced by historian Linda 
Pollock, who found evidence in primary sources for a different thesis -  mainly, that 
parents understood that there were important differences between adulthood and 
childhood well before the eighteenth century. Pollock was disturbed by the evidence used 
by Aries and others purporting that parents did not recognize a distinctness between 
themselves and their children. She was equally disturbed by a related theme professed by 
these same historians — that before a certain point in history (usually the eighteenth 
century), parents did not love their children. That parents saw their children mainly as 
economic assets rather than cherished human beings did not make sense in the light of 
her own research. Pollock set out to change the direction of the tide by studying 
subjective writings of parents in diaries, autobiographies, and letters of various periods in 
history. Her ground-breaking works Forgotten Children and A Lasting Relationship 
revolutionized academic thought about children in history.
In Forgotten Children, Pollock demonstrates through diarists of the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries that not only did parents of these centuries 
understand that there were differences between children and adults, but they also knew 
that these differences necessitated behaviors and attitudes toward children that were 
different from those toward adults. By showing that parents attempted to regulate their 
children’s behaviors, showed concern and interest in individual children, nursed their
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children when they were ill, and grieved when they died, Pollock gives convincing 
evidence that parents understood the concept of child long before other historians 
described them doing so. Pollock’s study reveals, in fact, that the relationships between 
parents and children of the past were much closer than had been assigned to them by 
historians.
The texts reveal that the parent-child relationship was not formal. They 
abound in instances of the closeness of the parent-child bond: parents who 
sat up all night nursing their sick offspring; who worried over the latter’s 
education; who were prepared to come to their children’s aid when 
necessary -  and the children also felt free to approach their parents with 
any problems they might have -  who referred to physical contact between 
themselves and their children and who were also aware of the latter’s 
activities. (268-69)
This thesis laid the foundation for Pollock’s second work, A Lasting Relationship, a 
compilation of passages from diaries and correspondence of parents from past centuries 
that reveal concern and affection between parents and their children. “The evidence 
presented supports the interpretation that most parents in the classes and countries 
represented here were acutely aware of and concerned for their children” (13). In 
addition, the work permits its readers to view children and childhood from more 
subjective and personal perspectives than were possible before. We are able, in reading 
the diary entries and letters, to explore a more accurate picture of parents’ interiority. 
Although Pollock’s book focuses on parental concerns and responses rather than 
children’s, her work is valuable to the present study because of the need to see parenting
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from the perspectives of Georgians, including their conceptual frameworks, philosophies, 
and practices (and mistakes).
Understanding how parents viewed their children from a subjective viewpoint in 
Georgian England helps to contextualize EBB’s home life, her relationship to her parents, 
and her social position as a young girl in a large household. Of course, EBB’s 
autobiographical writings and letters provide their own rich source of information for this 
kind of study, as many of her juvenile writings have been preserved. Thus, evidence from 
the extant Barrett family papers can be seen as a viable source for studying children of 
the Georgian period, providing evidence of parents’ behavior and a child’s voice and 
perspective, albeit a precocious literate and literary child who had a special adeptness 
with language. Still, as a wealthy child, much of what she documents may generalize to 
other wealthy Georgian children; as a female, certain activities she records may be 
applied to many Georgian girls; and as a developing poet, much of what she writes about 
may relate to other child artists. Although it would be unfair to say that EBB’s voice 
stands as the representative child’s voice for all of Georgian England (though later she 
would be considered for the status of poet laureate of Victorian England), it is reasonable 
to say that her child voice articulates her own experiences and experiments with language 
as she works to construct her identity and place in a Georgian time frame. It is possible, 
then, to catch a glimpse of her interior activities and responses -  and perhaps see a child’s 
way of knowing. This is valuable if only because it is rare.
This chapter concludes with attention to adult constructions of children and 
childhood found in children’s literature of the period, wherein writers attempted to shape 
future generations through the vehicle of literature. It seems clear that there was a
reciprocal interchange between those writers trying to shape the culture and the actual 
child readers for whom and about whom they were writing. The mimetic quality captured 
by writers such as the Edgeworths and others added a sense of realism to the stories and 
characters, while the child readers were both the sources and the recipients of the 
messages conveyed through the ever-growing media of the day -  books and periodicals.
The Country and the City
An account of children’s lives in late eighteenth-century and early nineteenth- 
century England must include attention to the differences between rural and urban living 
simply because of the extreme disparities between these two environments during that 
time and since then. It is especially important to understand what country living was like 
for upper class families, as EBB’s family meets this description. By contrasting urban life 
with rural life, we find it possible to form some tentative opinions about a particular child 
based on knowledge about her immediate surroundings. Of course, differences in life 
quality between the wealthy and the working classes, then as now, were very great.
According to Naomi Tadmore, by 1750, almost 80 percent of the British 
population was still living in rural England.13 This was the case in spite of the strong lure 
to the urban areas as factory employment opportunities increased. Between the early and 
later years of the eighteenth century, due to the land enclosure policy and the industrial 
revolution, an economic shift took place that had drastic consequences on the laboring 
classes: “In the country the change was especially marked” (Bayne-Powell 28). A.E. 
Richardson comments that by the middle of the century the development of farmland was
13 Tadmore reports 79 percent based upon E. A Wrigley’s P e o p le , C itie s  a n d  W ea lth : T h e  T ra n s fo rm a tio n  
o f  a  T ra d itio n a l S o c ie ty , 1987, pgs. 168-71.
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beginning to overtake the wastelands and heaths, and large farming operations began to 
crowd out small-scale farmers. “Open fields and strip cultivation gave the small man a 
chance to compete with those who farmed on a large scale, but the enclosing of land 
expedited the ruin of the small farmer who, in many cases, migrated to the industrial 
towns and was absorbed in the working classes” (35).
When considering the quality of life available for British children living in the 
Georgian period, the countryside was far preferable to the city in many ways. The cities 
were becoming overpopulated and polluted. “Workers and their families were packed, 
layered and compressed like geological strata into the made-down houses of the wealthy, 
or crowded into such accommodation as the speculative builders were willing to provide; 
and in a low-wage economy that offered precious little” (O’Day 226). London, 
especially, was a hub for the milling multitudes crushed into oppressive living quarters; 
children and parents slept in the same rooms, perhaps adjacent to complete strangers.
Parish vestries had been given authority in 1722 to construct workhouses where 
people of all types were employed along with whole families of parents and children. 
Bayne-Powell describes the miserable conditions under which tenants in workhouses 
lived:
In these places old and young were herded together, with no 
discrimination or classification. Hardened vagrants and habitual criminals, 
prostitutes and lunatics rubbed shoulder to shoulder with the orphan 
children of the respectable poor. Here the deserted wife lay in childbed, 
dependent for succour and attention on the charity of her fellow inmates. It 
was a common practice in the eighteenth century to expose unwanted
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children in the streets and lanes of the cities or in the country . . . .  [T]he 
majority, if they survived such exposure, were brought to the workhouse. 
(151)
Because of the cramped conditions, the poor were not likely to live in families. There was 
no privacy, and of course the crowding encouraged fluid relationships, sexual 
promiscuity, incest, illegitimacy, and disease, to name just a few atrocities (O’Day 227).
Of course, the mortality rate for children was appallingly high, and the laws did 
not protect children from severe maltreatment -  not even from the hands of their own 
parents -  a circumstance that led to many deaths.14 “Parents, who had large families or 
illegitimate children, could pay down a lump sum to the parish officers and thus rid 
themselves for ever of their child and their responsibilities towards it” (Bayne-Powell 
151). It was expected that children would die under these conditions, and workhouse 
officials generally did very little to prevent children’s deaths. Due to the intense protests 
by Jonas Hanway and others, a bill was passed in 1767 that allowed for infants and young 
children to be sent outside of the city. “They were to be entrusted to foster mothers, who 
were to be allowed 2s. 6d. a week for their maintenance. . .. and furthermore the woman 
was rewarded with a gratuity of 10s. if the babe lived to be a year old” (152).
Children whose parents kept them into early childhood may have faired no better 
than those surrendered to the parish officers. Child prostitution rings were the common 
market whereby parents could make a profit as EBB depicts Marian Erie in Aurora 
Leigh, whose mother attempts to sell her. In addition, beggars purchased children and
14 Cunningham reports that the mortality rate between 1600 and 1749 was between 250 and 340/1000 of 
those under one year of age in England ( C h ild re n  a n d  C h i ld h o o d  in  W estern  S o c ie ty  S in c e  1 5 0 0 , 90).
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sometimes mutilated them to arouse sympathy in passersby. The mutilation might include 
putting their eyes out. Chimney sweeping offered the other useful venue by which parents 
could alleviate their financial pressures. The miseries of the chimney sweeps, or 
“climbing boys,” have been documented in Blake’s Songs o f Experience (1794) and 
Dickens’s Oliver Twist (1837-39).
In the rural villages, life was not much easier. Employment “gangs” were 
contracted out by foremen (or gangmasters) to work on farmland surrounding the parish 
village. Gangs were made up of men, women, and children who were selected from the 
gangmaster’s pool of employees and who would then be sent out to the contracting farm. 
The gang system presented particular hardships which especially affected children.
In the winter, if the task was fairly near, a two-journey day was worked; 
the gang went out at 7 a.m, returned at mid-day, and went again from 1 
p.m. until dark. But in the summer, the gang sometimes had to walk seven 
or eight miles each way, and work from 8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. making a 
day of intolerable length and hardship even for adults. For children of 
seven years of age -  and some were still younger -  such conditions must 
have involved indescribable suffering. On longer journeys the gang was 
driven to its destination and generally remained there while work lasted, 
sleeping in bams, stables and any available shelter. (Pinchbeck and Hewitt 
392)
Pollock reports a lower rate of 150/1000 in England and 200/100 in France (F o rg o tte n  C h ild re n , 51). 
Pollock’s statistics may be based on a broader sample size or a more general time range.
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According to Ivy Pinchbeck and Margaret Hewitt, children in the gangs could be 
as young as five or six years of age and were robbed of their opportunities for education. 
They quote from a father’s report to the 1843 Commission on Children’s Employment: 
I’m forced to let my daughter go, else I’m very much against i t . . . She 
has complained of pain in her side very often; they drive them along -  
force them along -  they make them work hard. Gathering stones has hurt 
my girls’ back at times. Pulling turnips is the hardest work; they get such a 
hold of the ground with their roots; when the lands strong it’s as much as 
we can do to get ‘em out, pull as hard as we can pull. It blisters their hands 
so that they can hardly touch anything. . . My girl went 5 miles yesterday 
to her work, tumiping; she set off between seven and eight; she walked; 
had a piece of bread before she went; she did not stop work in the middle 
of the day; ate nothing till she left off; she came home between 3 and 4 
o’clock. Their walks are worse than their work; she is sometimes so tired, 
she can’t eat no victuals when she comes home. (392-93)
Of course, with the overcrowding of the open parishes came other dangers for children. 
Opportunities for employment drew all types of people from different locales, a fact that 
led one overseer to claim that his parish was “the coop of all the scrapings of the country” 
(qtd. in Pinchbeck and Hewitt 393). Conscientious parents were careful to guard their 
children, making them return home at night rather than to sleep in the bams. “It was not 
so easy to protect their daughters from the lascivious attentions of some of the gang 
masters themselves” (393).
Hugh Cunningham states that the chances for survival were better in the country 
than in the urban centers. In contrast to the city, the countryside offered more space, fresh 
air, freedom of movement, and sunshine. Because of the increasing poverty in rural 
England, the workload was not necessarily less severe for children of agricultural 
families, but it was certainly done in a more pleasant atmosphere than what the dirty 
factories could afford. Children living in the country were trained to work long hours 
feeding livestock, producing cloth in cottage industries, and working in the hayfield 
(Bayne-Powell 28).15 A description of country life for children is extended in the 
following description of rural England:
There was the beautiful country with woods and heaths where children 
might wander and play to their hearts’ content. There were games of trap- 
ball and cricket on the village green. Once a year, or perhaps oftener, there 
was a fair in their own or some adjacent parish, a fair with acrobats and 
tumblers, fat women and dwarfs, gilded gingerbreads and brandy balls. At 
Christmas the children went round wassailing, or were allowed perhaps to 
take part, and certainly to watch the mummers play. (30)
Apparently even poor children could benefit from the abundance — especially at harvest 
time. In the country children could participate in harvest celebrations and experience a 
sense of social worthiness. They were able to take part in the greater community and lend 
continuity to familial and historical traditions. Hence, country children were preservers of 
the agricultural society of England:
15 Cunningham qualifies this statement, indicating that in some families, it was not uncommon for some 
children to be idle for a good part of the day (83).
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There was the great harvest home when the last sheaf was brought in with 
much merrymaking and rejoicing. Any boys who had been helping in the 
harvest could come in to the great supper with its joints of beef and veal 
and bacon, its great dish of frumenty16, and its barrels full of beer and 
cider. The little children who had run about the harvest field, doing what 
they could, were rewarded with plum cake. It was the custom, too, to ask 
all passers-by for largess, and while the men spent their money on drink at 
the village inn, the children bought such toys and sweets as the village 
provided, or lay in wait for the visiting pedlar with his pack full of chap- 
books and marbles. (30)
The scene is reminiscent of Milton’s rambling L’Allegro as he saunters through the 
countryside, commenting on blissful scenes of meadows, bowers, hay bales, and “upland 
hamlets.” It is possible, then, to envision country children engaging in pleasure-filled 
activities and more difficult to imagine city children doing the same. According to Roy 
Porter, idyllic scenes such as this were realistic in the eighteenth-century. He challenges 
the commonly held assumption that working class England was devoid of vibrancy or 
liveliness. It was rather the case that the poor were able to thrive on a certain level of 
sustenance that postmodems would deem substandard:
[Tjhere is plenty of evidence that even needy labourers had some 
dispensable income, participated in the money economy and exercised 
some say in the patterning of their lives. They possessed a few heirlooms 
and went in for the odd luxury: tea-drinking was to spread far down the
16 Bayne-Powell defines frumenty as “wheat boiled in milk and seasoned.”
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social scale. Labouring men possessed skills, initiative and their own 
“appropriate technology”, and -  unlike serfs East of the Elbe -  they 
enjoyed some mobility in employment and domicile. Theirs was not at all 
the expropriated, hopeless, begging-bowl destitution of parts of the 
present-day third world. The ordinary Georgian working family did not 
bask in a folksy golden age; neither, however, did it have one foot within 
the refugee camp. (144)
Porter further indicates that while the working classes of the eighteenth century were able 
to experience a certain level of domestic security and comfort, they still faced 
considerable hardships in day to day work. “Life for the working population was 
certainly infinitely grueling, pains far exceeded pleasures, and upwards of one family in 
five received poor relief’ (144). In reality the poor had very difficult lives.
Cunningham describes the economic advantages and disadvantages facing 
European parents of children living in the country, commenting on the particular tasks 
assigned to children :
Economists, many of them working on contemporary peasant societies, 
disagree about the “value” of children, but in no possible scenario could 
there be anything but a net loss on the investment in the first six or seven 
years. At that age the eldest child might begin to perform minor but useful 
tasks within the household or on the land, looking after younger siblings, 
herding livestock or scaring birds off crops. Thus in sixteenth-century 
Castile, both boys and girls helped to collect firewood, to herd livestock, 
to assist with ploughing, to collect or destroy aphids or worms on the
vines, and to rear silkworms. The English evidence suggests that it was not 
until they were at least ten that children were expected to do more than 
simple tasks which rarely took up all of a child’s time. (82)
The economic benefits of having children, then, were dependent upon passage of time 
and the life expectancy of individual children. Cunningham suggests that it was not until 
after eighteen years of marriage that there was a noticeable gain in children’s 
contributions to the family income. “But if children were an expense, they were also 
crucial to the peasant economy, as the labour force in embryo and as the future inheritors 
of the land” (83).
Wealthy Children
While the poor children of England were much more numerous than their 
counterparts in Georgian times, we can study wealthy children because more descriptions 
of their lives have been preserved.
Children of wealthy families had servants to dress them. Many never discovered 
how to dress themselves. This practice continued into Victorian times, as EBB did not 
dress herself before she was 40 years old.17 Typical dress for boys in the early part of the 
eighteenth century included a scarlet coat (or pink coat worn by country gentlemen in the 
years of Queen Anne’s reign). The coats were worn with waistcoats, ruffles, knee 
breaches, and silk stockings (Bayne-Powell 24). Steele or silver buckles were typically
17 EBB had to learn to dress herself when her only maid, Wilson, became ill shortly after the Brownings’ 
arrival in Italy. EBB wrote of the ordeal to Mary Russell Mitford in early 1847, “in the meanwhile I have 
acquired a heap of practical philosophy & have learnt how it is possible (in certain conditions of the human 
frame) to comb out & twist up one’s own hair, & lace one’s very own stays, & cause hooks and eyes to 
meet behind one’s very own back, besides making toast & water for Wilson,.. which last miracle, it is only 
just to say, was considerably assisted by Robert’s counsel “not quite to set fire to the bread” while one was 
toasting it” (L M R M , 203).
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worn on the shoes. Later, the scarlet coats and white stockings were exchanged for black 
coats and white cravats. Richardson describes early Georgian men’s dress this way:
In the early Georgian period, English costume became much plainer than
it had during the reigns of Charles II. or William III........Male costume
had also lost many of the frills of late Stuart times. The gentry were 
adopting long, braided coats with big sleeve cuffs, and waistcoats reaching 
to the knees. . . .  The breeches buttoned at the knee above black silk 
stockings and buckled shoes. (24)
White powdered wigs had been fashionable through the middle of the century for adults, 
but they were not common among children (23).
According to F. Gordon Roe, by 1800, a short jacket was being worn over a 
waistcoat, and the “skeleton suit” came into style, recalled by Dickens and Thackeray. 
Skeleton suits were so named because of their tightness in contrast to earlier styles of 
loose-fitting pantaloons and full shirts with frilled necklines. Roe states that this style 
lasted into the 1840s. Brass or copper buttons were common decorations on the coats or 
tunics and often played “a conspicuous part on boys’ clothing whether of the adult or 
designedly ‘junior’ kinds” (53).
Dating from the 1780s, boys were wearing top hats. Roe explains that the earliest 
“toppers” of this period were cone-shaped, “an elegant affair with something of the 
elegiac charm of a truncated pinnacle” (54). Later top hats were larger. Younger boys 
wore “more playful headgear.” EBB’s youngest brothers may have worn “a peaked cap 
with dangling tassel based on the military forage cap of the period.” The nostalgic great 
coat, complete with “overlapping shoulder-capes” was worn by some, but not all boys.
Notably, boys wore “night-gowns,” or loosely cut bathrobes and slept in “night-shirts” 
and “night-caps.” Early nineteenth-century artwork depicting young boys in play attire 
commonly show them wearing loosely-fitting gowns, almost indistinguishable from girls’ 
playclothes.
Accessories included the “netted purse,” handkerchieves, and, for the very 
wealthy, small, silver or shagreen grooming cases, “complete with tweezers, or dainty 
toothpicks, earpicks and tongue-scraper.” Wealthier boys also carried small swords. 
Snuff-boxes were carried by wealthy and poor alike. In winter, boys wore gloves and 
occasionally muffs as well (56-57).
In Roundabout Papers, William Makepeace Thackeray, wondering whether the 
“little silver pencil-cases with a movable almanac at the butt-end are still favorite 
implements with boys,” describes the pocket contents of a typical schoolboy in the early 
nineteenth century:
Consider the position of a pencil-case in a boy’s pocket. You had hard­
bake in it; marbles, kept in your purse when the money was all gone; your 
mother’s purse, knitted so fondly and supplied with a little bit of gold, 
long since -  prodigal little son! -  scattered amongst the swine -  I mean 
brandy-balls, open tarts, three-cornered puffs, and similar abominations. 
You had a top and string; a knife; a piece of cobbler’s wax; two or three 
bullets; a Little Warbler, and I, for my part, remember, for a considerable 
period, a brass-barrelled pocket-pistol (which would fire beautifully, for 
with it I shot off a button from Butt Major’s jacket); — with all these 
things, and ever so many more, clinking and rattling in your pockets, and
your hands, of course keeping them in perpetual movement, how could 
you expect your movable almanac not to be twisted out of its place now 
and again -  your pencil-case to be bent -  your licorice water not to leak 
out of your bottle over the cobbler’s wax, your bull’s-eyes not to ram up 
the lock and barrel of your pistol, and so forth. (45-46)
For Thackeray as well as others, it seemed, these pocket items were as important as any 
other accessories they could wear.
Girls of wealthy parents wore muslin frocks, dresses, silk slips, hair ribbons, and 
patten shoes. Their headgear was decorative. “The ladies of Queen Anne’s time wore 
hoods and capes above their feathered head-dresses, called Commodes or Foutages, 
owing to their having been introduced by Mademoiselle Fontage” (Richardson 24-25). A 
more detailed description of eighteenth-century ladies’ clothing is given by Richardson: 
They wore quilted petticoats of rich quality beneath full skirts looped up, 
and thin, V-shaped bodices with delicately worked stomachers. They had 
little muffs for outdoors of the type satirized in The Spectator, and dresses 
flounced and furbelowed from head to foot, with every ribbon wrinkled, 
and every part of her garments in curl. (25)
According to Roe, girls’ fashions changed significantly between Queen Anne’s reign and 
the later Georgian years. The end of the eighteenth century witnessed a simplified style 
for the ladies and the children. Girls’ dresses were a good deal simpler than their 
mothers’ by 1800 (58). The “quasi-peasant” dress came in late also, mimicking the 
Romantic, rustic, working-class look.
Such quasi-peasant fantasies bear little relation to the more normal 
dressing which -  for the refined type of girl -  came into being in the 
course of the next twenty years [1780-1800], In general trend, dresses 
were low-necked, with tight bodice and full skirt, though towards the close 
of the eighteenth century the skirt shortens to ankle-length and we 
encounter the simple high-waisted style, often worn with a charming little 
mob-cap, or a wide-brimmed chip-straw hat. This leads us right to the 
“Empire” dress, with its short puff-sleeves covering little more than the 
shoulders. .. . We are also aware of the slow emergence of pantaloons or 
long drawers as a visible item of underwear. (61-62)
Shoe styles changed from lower to higher heels. Roe points out that these were 
sometimes embroidered (65). Clogs and pattens were worn outdoors.
Ornamental aprons were worn and pockets were made up for by a small “tie-on 
bag which might be prettily embroidered.” This little bag was sometimes tied on beneath 
the dress. Gloves were sometimes worn by wealthy girls, as well as mittens and muffs. 
Some girls may have worn the “calesh” or a large hood designed for wear with highly 
piled hair. Hats were often large with many ribbons and bows. Lace bonnets were another 
common head adornment. Additionally, a wealthy girl “might aspire to owning her otto- 
bottle, needle-case, work-box (quite likely fitted with smelling bottles), and her drawing- 
or colour-box with its complement of ‘pencils’ or, as we now say, brushes” (67). Fans 
were seen as fashionable as long as a girl knew how to use one, and some girls might also 
wear jewelry, “scarves, tippets, and other loose neckwear.”
Of course, no discussion of a Georgian girls’ clothing could be complete without 
mentioning the formidable undergarments — corsettes, stays, and shifts or “Pantalettes,” 
long underwear that came into style following a shorter version of the same, although 
many girls did not wear any at all. Girls slept in shifts and night-caps. Their 
“nightgowns” served as bathrobes.
A well-to-do girl’s hair was typically dressed by a handmaid, a fact that seemed to 
encourage her helplessness. Bayne-Powell records an extract from a letter to the 
adolescent, Maria Holroyd, from her aunt which underscores this point:
Might I advise you . . . that you should learn to dress your hair a little 
yourself. I do not mean that you should not have a hairdresser as often as 
you please, but I mean that you should know how to do it when occasion 
may require, for you cannot imagine how inconvenient it is to be totally 
helpless sometimes. . . .  I know girls of the very first fashion, who are 
taught to dress themselves entirely, to pack up even and take care of all 
their clothes. (19)
If a young woman of wealth could be convinced that it was fashionable to take care of 
her own hair or her garments, she might be persuaded to try to do so. Fashion was the 
standard for wealthy young women.
The daily schedules of children of the wealthy classes differed substantially from 
those of the poor classes, whose daylight hours could be almost entirely consumed in 
house or farm work. Poor and wealthy boys learned to hunt, fish, and ride ponies or 
horses at an early age. The difference seemed to lie in whether the activity was for the
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purpose of livelihood or leisure. Girls were taught artwork, needlework, music, and 
hostessing as pastimes. An account of fifteen-year-old Maria Holroyd’s day follows:
I get up. . . . at 8 .1 walk from 9 to 10, we then breakfast; about 11 I play 
on the harpsichord or I draw. I translate, and at 2 walk out again, 3 I 
generally read, and 4 we go to dine, after dinner we play at Backgammon; 
we drink tea at seven and I work or play on the piano till 10, when we 
have our little bit of supper and 11 we go to bed. (qtd. in Bayne-Powell 
21)
Young ladies were “carefully taught how to enter and leave a room, how to get into a 
carriage, how to hand a cup of tea” (23). Additionally, children were taught to curtsy to 
adults and to each other. For purposes of straightening their postures, girls were shoulder- 
strapped onto “spiders,” or backboards with iron collars.
At age eleven, EBB’s paternal grandmother sent her “six slips to wear under [her] 
frocks,” and told her that she was now “too big to go without them, & they will also keep 
you warm" (BC 1: 36). In the same package were frocks for EBB and her sister,
Henrietta. In paintings, EBB is depicted conventionally in loose-fitting gowns, light- 
colored and almost sheer, with slips or frocks showing at the bottom. The necklines are 
so wide that the shoulders are bared, and the sleeves are simple, sometimes with ribbons, 
encircling the tops of the arms. Her hair is depicted as quite short -  ear-length — until she 
was past about ten or eleven. She usually has shoes or satin-like slippers on as well.
Toys and Recreation
According to Roe, “it were folly to suppose that a Georgian nursery was devoid of 
play-things” (13). Girls had dolls of all sorts. Roe describes the types of dolls by what
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they were made of: rag or leather, wood, cloth bodies with wax or “china” heads, and so 
on.
Of the all-wooden kinds, that still known to us as the Dutch doll, or in 
older parlance the ‘Flanders baby’, was prominent. . . .  Some dolls were 
not merely dressed but provided with tapes or straps sewn to the back of 
the shoulders: these representing the leading-strings with which young 
children were controlled in a manner equivalent to the modem harness. 
Queen Victoria had a variety of dolls, some of which are displayed at Kensington Palace. 
According to juvenile biographer, Lynne Vallone, Victoria’s collection included baby 
dolls, dress-up dolls, and paper dolls, some made by herself (.Becoming Victoria, 16-17). 
Vallone reports that Victoria sometimes had her baby dolls write letters to her brother-in- 
law, referring to them as his nieces. Victoria recorded that she had given her “big doll” a 
tea party. She had other dolls as well:
In addition to dolls that a child could actually play with and manipulate, 
Queen Victoria is well known for having had as a child and teenager a 
collection of Dutch peg dolls numbering just over 130. These dolls range 
in size from 3 inches to 9 inches in height and are uniform in their facial 
features; what distinguishes each is her costume. Most represent acrobats 
of Victoria’s own day or characters from a stage. Intricate handiwork and 
careful attention to details of costume were necessary to dress these tiny 
dolls. (18)
Vallone notes that Victoria helped to make their clothes.
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EBB also had dolls, although how often she played with them is difficult to 
ascertain, given her literary interests. A letter to her maternal grandmother early in 1815 
indicates that she had been playing with them: “My Doll is not broken yet But 
Grandmama Brought me a beautyfut [sic] one & then at Christmas she gave me another 
little one which has some nice clothes & a pretty fur cap & a cloth coat nightgown & 
nightcap &c.” (BC 1:16). It may have been more interesting for EBB to play with her live 
dolls as she had many little brothers and sisters. At least one portrait depicts EBB holding 
an infant sibling. She also made a request of her mother to play nurse to one of her little 
brothers as a reward for her studies. Her novel, “Julia or Virtue,” written at age ten, refers 
to dolls several times and may reflect the actual Barrett nursery.
Doll houses were also common in well-to-do homes, although they were called 
“baby houses.” As in today’s time, the doll houses ranged from simple to elaborate and 
might include furniture as well. Roe describes the furnishings of a “dolls’ room,” or a sort 
of shadow box, on display at the Victoria and Albert Museum. The dolls’ room was also 
a common nursery item amongst well-to-do families:
This room, which is 53 Vi inches long and 14 Vi inches high, has glazed 
windows in every section, and a number of dolls in dresses of earlyish 
eighteenth-century style. It is furnished with tables, a chair, chest-of- 
drawers, small standing dressing-mirror, and comer-cupboard; and is 
further provided with silver (a sugar-basin is hall-marked 1713-14), plates 
and candlesticks of pewter, table-glass, a tiny tea-service imitating 
Chinese porcelain, and little vessels in salt glaze. (16)
Victoria’s dollhouse has been preserved and is kept at Kensington Palace.
Pre-Victorian children rarely played with toy trains, but “voitures automobiles”18 
were known in France as early as 1792. Toy coaches and buggies were more common 
than the trains and had been around for a longer period of time. The surviving toy 
coaches are quite detailed, complete with coachman, horse, and “a guard clutching his 
post-horn” (17). The figurines wear elaborately-sewn clothing, including hats “with the 
queues of their wispy little wigs tailing out behind.” Roe continues his description of a 
particular toy coach:
Lilliputian luggage is laded on the roof, and such coach-building details as 
mounting-irons, springs, and brake-block are faithfully rendered. One 
misses the guard’s trusty blunderbuss; and the passengers have not yet 
encroached; but the little equipage has very much the air of awaiting fresh 
horses before rolling away on the road to nowhere.
The coach set includes a masked coach raider who lurks outside of the view of the 
coachman.
A record of Fanny Burney’s 1798 visit to the royal family with her three-year-old 
son, Alexander, is revealing about the toys of the era:
The Queen had a Noah’s ark ready displayed upon the table for him . . . .  
[H]e was now soon in raptures; and, as the various animals were produced, 
looked with a delight that danced in all his features; he capered with joy; 
such as, “O, a tow [cow]!” But, at the dog, he clapped his little hands, and 
running close to her magesty, leant upon her lap, exclaiming. “O; it’s bow
18 Roe describes one such “voiture automobile” as resembling a “ladder-back chair perched between two 
large wheels” (16).
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wow!” “And do you know this, little man?” said the Queen, showing him 
a cat.
“Yes,” cried he, again jumping as he leant upon her, “its name is tailed 
pussey!” And, at the appearance of Noah, in a green mantle, and leaning 
on a stick, he said, “At’s the shepherd’s boy!” (qtd. in Pollock, A Lasting 
Relationship 145)
Other common toys included hobbyhorses, balls, figurines, wooden blocks, 
artificial songbirds, music-boxes, miniature ships and rowboats, and armies of toy 
soldiers. The Bronte children were known for playing with wooden toy soldiers, a fact 
that inspired their copious and extensive juvenilia. Roe also lists “whistles, jumping- 
jacks, [and] monkeys-on-sticks,” as well as “drums, trumpets, and the familiar cross- 
hilted sword consisting of two laths nailed or lashed together” (19). John Vemy’s letter to 
his father, Ralph, from school in 1723 lists a few additional items of interest for children: 
Dear papa, — George brought me some gingerbread which you was so 
kind as to send me, as also a couple of handkerchiefs, but we have found 
the other again in one of my coatpockets. I get the favour of you, if it will 
not be troublesome, that you will desire my dear mama to send me a little 
tea and sugar, as [sic] also a pair of battledores and shuttlecocks, (qtd. in 
Pollock, A Lasting Relationship 144).
Automated figures also existed, some which appeared to be alive in their 
mechanical movements. Roe describes some that moved through the horrific mechanism 
of live birds “struggling inside them” (20). Children played with live captive birds as 
well, tied to strings for their amusement about which Roe comments, “[t]his is but one of
various representations of a practice which, one trusts, may never be revived in a 
civilized country” (21).
Pastimes and recreational activities of the Georgian period include playing with 
marbles and tops (as Thackeray remembers), tip-cap and trap-ball (games played by 
striking a wooden wedge or a ball with either a stick or a wooden “trap’), puzzles, and 
Solitaire (played on boards), as well as card games such as Cribbage, Loo, Brag (like 
Poker), and Snip-Snap-Snorum, Ombre, and Quadrille. Chess, Draughts, and 
Backgammon were also enjoyed by young people. Shuffleboard’s ancestor, Shovelboard 
was another pastime (22-23). Dominoes came in quite a bit later, however. “To most 
Georgian children a domino did not mean a game but ‘“a kind of loose cloak, chiefly 
worn at masquerades’ with the addition of a face-mask or vizard, itself sometimes known 
as a domino” (24). Blindman’s Bluff was another game relished by Georgian and 
Victorian children alike.
There were more creative activities available to children who, perhaps, did not 
have ready access to game pieces or cards. According to Mary Sewell “A child will 
amuse itself for a very long time in stringing beads into different divisions of a box, 
drawing, cutting, etcetera, etcetera” (qtd. in Pollock, A Lasting Relationship 151).
Sports were ubiquitous as well. Golf, cricket, archery, fencing, billiard games, and 
a cross between golf and croquet called Pall-Mall (or Pell-Mell) all were played during 
the period, some of these having more ancient origins than others. Young women did 
fancy needlework or played harpsichord music. Children also enjoyed swimming or 
boating in the summer and ice-skating in the winter.
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It was a common health and recreational practice to take excursions to popular 
sea-side locales. Pollock records from Mrs. Reynolds’s journal that her children enjoyed 
standing on rocks in the middle of the water and also collecting seashells {Forgotten 
Children 238).
EBB’s Recreation
As a young girl, EBB visited the sea-side with her family at Tynemouth and 
Ramsgate. Her poem, “On First Seeing the Sea at Tynemouth,” written at the age of 
eight, is found in Hitherto Unpublished Poems and Stories, a collection of some of her 
juvenile works:
The German Ocean rolls upon my sight,
A wat’ry world of brilliant light;
The proud rocks overhang the sea,
The sands afford a walk to me 
When there, the mighty hand of God 
I saw in every step I trod!
And Tynemouth Castle proudly stood 
On massive rocks above the flood,
When Denmark’s Sovereign tired of Flattery’s art 
Who tried to throw at him her poisoned dart,
His courtiers said he was so great a one
The earth, the trees, the clouds, the moon, the sun,
The rushing waters would his voice obey,
And then they joined in a proud huzza!
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He of his courtiers’ folly was aware,
“Go down,” he cries, “proud wave, now cease to flow,
Retire and learn my dignity to know;”
But still the roaring billows dashing rose,
And o’er his feet, their briny torrent flows.
“See now,” he cries, “there is one only Lord,
And He our merits surely will reward;
May you, presumptive fools, this lesson learn,
Your breach of truth be drowned, in waters stem.” (49-50)
EBB’s description of the sea is transformed into an historical scene with a captivating 
monologue. For health reasons, during her late thirties, she again spent time at the sea­
side town of Torquay, the place where she lost her beloved brother, Bro, to a boating 
accident.
Schools and Education
One of the main differences between the upper and lower classes was in quality of 
education. Multitudes of poor children were educated very poorly or not at all; whereas 
wealthy children either were sent to boarding schools or were educated privately in their 
homes. The thought of educating children became more important as the eighteenth 
century advanced, and, by the late Georgian period, it was viewed by the wealthy as 
indispensable. Involved fathers took their sons’ early education into their own hands, 
training them to read their primers and recommending to them such authors as Homer or 
Virgil. Though many such children began their education at home with a governess or 
tutor, according to advice given by Locke, they generally did not end it there.
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Schooling was an important aspect of a Georgian child’s life before compulsory 
education was established at the latter part of the nineteenth century. Academic learning 
was deemed important for boys and girls alike, and religious education was indispensable 
for both sexes. For very poor children, whose parents were illiterate, there were other 
alternatives. Dames’ schools were established for young boys and girls in towns and 
villages, so called because of the women who ran them. Inexpensive, they offered busy 
mothers a chance to rest for several hours a day. Bayne-Powell comments on the poverty 
of such education:
Few of the schools taught more than reading and spelling with perhaps a 
little needlework. Even if the dame had been capable of further 
instruction, the children generally left school at a very early age—some to 
labour, and others, whose parents could afford it, to more advanced 
schools. They learnt the alphabet and the numerals from the horn-book 
and could read or perhaps merely memorise the Lord’s Prayer, and it 
might be some verse which was on the horn-covered sheet. Many children 
never got beyond this elementary instruction. (58)
Other types of schools existed as well. Roe lists grammar schools, proprietary schools, 
and charity schools all serving their various functions. There were, of course, the great 
schools of Eton and Westminster for aristocratic families.
The early nineteenth century had witnessed the dawning of the Edgeworths’ 
educational ideas and practices. Well received, the insights of Richard Lovell Edgeworth 
and his daughter (the prolific Maria Edgeworth) were derived from the theories of Locke 
and especially of Rousseau, outlined in their two-volume undertaking, Practical
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Education (1798), though the Preface makes it clear that they did not promote a particular 
system of education even after having studied many theorists extensively. Rather, they 
thought of education as a science and their particular form of education was taken mainly 
from their actual observations and experiences with children:
[The Edgeworths’] idea was not to devise another “system” of education, 
or to discuss the merits of existing systems, to adjudicate between the 
school of Locke and the school of Rousseau. As scientists they felt the 
need was to establish facts, through trying out on real children, lesson by 
lesson, what could be learnt and what could not. (Butler 64)
Richard’s second wife (he had four in all) created a tracking system whereby she kept 
notes on the responses of children to certain types of knowledge or experience. The 
register was continued by her sister, the next Mrs. Edgeworth, and by Maria as well.
Thus, real dialogues between parents and children were preserved for analysis.
The Edgeworths, having access to a large household that teemed with children (22 
in all) for many years, also based many of their ideas about education on their own 
practice of it, and this element -  the practical or useful — became their main ideological 
thrust. In Practical Education the Edgeworths recorded principles that they believed 
would inculcate virtues and reprove vices, beginning at an early point in a child’s 
development. Thus, individual chapters in the book are devoted to the virtues of temper, 
obedience, and truth, and to the vices of vanity, pride, and ambition. Significantly, these 
chapters appear before those on the academic matter expected in a dissertation on 
education, such as grammar, classical literature, geography, arithmetic, chemistry, and
mechanics.
The Edgeworths also included detailed instruction on “female accomplishments,” 
“taste and imagination,” “prudence and economy,” “wit and judgement,” and “memory 
and invention.” Their educational program was based on principles of modeling to leam 
and use of reason to modify children’s undesirable behaviors. The program also included 
outdoor activities such as gardening and studying plants and fossils for the benefits of 
exercise and fresh air. Because dexterity was important, the Edgeworths encouraged 
children to play with toys such as tops, kites, or balls (Martin 229). Mitzi Myers 
summarizes the Edgeworths’ educational ideology, focusing on their concept of a holistic 
approach to learning:
With the emphasis on tailoring instruction to individual propensities and 
guiding children to think for themselves, leam from their own experience, 
and achieve confidence in their own powers, their empirically derived 
explanation of the learning process and their concern with the whole 
child’s moral, intellectual, aesthetic, and physical development critique[s] 
contemporary rote-leaming and narrow, outdated values (such as the 
frivolities and dissipation of the aristocratic and fashionable world) [and] 
situates their reformist pedagogy within the period’s broader progressive 
ideology. (“Socializing Rosamond” 54)
In their preface to Practical Education the Edgeworths make it clear that they relied on 
dialogical or conversational education.
We have found from experience, that an early knowledge of the first 
principles of science may be given in conversation, and may be insensibly 
acquired from the usual incidents of life: if this knowledge be carefully
associated with the technical terms which common use may preserve in 
the memory, much of the difficulty of subsequent instruction may be 
avoided, (vi-vii)
As if to prove the strength or sincerity of their belief in conversational education, they 
included transcripts in the appendix based upon dialogues between Richard Edgeworth 
and his various children. Maria Edgeworth’s instructional stories for children were in line 
with the concepts laid out in Practical Education. “Alike invested with authentic 
children’s voices and actions, Edgeworth’s tracts and tales evidence a sophisticated 
developmental philosophy grounded in juvenile conversation and anecdote -  the pupil 
teaching the teachers” (Myers, Reading Rosamond 61).
The Education of Boys
According to Roe, the more developed forms of education apart from reading and 
writing were classical, “Latin and Greek, plus, here and there, what was known as 
Divinity, History (in its eighteenth-century dress), Mathematics and Euclidean theorems, 
and maybe Geography” (89). Some foreign languages might also be taught. In some 
schools, it seems the curriculum was limited to the classics at the expense of other 
weighty subjects such as writing or arithmetic. An excerpt from Edward Barrett (Bro) to 
his sister, EBB, in 1822 provides an example of a day’s recitations at Charterhouse in 
London:
Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday were examination days[.] [W]e did not 
go into hall to be examined till tuesday[.] [W]e then went and the Drs. set 
us a thesis to write verses upon[.] [T]he subject was “sol sciens” and there 
all sat round a long table and we had to make twelve verses Hexameters
and Pentameters[.] [W]hen we had all finished we gave up our verses and 
we found one poor unfortunate boy who had only done one verse and that 
was all wrong, he had to walk to Dr. Russell with his single verse in his 
hand all scratched out [.] [HJowever he is to have one more chance next 
three weeks, another boy[...] described the sun as adorned instead of 
adored by the Ancients and his verses were upon the whole so bad that 
Russell read them loud out[.] [N]ot one of them would scan, on 
Wednesday we went in again and were examined in our Homer parsing 
and construing, our Ovid repetition &c, and Greek vocabulary all of which 
I got off famously and am now pretty high in my form 3d or 4th. .. . (BC 1: 
166)
Being educated in the classics was serviceable to boys who would aspire to military or 
teaching professions (Roe 89). Incidentally, boys also learned how to cook.
Boys engaged in games of cricket and football while at school. EBB’s brother 
wrote that he had been participating in some of these games at Charterhouse in London. 
Wrestling, boxing, and fencing were also common school activities for boys. Fist-fighting 
happened frequently. Another letter from Bro to EBB (1823) describes a playground 
fight:
We have had nothing new going on at Charter House this week, which 
would interest you[.] [N]othing but Cricket matches, and battles, there was 
one poor fellow who came into the play ground yesterday and some of the 
very big boys seized him and bumped against a tree, pulled his hair
nocked [sic] him down and I really think treated him most shamefully, for 
nothing atall [s/c] but because he came into the green. (BC 1: 178)
In an earlier letter Bro describes a boy’s remorse for having knocked his schoolmate 
down a flight of stairs, an event which led to the boy’s death (176).
One of the most notorious topics in discourse about schooling is punishment -  
especially in Georgian times. Pollock has challenged the notion that canings and beatings 
used as measures of discipline in Georgian households and schools were as common as 
they have been presented in historical literature. On one hand, not every parent resorted 
to physical punishment. “The method used to discipline a child varied according to the 
parent and the child rather than the time period, with the possible exception of the early 
19th century -  in every century strict and indulgent parents appeared” (Forgotten 
Children 199). Additionally, parents might use different forms of punishment depending 
upon the age of the child. “It would also appear that physical punishment was used to 
discipline the younger offspring, while parents tried to advise and reason with 
adolescents” (199). Thus, it seems clear that parents of the eighteenth century had an 
array of disciplinary strategies for their children which included physical punishment but 
was not limited to it. Other methods included “deprivation of privileges, advice, lectures, 
making the child feel ashamed, and remonstrations” (199). It is also the case that many 
parents who disciplined with physical punishment did so out of the resolve to improve 
their children’s behaviors and thus make them better members of society, having their 
best interests in mind. In the Georgian time period, parents were particularly concerned 
with controlling their children’s behavior for the sake of forming their characters. Still, 
the more brutal discipline seen in some families appears antithetical to nurturance, and as
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Pollock reminds us, “it seems that the protective nature of parental care inhibits most 
parents from enforcing their authority with brutality” (202).
In schools discipline could be severe indeed, as passages from Charlotte Bronte’s 
semi-autobiographical Jane Eyre describe. Charles Dickens also describes a miscellany 
of school brutality in novels such as Oliver Twist, Nicholas Nickleby and David 
Copperfield. Pollock informs us that there was an unexplainable increase in severity of 
school discipline in the early nineteenth century. “It was probably a reaction to the rapid 
changes in society and the increased severity in school was perhaps due to the English 
school cult.” Bro’s letters again provide evidence of school life in 1823: “There has been 
another boy flogged most severely this week a fourteen cutter for stealing a sovereign, he 
screamed and bellowed and now fellows have all cut him, and now the poor wretch goes 
moping about by himself and nobody speaks to him” (BC 1:175). An earlier letter 
segment details the flogging of a boy who confessed to lying about having been beaten 
by two schoolmates.
[The boy was] sentenced to receive sixteen stripes, accordingly yesterday 
morning he was brought to the block & received his punishment with four 
rods, ten shillings Watky was executioner and every now and then through 
the key hole, between the boys groans we could distinguish Watky’s voice 
desiring him to “take away his hand” or telling the Monitor to “hold him 
tight[“] &c &c.—And between every stroke Watky waited about half a 
minute so that he had it most sweetly the blood flowed most copiously.
Unnecessary brutality could be witnessed at all types of schools, including those like 
Charterhouse where many upper-class boys attended. Yet girls were also caned and 
beaten with severity. One diarist, Mrs. Hardy (1789-1852), “was very concerned when 
she discovered that the governess had been beating her youngest daughter ‘most cruelly’” 
(qtd. in Pollock, Forgotten Children 192). Other forms of punishment included scoldings 
or being kept after school. “The most common punishments issued were to make the 
offenders kneel or wear a black bonnet or write out poems” (195).
The Education of Girls
While boys of the Georgian era received a very broad education in comparison 
with girls, it was also considered appropriate for girls to be more intellectually prepared 
than they had been in times past. Commenting on the changing value of female 
education, Joanna Martin states that the aims of finding good husbands and representing 
the family line well remained constant; the major shift was in how the aims were 
accomplished (213). Girls and boys learned from writing masters employed by their 
parents. While needlework was still an important skill to learn, it was less important in 
the early nineteenth century than it had been a generation or two earlier (221). Bayne- 
Powell states that part of the reason for the changing views on women’s education was 
that young men were freely exploring the continent as part of the reforms that had taken 
place in gentlemen’s education:
The young man of fortune, moreover, who went the grand tour, had found 
charming women in Paris, who could discuss literature and music, write 
poetry and paint pictures. He became somewhat discontented with his own 
womenfolk, and wondered why his sisters could talk only about balls and
fashions, or the scandals of the neighbourhood. Mothers began to perceive 
that if their daughters were to make good marriages, they must have some 
education, or at least accomplishments. (12)
In other ways women were limited by these same opinionated gentlemen. As Bayne- 
Powell states, “[i]t was well known that gentlemen despised and detested the learned 
lady” (13). It seems, therefore, that there was a certain range of education that was 
acceptable and tolerated. If a woman surpassed the threshold of the limitation, she took 
the risk of becoming a spinster. A classical education was one that would certainly thwart 
a woman’s chances for marriage and could also seriously injure her reputation.
There was no question, of course, about their learning Latin or Greek or 
doing arithmetic beyond long division. Such learning was most 
unfeminine, and though there were one or two erudite young women like 
that Mrs. Carter who translated Epictetus, no one had heard that they ever 
got husbands. Anything, indeed, in the blue way, was severely 
discouraged.(12)
Instead of the classical languages, girls, in general, were taught practical ones such as 
French or Italian, sometimes with the extra benefit of a native tutor or governess.19
Music was also deemed appropriate, as was a selective range of literature which 
usually included some Shakespeare, Milton, and the Bible. Part of Lady Caroline 
Russell’s educational program was to leam to sing, dance, and play the harpsichord and 
guitar (Martin 217). Other young women became accomplished harpists.
19 There was a surplus of French governesses who were emigrants during the Revolution.
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Artistic work, such as drawing and painting, was also an important component of 
a late Georgian woman’s education. Sewing and embroidery were seen as important 
facets of needlework. A typical day of learning is described by Louisa Fox Strangeways, 
the youngest pupil of governess, Agnes Porter or Po:
I generally get up about half past six. At seven I go to Po and read the day­
book and Bible, and sometimes one of Gay’s fables. At eight I go out till 
nine, and if it rains I play with my dolls or do anything I like. At nine we 
breakfast in the square drawing-room, and at ten begin studying with Po 
till two. At three we dine, and after dinner sometimes we study a little, and 
sometimes ride, walk or work in our gardens. We go to bed about half past 
eight, (qtd. in Martin 221)
While rigorous, this schedule allowed time for play and recreation. It also incorporated a 
certain degree of flexibility, as the evening time was reserved for one or more of several 
different activities.
A significant portion of female education was devoted to household management 
and behavioral deportment. While working class girls could receive their education 
directly, through contact with household work, girls of wealthy classes were more 
inclined to begin with a more theoretical approach to house management through reading. 
They were, after all, unlikely to engage in work. The work for the upper-class lady was to 
manage her servants. As for deportment, the conduct books of the mid-eighteenth century 
became increasingly seen as part of a solid education for these women. Stressing the 
importance of diligence, duty, subservience, and obedience, certain conduct books were 
still in circulation at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Deportment was such an
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integral part of female education, according to Martin, that a carriage was kept inside of 
some schools so that a woman could practice being handed in and out of it (227).
Religious education for girls was just as important if not more important than it 
was for boys. They read the Bible and recited catechism lessons. Obedience and 
submission were seen to be centered in religion, and maintaining a religious atmosphere 
in the home was a predominant value.
The study of plants and the practice of gardening were seen as feminine virtues 
during the Georgian years. “A love of flowers was considered to be a desirable feminine 
attribute, and botany was, therefore, one of the few intellectual pursuits in which, it was 
generally agreed, women could be permitted to excel without being unfeminine” (248).
It was therefore appropriate to read books and periodicals on the subject of botany. 
Women were also able to delve to a certain degree into other natural sciences -  marine 
biology, geology, mineralogy, and to a lesser degree chemistry.20 Several ladies in the 
Strangeways family, as reported by Martin, took an active interest in the study of 
chemistry, and Mary performed some of her own experiments (255).
Hannah More, dramatist, poet, and religious writer, was also viewed as an 
authority on the education of women, publishing such works as Strictures on the Modern 
System o f Female Education (1799) and Hints for Forming the Character o f a Young 
Princess (1805), the latter written for the Princess Charlotte’s benefit. More argued that 
women should leam Latin but not Greek and held that women should forsake the 
traditional feminine studies and pursue more intellectual subjects {Becoming Victoria 42).
20 Martin notes that Maria Edgeworth recommended chemistry “as a suitable subject for children, and 
suggested that chemists should make lists of experiments that could be carried out at home, and sell the
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Although she was not radical in her approach to female education, More did advocate for 
a broadening of the prevailing practices of her time. Her recommended reading list was 
made up of books designed to inculcate reason over imagination, and of course, she 
recommended that religion be a central aspect of the formation of the female mind. In 
addition, and in concordance with the Edgeworths,21 More added that character 
development and practical use of knowledge should be important tenets of learning for 
women.
According to Roe, some girls “might grow up to be ‘blue-stockings’, that is 
learned and cultured with a strong literary bias.. . .  A blue-stocking was an intellectual, 
unfrivolous being, and not every young woman cherished such hopes” (94). These girls 
were often autodidacts, so interested in learning for its own sake that they continued to 
study on their own well past the governess years. More, herself, was considered a 
bluestocking. So was EBB, although the term was largely outdated by the time she 
established herself as a poet in England. EBB taught herself the classics after a certain 
point in her formal instruction, as will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
In describing girls’ schools, Roe states that they were mainly proprietary,
“ranging from the pit-gut kind to such highly select academies as that of Miss Pinkerton 
in Vanity Fair” (94). Most girls of the middle- and upper- classes were home-schooled by 
a governess or older sibling or cousin. Sometimes, as in EBB’s case, the children’s 
mother would be their schoolmistress. Finally, the aim of feminine education was, as Roe 
suggests, “to be turned out a virtuous and accomplished female capable of holding her
necessary materials, so that parents could teach their children about ‘evaporation, crystallization, 
calcinations, detonation, effervescence and saturation’” (255).
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social own, doing credit to her parents, her position, her school.” The normal curriculum 
in finishing schools included “fine handwriting,” “proficiency in needlework,” “art,” 
“dancing,” “deportment,” and “the use of one or more musical instruments (not forgetting 
the guitar), plus at least a smattering of foreign languages,” generally limited to Spanish, 
Italian, and French. Martin writes that girls’ schools were going out of fashion toward the 
latter part of the eighteenth century because the prevailing highbrow attitude recognized 
that such schools lacked distinction in social reputation and in moral and academic 
sufficiency. It was seen as more appropriate to have daughters schooled at home (225).
A Literature of Their Own
Children of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries enjoyed literature 
written for themselves. Prior to 1740, very few books had been written with only children 
in mind, although educational and religious books for children (horn-books, natural 
histories, bestiaries, and emblem books) were printed well before the eighteenth century. 
Chapbooks had also proliferated since the seventeenth century, peddled by chapmen 
throughout England and France.21 2 These penny histories were small, inexpensive, and 
attractive with their characteristic woodblock engravings. There was a variety of abridged 
editions of popular Puritan works in addition to fairy tales, available only in chapbook 
form. “The rich tradition of English fairy mythology survived in the eighteenth century 
almost entirely because of chapbooks” (Neuburg 16). Some popular titles included Jack
21 The Edgeworths are clear that their pedagogical principles apply to female education. “Maria Edgeworth 
insists that the understanding and the heart must be educated at the same time, that girls too must be taught 
to think (Myers, “Socializing Rosamond” 54).
22 According to Victor E. Neuburg, chapbooks were circulating in the thousands during the eighteenth 
century. “Chapbooks usually measured about six inches by four inches. . .  and generally, though not 
always, consisted of twenty-four pages. They were issued unbound, and the title-page . . . also did duty as a 
wrapper, nearly always with a woodcut illustration” (5-6).
the Giant-Killer, Saint George and the Dragon, and The Seven Champions of 
Christendom. Many of the chapbooks were retellings of medieval romances such as Guy 
o f Warwick, Bevis o f Southampton, and The Seven Wise Masters (all listed in Neuburg). 
Faust was also a popular source for chapbooks as well as Robinson Crusoe and 
Gulliver’s Travels. Religious chapbooks also circulated with titles such as The History of 
Joseph and His Brethren, The Holy Disciple, The Gospel o f Nicodemus, and Judas 
Iscariot. According to John Ashton, there were at least ten classifications of chapbooks. 
Besides those already mentioned, his list includes diabolical, supernatural, superstitious, 
humorous, legendary, historical, biographical, and criminal classifications.
It was in the mid-eighteenth century, however, when stories and poems for 
children had their conscious beginnings. In the 1730s and 40s, a publisher by the name of 
Thomas Boreman began printing his seven books for children which included natural 
histories and adventure stories. Mary Jackson says of Boreman that he tried to temper 
amusement with instruction (75). In 1742 Mary Cooper, the widow of publisher Thomas 
Cooper, printed The Child’s New Plaything. It was a compilation of instructional 
materials (a cut-out alphabet), songs, scripture stories, and fables (77). In addition Cooper 
compiled several volumes of nursery rhymes, drawing from English children’s oral 
culture. The most successful person, however, in the business of publishing children’s 
literature at this time was John Newbery. Though he began his career by publishing 
instructional books like other publishers, he became innovative by creating a children’s 
periodical, Lilliputian Magazine, and ultimately published novels for children, including 
famous titles such as Goody Two-Shoes and The Renowned History o f Giles 
Gingerbread. The growing popularity of children’s literature prompted the works of a
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circle of authors concerned for children’s moral welfare and deportment. Although this 
circle included authors such as Thomas Day and Christopher Smart, the majority of these 
authors were women.
Wendy R. Katz and Kenna Creer Manos comment on the role of the eighteenth 
century woman author, saying she was the “domestic keeper of either religious or moral 
purity” (772). Writers such as Sarah Fielding, Maria Edgeworth, Hannah More, Sarah 
Trimmer, Mary Wollstonecraft, Anna Barbauld, Jane Marcet, and Mary Sherwood took 
upon themselves the responsibilities of educating children through didactic stories that 
were morally uplifting if not always entirely aesthetically pleasing.23 Of course, many of 
these women were writing from financial necessity. Some of them never married, and 
some began their writing careers after the deaths of their husbands.
Moral Tales
According to Gillian Avery, there were three cornerstone works for children of 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: Letitia Barbauld’s Evenings at Home 
(1792-96), Thomas Day’s Sandford and Merton (1783-89), and Sarah Trimmer’s 
Fabulous Histories, also known as The Robins (1786). These works were classified as 
moral tales, stories written for a child audience with specific lessons to be inculcated. The 
rational moralists, Thomas Day, Sarah Fielding, Priscilla Wakefield, Maria Edgeworth, 
Lady Fenn, and Mary Wollstonecraft, among others, attempted to cultivate moral 
principles via reason, based on the influential theories of Locke and Rousseau. “These 
writers were keen believers in the power of carefully designed narratives, and of positive
23 Though many of these stories have been critiqued for their lack of aesthetic appeal, others (such as those 
by Maria Edgeworth) have been defended by authors like Mitzi Myers, who sees them as pleasing stories 
which are also instructional.
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as well as negative examples to shape children’s understanding” (Demers and Moyles 
121). Child protagonists were drawn as realistically as possible with the intention of 
creating a sense of identity between the protagonists and the child readers. Writing 
specifically of Edgeworth’s stories, Mitzi Myers’s statements could be generalized to 
include other rational moralists as well:
We see what life was like for a comfortably situated Georgian household, 
from breakfast routines and morning visits to outings on the river and 
visits to cotton manufactories. We watch them at study and play; we learn 
how they think and what books they own. It’s a world where literacy and 
literature are inwoven with family life, not creatures of the classroom. 
Parents read aloud, children eagerly consult books to find out more about 
whatever they’ve just encountered, and everybody’s interested in how 
literature and science work, since scientific knowledge isn’t yet bracketed 
off from literary culture or professionalized as an exclusive masculine 
preserve. (“Reading Rosamond” 62)
The moral tales usually involved the instruction of factual information or principles of 
morality introduced by a tutor or instructor, who might also be a parent. Thus we have 
Wakefield’s memorable Harcourt family, from her 1794 Mental Improvement written as 
though it is a verbatim transcript:
Augusta.
Pray, have the kindness to instruct me how to fill up my time. I am often 
so much at a loss what to do with myself, that I wish for night, to put an 
end to the long day. As soon as my lessons are over, and nothing can be
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more tiresome than they are, I am without employment, and wander about 
without knowing what to do with myself. My governess says, that I must 
not be troublesome to her, after I have finished my tasks; so I have no 
body to converse with, nor any thing to amuse me, but playing about, till I 
am tired.
Mrs. Harcourt.
Come to us every evening; I hope our conversations will furnish you with 
many sources of entertainment for your leisure hours. I am willing to point 
out whatever may occur worthy your further attention, and by strictly 
adhering to a few simple rules, you will find the day become as short as 
you wish it.
Augusta.
Pray give me these rules. I shall willingly adopt them.
Mrs. Harcourt.
Perhaps it will not be so easy, at first, as you imagine; ill habits are 
difficult to surmount; but by degrees it will become familiar, and in time 
agreeable. In the first place, never be unemployed; read, draw, work, 
walk, and accustom yourself to observe every thing you see with attention; 
consider how they are made, what the materials are, and from whence they 
come. If you are unable to discover the answers, keep a little book, and 
make a memorandum of what you want to know, and we will endeavor to 




I thank you for these directions, and will begin tomorrow; but I have 
hindered Mr. Harcourt from beginning his account of the cod. (16-17)
Mr. Harcourt’s account of the cod is a detailed, encyclopedic rendering of the biological 
facts about cod and their use by humans:
Mr. Harcourt.
The cod is a fish of passage, and is found from eighteen inches to three or 
four feet long, with a great head, and teeth in the bottom of the throat, its 
flesh white, its skin brownish on the back, and covered with a few 
transparent scales. It eats excellent, when fresh; and if well prepared and 
salted, will keep a long time. Salt-fish or stock-fish, commonly eaten in 
lent, is cod thus prepared. There are two kinds of salt cod, the one called 
green or white, the other dried or cured. The most essential thing in the 
green cod-fishery, is the skill of the persons employed to open the fish, to 
cut off the heads, and to salt them, upon which last the success of the 
voyage chiefly depends. The principle fishery for cod is on the banks of 
Newfoundland, in North America; and the best season, from the beginning 
of February to the end of April, when the cod, which during the winter, 
had retired to the deepest part of the sea, return to the bank, and grow very 
fat. Each fisher takes but one cod at a time, yet the more experienced will 
catch from three hundred and fifty, to four hundred every day. (17) 
Throughout the account the children sit attentive, if not spellbound. Their subsequent 
discourse indicates an active interest in the subject, and they ask questions which are
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answered in the same encyclopedic way by Mr. Harcourt. At times, the children teach the 
lesson, having drawn information from a selection of books which included 
encyclopedias, popularly circulated at the end of the eighteenth century.
Not all of the stories were so dry. Edgeworth, for example, has been credited 
with creating the first “real” children in English fiction. “Edgeworth’s juvenile stories are 
innovative because they are naturalistically observed and mimetically grounded; her 
parental guide is strikingly “modernist” because it tries to listen to the child’s voice, 
rather than making it the vehicle for rote memorization, as was the more typical practice” 
(Myers 60). In Edgeworth’s case, the dialogue was usually between parent and child, as 
in her famous series of Rosamond stories that begin with the protagonist as a little girl 
and proceed to her early adolescence. These stories were ancillaries to the Edgeworths’ 
educational ideals outlined in Practical Education. Edgeworth, a very talented writer, 
made her stories interesting, the conversations being based upon those of actual children 
in her large family. An excerpt from one of the most popular of Edgeworth’s stories,
“The Purple Jar,” illustrates her ability to deftly weave a moral message into a story. 
Rosamond’s mother has allowed her to buy a purple jar from an apothecary’s shop. In 
choosing to buy the jar, Rosamond forfeits a pair of new shoes for a month even though 
her old shoes are so full of holes that she is constantly getting stones in them. When 
Rosamond finally opens the jar, the disagreeable smell of the dark fluid causes her to 
pour it out, whereby she is very disappointed to find that the color of the jar was caused 
by the purple fluid inside of it. In allowing Rosamond to suffer the natural consequences 
of such a foolish purchase, Rosamond’s mother enacts a dual lesson for readers -  one for 
parents and one for children. The moral of the story is found at its conclusion:
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Many were the difficulties and distresses into which her imprudent choice 
brought her before the end of the month. Every day her shoes grew worse 
and worse, till at last she cold neither run, dance, jump, or walk in them. 
Whenever Rosamond was called to see anything, she was detained pulling 
her shoes up at the heels, and was sure to be too late. Whenever her 
mother was going out to walk, she could not take Rosamond with her, for 
Rosamond had no soles to her shoes, and at length, on the very last day of 
the month, it happened that her father proposed to take her with her 
brother to a glasshouse, which she had long wished to see. She was very 
happy; but, when she was quite ready, had her hat and gloves on, and was 
making haste down stairs to her brother and father, who were waiting for 
her at the hall door, the shoe dropped off. She put it on again in a great 
hurry, but as she was going across the hall, her father turned round “Why 
are you walking slipshod? no one must walk slipshod with me. Why, 
Rosamond,” said he, looking at her shoes with disgust, “I thought that you 
were always neat; go, I cannot take you with me.” (145)
Disappointed, Rosamond turns to her mother and faithfully repeats the lesson she has 
learned. “O Mamma,” said she, as she took off her hat, “how I wish that I had chosen the 
shoes! They would have been of so much more use to me than that jar: however, I am 
sure—no not quite sure, but I hope I shall be wiser another time.”
As exemplars of good or bad behavior, the protagonists in moral tales were to 
enact useful lessons for child readers, whose characters the moralists were trying to 
shape. By reading stories like “The Purple Jar,” it was hoped that children would
internalize a sense of reward for good behavior and of negative consequences for bad 
behavior as they learned to reason through their choices and actions. The value of 
cultivating the character through reading about either the virtuous or thoughtless acts of 
others was reproduced again and again in rational moral tales.
Religious Moral Tales
Religious moral tales and poetry had long been composed among the Puritans of 
the seventeenth century. Instructional books, such as primers or “Puritan ABC books,” 
inwove scripture with lessons on grammar and spelling, most of which, Jackson writes, 
“were somber in tone” (26). Miniature Bibles were reproduced as early as 1601. Many of 
these contained illustrations from copper-plated engravings. “In addition to Bibles 
abridged, versified, and later in hieroglyphs, young Puritans were offered stories based on 
scriptures, tales of martyrs and other pious historical figures, and assorted volumes from 
parents or other well-wishers offering sage advice” (26). Nathaniel Crouch’s The Young 
Man’s Calling; or The Whole Duty o f Youth is one such example.
James Janeway’s A Token for Children (1672) was a martyrology containing the 
accounts of children’s deathbed scenes -  their consequent remorse for misbehavior or, if 
they had been obedient, their peaceful, exemplary acceptance of death as God’s will. 
(Janeway claimed that they were truthful accounts of real children.) Part of Janeway’s 
purpose was to awaken children to the knowledge of their sinful state so that they might 
seek repentance and salvation. Therefore, many of his stories were fear-invoking, 
describing children who piously lamented their lives of disobedience and fervently 
desired to become changed. On the coattails of A Token, Bunyan published his volume of 
poems, A Book for Boys and Girls, in 1686 with such titles as “Meditations upon an Egg”
and “Upon the Swallow.” Typically his initial stanza would be followed by a comparison 
verse containing a religious and moral application as in “Upon the Bee”:
The Bee goes out and Honey home doth bring;
And some who seek that Honey find a sting.
Now wouldst thou have the Honey and be free 
From stinging; in the first place kill the Bee.
Comparison
This Bee an Emblem truly is of sin 
Whose sweet unto a many death hath been.
Now wouldst have Sweet from sin, and yet not dye,
Do thou it in the first place mortifie.
Bunyan’s rhymes and Janeway’s stories are classified as exemplary and cautionary tales. 
These tales continued to flourish throughout the Georgian period. Another Puritan writer, 
the minister, Isaac Watts, also wrote for children. His collected lyrics of 1715, Divine 
Songs Attempted in Easy Language for the Use o f Children, offered a softer strain of 
Christianity than what the earlier Puritans afforded. The universal appeal of his poetic 
songs has been noted by Patricia Demers and Gordon Moyles in their anthology of 
children’s literature: “he demonstrated his ability to employ simple diction, rhymes, and 
rhythms to fashion Christian lyrics for children that artfully combine instruction, 
admonition and praise” (62). Titles include “The Advantages of Early Religion,” “Love 
Between Brothers and Sisters,” “Against Quarrelling and Fighting,” and “Praise to God 
for Learning to Read.”
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At the end of the same century Christopher Smart and William Blake were busy 
writing and publishing verses for children. Smart’s Hymns for the Amusement o f Children 
(1772) contains such titles as “Truth,” “Learning,” and “Mirth.” Smart’s tone was gentle 
yet scripturally instructive. Blake’s Songs o f Innocence and o f Experience was published 
in 1794. Contrasting figures of children and imagery surrounding their experiences in 
life, Blake’s poems such as “The Lamb,” “The Tyger,” “Infant Joy,” and “Infant Sorrow” 
were solidly ushered into the canon of children’s literature.
The religious writings of women were also being published at this time. Hannah 
More’s contributions to the series Cheap Repository Tracts were numerous enough to 
form a strong link between her name and that publication. Stories such as “Dan and Jan; 
or Faith and Works,” “The Good Militia Man,” “The Market Woman; or Honesty is the 
Best Policy,” and “Patient Joe; or the Newcastle Collier” (listed in Demers and Moyles’s 
anthology) provided Biblical instruction to the masses who could not otherwise afford it. 
One of her most famous stories, “The Shepherd of Salisbury-Plain” (1791), is the 
recounting of the survival of a poor shepherd who depends on the scriptures for his 
intellectual power and subsequent economy. More’s works were often punctuated with 
poetry on the same themes. For example, “The Shepherd” contains “The Shepherd’s 
Hymn”:
The Lord my pasture shall prepare,
And feed me with a Shepherd’s care;
His presence shall my wants supply,
And guard me with a watchful eye:
My noon-day walks he shall attend,
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And all my midnight hours defend. (201)
Obviously a paraphrase from the twenty-third Psalm, the poem continues in its 
subsequent stanzas to deliver a message of peaceful provision and prosperity by the hand 
of God.
Concerned for the working-class children and their need for religious education, 
More was instrumental in the Sunday School movement of the late eighteenth century. 
Many of her poems, hymns, and stories for children were written with this aim in mind. 
Mary Martha Sherwood, another religious author, had similar sympathies. Her most 
famous work, The History o f the Fairchild Family (1818) was subtitled, The Child’s 
Manual. One chapter in this book called, “Fatal Effects of Disobedience to Parents,” 
harkens its readers back to the Janeway theme of cautionary moralizing. The Fairchild 
children learn that their young playmate, Augusta Noble, has died as the direct result of 
her disobedient insistence on playing with lighted candles. The Fairchilds attend the 
dismal funeral service and afterwards meditate on the lessons to be learned from 
Augusta’s misfortune. The concluding moral is that had Augusta been trained properly 
from a religious standpoint about the importance of obeying her parents, she might still 
be alive, “a blessing to her parents and the delight of their eyes” (Sherwood 206). It is 
better to use the rod than to spoil the child. According to Katz and Manos, Hannah M ore 
and Mary Martha Sherwood “provide the most notable examples of women enacting their 
traditional roles as keepers of moral and spiritual virtue in the domestic sphere” (775).
Even so, there were other female writers who were raising moral banners. Earlier, 
Anna Letitia Barbauld and Sarah Trimmer were creating their own religious lessons in 
literature. Trimmer’s Fabulous Histories or The History o f the Robins (1786) was a very
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popular work following the dual plots of a family of humans and a family of robins. 
Through a series of stories, the protagonist, Mrs. Benson, tried to show her children the 
compassion of a robin for her offspring and its corollary in human parental love for 
children (190). In addition, Trimmer hoped to inspire kindness towards animals, as one 
passage demonstrates from Mrs. Benson’s point of view:
Next to [humans] (who being partakers of the same nature with ourselves, 
are more properly our fellow-creatures) we should consider our cattle and 
domestick animals, and take care to supply every creature that is 
dependent on us with proper food, and keep it in its proper place: after 
their wants are supplied, we should extend our benevolence and 
compassion as far as possible to the inferior ranks of beings; and if 
nothing farther is in our power, should at least refrain from exercising 
cruelties on them. (193)
In addition, Mrs. Benson tells her children that she never willingly puts any creature to 
death and eats simple food to refrain from taking the lives of creatures beyond the bounds 
of nature’s requirements under God’s providence.
In addition to her moral tales, Trimmer was also the editor of The Guardian of 
Education, a journal for wealthy-class Christian parents concerned with what their 
children should read. The Guardian, as it came to be called, contained book reviews, 
articles on moral issues, and editorial letters, according to Darton and Alderson (96). 
Trimmer often had difficulty in discerning the stories that were too overtly rationalistic 
from those that were truly religious. As Jackson points out, some writers seemed to be in 
between rational and religious and fell through the cracks.
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Trimmer’s books were modeled on Anna Laetitia Barbauld’s works. Barbauld 
was a Presbyterian teacher and poet, writing twelve hymns in praise of God and nature, 
Hymns in Prose for Children (1781), which she hoped would be memorized by children. 
A passage from “Hymn VIII” demonstrates the religious values that Barbauld heralded: 
The father, the mother, and the children, make a family; the father is the 
master thereof. If the family is numerous, and the grounds large, there are 
servants to help to do the work: all these dwell in one house; they sleep 
beneath one roof; they eat of the same bread; they kneel down together 
and praise God every night and every morning with one voice; they are 
very closely united, and are dearer to each other than any strangers. If one 
is sick, they mourn together; and if one is happy, they rejoice together. 
(188)
The family operating as a unified whole through happiness and sorrow, fortune and 
misfortune, sickness and health, was a resounding theme in addition to the celebration of 
the care and provision of God’s creative power. Barbauld was also known for her four 
educational and religious volumes, Lessons for Children (1778-79), beginning from 
toddlerhood and moving on to children four years of age. These works were set forth to 
teach children according to their age, social and emotional development, and previous 
learning, approaches that are akin to twenty-first century educational practices.
Fairy Tales and Nursery Rhymes
It is difficult to ascertain the exact date that fairy tales entered into the English 
culture. Aesop’s Fables had been around since the days of Caxton’s Press. It seems the 
original source of fairy tales is best located in France where tales imitating the Italian
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Straparola were written to entertain the court nobility (Jackson 65-66). The best known 
authors in England were Marie Catherine La Mothe, Countess d’Aulnoy, writer of 
Diverting Works (1707) and Charles Perrault, author of Histoires ou contes de temps 
passe (1697). The latter is the founder of Mother Goose’s Tales (66). “D’Aulnoy’s tales, 
the lesser known of the two groups, came under the appellation of Tales of Mother Bunch 
during the eighteenth century” (Darton 88). Diverting Works included tales such as 
“Graciosa and Percinet,” “The White Cat,” “The Yellow Dwarf,” and “Goldylocks.” 
Another tale that was included became vastly more popular -  “Beauty and the Beast,” 
later attributed to educator Jeanne Marie le Prince de Beaumont because of her simpler 
nursery version. Perrault’s tales are much more recognizable. They include “The 
Sleeping Beauty,” “Red Riding-Hood,” “Puss-in-Boots,” and “Cinderella, or the Glass 
Slipper.” It should be mentioned that Grimm’s Fairy Tales were not translated into 
English until 1823, well after the time period under discussion.
Sources for many nursery rhymes are nearly impossible to identify. According to 
children’s literature historian, F. J. Harvey Darton, nursery rhymes are “as old as the hills 
where the first human mothers bore children” (99). In addition, he writes,
They are of a parentage as uncertain as a piebald kitten. They overlap into 
the baby talk and the ancestral singing games of children themselves. They 
have often, literally, neither rhyme nor reason. They vary from one mother 
to another, one child to another, one street or village to another. They 
belong to all epochs and all nations, and there is (thank Heaven) no hope 
of ever identifying the true source of more than a handful of them.
Seemingly related at once to limericks and at the same time to children’s yard and street 
games with their lyrical structures, nursery rhymes evade provenance. Many rhymes were 
known to be collected in print by Mary Cooper in 1744 in Tommy Thumb’s Pretty Song 
Book, but it is not understood how they were collected. Newbery’s Mother Goose’s 
Melody: or, Sonnets for the Cradle (1760) contained some well-known nursery rhymes, 
later used by Joseph Ritson in his 1784 edition, Gammer Gurton’s Garland; or, The 
Nursery Parnassus. This was essentially a reissuing of Newbery’s edition and it included 
“Goosey, Goosey Gander” and “Little Bo Peep.” The new edition of 1810 included 
“Humpty Dumpty” for the first time. “Simple Simon” had been issued earlier, in 1764, 
by publishers Dicey and Marshall in chapbook form. The appearance of a new edition of 
Mother Hubbard in 1804 set a new standard, as Jackson tells us, which “seemed to open 
the floodgates, letting pour through a great tide of engagingly droll and occasionally witty 
poetry. Most of it was meant for sheer enjoyment, but its spirit infected writers of 
instruction books as well, and some of these soared for the first time above the dull paths 
their ilk usually crept on” (199). Mother Hubbard captivated its audiences and led to 
numerous sequels throughout the nineteenth century. In 1805 Songs for the Nursery by 
Benjamin Tabart appeared, containing “Little Miss Muffet” and “Little Bobby Shaftoe.” 
Numerous other comic poems and limericks were published during the initial 
years of the nineteenth century. Because of these works, the tone of children’s 
educational books began to change: “For the first time in children’s literature many little 
works successfully combined learning and laughter” (204). The colorfully illustrated 
Juvenile Numerator contained the child-relished rhyme scheme for counting -  “One,
Two, Buckle my Shoe!” and so forth. The floodgates were opened again, and children’s
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books on counting, multiplication, grammar, and understanding money economy began 
to appear in rapid succession. No matter what the various opinions were of the authors 
writing about and for children, it remained the case that fairy tales and nursery rhymes 
had entered into the nursery and stayed there quite permanently even though some tales 
changed significantly since those early years and some new ones were added.
Children’s Poetry
In 1801, Lucy Aikin, niece of Anna Letitia Barbauld, collected and produced a 
volume of children’s poetry simply named Poetry for Children. The volume included 
some of her own compositions such as “The Beggar Man” and “Arabia.” It was reprinted 
in 1803. Closely following this volume of poetry was a collection of works by sisters Ann 
and Jane Taylor. The Taylors’ poetry was not viewed as being overtly religious, although 
it contained traces of religious thought. Recognizable titles include “The Star” (“Twinkle, 
Twinkle, Little Star”) and “The Church-Yard.” Elizabeth Turner published Daisy; or, 
Cautionary Stories in Verse in 1807 followed by two additional volumes by 1816. In 
1809 Mary and Charles Lamb produced Poetry for Children, and Mary Belson Elliot’s 
Simple Truths, in Verse appeared in 1812.
There seemed to be two major strains of poetic development — the 
aforementioned moralizing or religious verses and also the simpler, comic verses such as 
William Roscoe’s Butterfly’s Ball and the Grasshopper’s Feast (1806). Catherine 
Dorset’s “The Peacock At Home,” a light-hearted volume in the tradition of Alexander 
Pope, appeared in 1807 and was followed by a sequel in the same year. These 
“papillonades,” as Jackson refers to them, flourished between 1807 and 1840. The 
papillonades are highlighted by Jackson in her description of Dorset’s works: There is a
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“yoking of the high and low, the regal and the ridiculous, the sublime and the showy -  all 
held together with the merest whiff of lighthearted mockery at the very human foibles her 
characters display” (210). The papillonades centered on the activities of a wealthy society 
obsessed with fashion, elite dinners, card games, and gossip. Later titles by other writers 
include Mary Cockle’s The Fishes Grand Gala, W.B.’s The Elephant’s Ball and Grand 
Fete Champetre (1807), Theresa Tyro’s The Feast o f the Fishes; or, The Whale’s 
Invitation to his Brethren o f the Deep, and Maria Flaxman’s The Lobster’s Voyage to the 
Brazils and The Horse’s Levee; or The Court o f Pegasus (213).
The rich illustrations and gilded engravings in many of the nursery volumes 
strongly appealed to the consumers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
Although it is not possible to tell how many of these children’s books or exactly which 
ones lined the shelves of the Barrett family nursery, it is certain that many of them were 
quite available for EBB’s eager consumption during early childhood years. Her 
references to mounting Pegasus and to The Seven Champions o f Christendom in her 
autobiography “Glimpses into My Own Life and Literary Character” indicate, for 
example, that she had some knowledge of children’s literature probably before she began 
reading more widely the Greek and British classics she admired so much in her later 
youth and early adulthood.
Conclusion
Children of the late period of Georgian England (1800 -  30), rich and poor, were 
affected by challenges and technological advances of the developing industrial age. Their 
parents seemed more concerned with the quality of their education than parents had been 
in the past. In particular girls’ education was viewed as being more important than in
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previous years, and models were developed by notable writers of the period for the 
expansion of their education. Children of this period liked to play games and were 
curious about nature. Their inquisitiveness was noted by their parents in diaries and 
letters that have been preserved from this time. The literature springing up for children 
during the tail end of the Georgian era attested to the concerns of parents, educators, and 
authors alike, mainly those of imparting moral instruction in the context of stories that 
amused and delighted children. Elizabeth Barrett Barrett, as a child of this era, was 
familiar with its customs and manners. She was also voluntarily involved with its literary 
culture, constructing her own literature in response to what she was reading and what she 
observed around her. Her active involvement both in the literary culture of children’s art 
and art for children by adults put her in the peculiar and historically valuable position of 
literary female child author, which allowed her, ironically, to challenge the milieu at the 
same time that she was learning its conventions.
CHAPTER IV
EARLY FAMILY INFLUENCES ON THE LIFE AND WORKS 
OF ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING
“And I, so young then, was not sullen,” wrote Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
I used to get up early, just to sit
And watch the morning quicken in the grey,
And hear the silence open like a flower 
Leaf after leaf, — and stroke with listless hand 
The woodbine through the window, till at last 
I came to it with a sort of love,
At foolish unaware: whereat I smiled,~
A melancholy smile, to catch myself 
Smiling for joy. (Aurora Leigh I. 680-89)
So runs the memory of Aurora Leigh as she meditates on her childhood. An epic poem, 
this fictionalized autobiography represents the crowning point in the artist’s life — when 
she decides to make a career of poetry. It began long before in the mind of a child who 
dreamed of becoming a famous poet. The child-poet, Elizabeth Barrett Barrett, was to 
make her mark on the world through her poetry later in her life, just as her heroine, 
Aurora Leigh, made her mark. The events of her growing up years serve as a reminder 
that an artist’s development begins within a social context of community, family, and 
home. It is in this social context where children are exposed to mothers, fathers, sister,
and brothers; games, toys, grandmothers, and books; education, religious instruction, 
social mores, cultural customs, and familial duties, that a person and a poet are made. 
And home is where what Lynne Vallone calls the “unique voice of girlhood” has been 
most ardently preserved -  especially in the case of Elizabeth Barrett Barrett.24
On March 6, 1806, at Coxhoe Hall, near Durham, EBB was the first child born to 
Edward Barrett Moulton-Barrett and his wife, Mary Moulton-Barrett, nee Graham-Clark. 
Coxhoe Hall was a spacious estate leased by Edward Barrett Moulton-Barrett. The 
Moulton-Barretts settled there shortly after their marriage, 14 May 1805. EBB was 
privately baptized by the Reverend William Lewis Rham three days after her birth. A 
year and some months later, her favorite brother, Edward (Bro), was bom. The two were 
publicly baptized together at Kelloe Church in Durham in 1808. In late autumn of that 
year, Edward moved his family to 10 Upper Berkeley Street, London, where EBB’s first 
sister, Henrietta Moulton-Barrett (known affectionately as “Addles” by her family) was 
bom in 1809. The family eventually relocated to North End, Hammersmith, while 
Edward was house hunting. His search came to an end near Ledbury, Herefordshire. The 
place he chose was called Hope End, meaning “closed valley” in Old English. Edward 
wrote to his eldest daughter about it in a letter dated 5 September 1809:
this Mom8 we again went to Hope-End and compleated [sic] our tour of it, 
besides looking thro’ the center of the Estate and examining the Cottages; 
We shall go tomorrow to inspect the Timber &c- The more I see of the 
Property the more I like it and the more I think I shall have it in my power
24 In B e c o m in g  V ic to ria  and D isc ip lin e s  o f  V irtu e , Vallone articulates a “girls’ culture” in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries in Britain. The reference here is taken from the preface to B e c o m in g  V ic to r ia , p. 
xviii, and expresses the author’s own interest in defining the voices of girls.
to make yourself, Brother & Sister & dear Mamma happy. There is no 
fruit whatever this year in the Garden, but should we be fortunate enough 
to be here next year no doubt we shall have abundance[.] (BC 1:1). 
Edward purchased the house two months later and immediately began constructing “from 
Turkish-style designs by Loudon . . . , a new mansion having minarets with solid concrete 
walls and cast-iron tops, windows over fireplaces, and other innovations” (BC 1: xxxi). 
The property consisted of 475 acres and included woodlands, a deer park, fish ponds, and 
a summer cottage as well as other structures. The Georgian house which originally sat on 
the property was made into horse stables. Thus, EBB grew up in a country mansion on a 
lovely estate, surrounded by beautiful gardens, forests, and ponds.
In this new home EBB and her two siblings, “Bro,” and “Addles,” were 
eventually joined by nine other brothers and sisters. Mary was bom next in 1810, 
followed by Sam in 1812, Arabella (Baby or Babes) in 1813, Charles (Stormie) in 1814, 
George in 1816, Henry (Harry) in 1818, Alfred (Daisy) in 1820, Septimus (Sette or 
Seppy) in 1822, and Octavius (Occy) in 1824. Between EBB and Occy were eighteen 
years.
Childhood and Education
Early drawings and paintings of EBB depict her as cherubic -  round face, large, 
heavily lashed eyes, and a receding chin. In these pictures, usually drawn by her mother, 
EBB appears to be a thoughtful, sweet-tempered child, dutiful and mild. Later sketches of 
her adolescence show her as serene and contemplative -  a reflection of her studious 
character.
EBB’s family called her “Ba,” pronounced like “la” in the musical scale. It was short for
“Baby,” a name given to her by her brother, Edward. He later referred to her as “Bazy” in 
letters from Charterhouse when he went away to school. The nickname, Ba, was 
memorialized by EBB in a poem called “The Pet Name”:
My brother gave that name to me 
When we were children twain,
When names acquired baptismally 
Were hard to alter, as to see
That life had any pain (qtd. in Dennis 66; lines 31-35)
EBB enjoyed an active girlhood. She spent time in the nursery taking care of 
younger brothers and sisters, a fact reflected in her short story of 1816, “Julia or Virtue.” 
She often played “nurse” to her infant siblings and may have been a real nurse to them 
when they became ill. The children played outside, occasionally sending letters 
containing requests for treats to be brought to them from the house. In addition EBB 
wrote plays which were performed by the children for their parents and visiting family 
members.
EBB enjoyed animals and had a Shetland pony named Moses which she rode 
whenever she could persuade him to be captured, as an autobiographical essay about 
“Beth” suggests:
Sometimes Moses was upon the hills, & rejoicing in his liberty, refused to 
be caught. In vain, did Beth entreat with silver speech all the little boys in 
the world away from the keeping of sheep to the catching of Moses. The 
patriarch wdnt. be caught. Beth filled her bonnet with com, & extended it 
wistfully -  ‘Moses, good Moses -  come, & let me ride you’. Moses wd. as
soon be entreated by Pharoah’s daughter -  sometimes indeed he wd. come 
-  and sometimes he was driven into the angle of a hedge, & seized on by 
the forelock . . as if he were Time himself. But sometimes poor Beth 
having cheered on the little boys in vain, & run in her own person until her 
heart beat & she heard it with her ears, and her cheeks burnt to scarlet, had 
to go home with the tears running down them, disappointed of the hope of 
her ride, & thinking bitter things of Moses. At other times, great was the 
joy thereof. (BC 1: 362)
Riding through the Malvern hills on her pony, Moses, was only part of EBB’s rich 
country life. A letter to her uncle Sam reveals that EBB also raised chickens and took 
care of birds, rabbits, and quail (.BC 1: 28). She also had a French poodle named 
Havannah, who “understood for the most part only french [sic].”
EBB enjoyed playing with dolls, as revealed in a thank you letter to her maternal 
grandmother written when EBB was nine: “My Doll is not broken yet But Grandmama 
Brought me a beautyfut [szc] one & then at Christmas she gave me another little one 
which has some nice clothes & a pretty fur cap & a cloth coat nightgown & nightcap 
&c.” (BC 1: 16). She was also a profuse reader from her nursery years, reading 
sophisticated works such as Pope’s translation of Homer’s Iliad by the age of eight.
The Moulton-Barrett family had its own schoolroom, as was common in wealthy 
Georgian households. The siblings were each other’s classmates. EBB’s mother was her 
first teacher. Later, Mary hired a governess for the girls, and the boys were privately 
tutored. EBB began her studies in French at the age of ten after her trip to Paris in 1815. 
According to Kelley and Hudson, her earliest letter in French is dated June 1816. Her
mother hired a French tutor, Mme. Gordin, and EBB studied with her at Ramsgate during 
the summer of 1817 (BC 1: 30). Later, she was tutored by Bro’s tutor, Charles 
McSwiney, a classical scholar. Under his direction, she studied Greek and Latin, an 
unusual opportunity for a girl of her time. EBB later memorialized this experience in an 
autobiography of her early teens, saying that by age ten she “felt the most ardent desire to 
understand the learned languages— To comprehend even the Greek alphabet was delight 
inexpressible” (BC 1: 350). Her wish was granted: “Under the tuition of Mr. McSwiney I 
attained that which I so fervently desired.” After McSwiney left and Bro was sent to 
Charterhouse for schooling, EBB continued to teach herself Greek and Latin, attaining 
such a level that by the age of just twenty she was able to correspond intelligently with 
the renowned classics scholar, Uvedale Price, even critiquing his theories on the 
pronunciation of Greek at his request. By the end of her twenties and early thirties, she 
was translating Greek Christian poets under the tutelage of Hugh Stuart Boyd, a blind 
classical scholar, also renowned for his knowledge.
Family Religion
EBB grew up in a profoundly religious family. Alethea Hayter indicates that the 
religion in the Moulton-Barrett family was more a matter of “pious feeling” than “strict 
observance” (28). Edward and Mary Moulton-Barrett were devoutly religious, 
subscribing mainly to the dissenting Congregationalist faith. EBB thought of her parents 
as her religious educators, a fact that is underscored in the many birthday odes and other 
poems in which she credits them with “planting], with care, [her] ever grateful mind” 
(HUP 1: 105). Of her mother, specifically, she wrote, “she . . . turned my infant thoughts 
to a redeeming God!” (BC 1: 92). In her young adulthood EBB accompanied her father to
the Congregationalist church. According to Alethea Hayter,
At Sidmouth, and in the early years in London before she grew too ill to 
go to prayer meetings, she was able for a time to take full part in 
Congregationalist worship, to hear sermons and go to missionary 
meetings.. . .  After her marriage, when she lived abroad, she seldom 
attended any place of worship. But her religious opinions remained 
Congregationalist. The Congregationalist faith -  in the Divinity of Christ, 
in Atonement and Grace, Judgement and Life Everlasting -  and the 
practice of that faith by the direct relation of the soul to God, without 
intermediary of hierarchies or rites, by reliance on the Bible, and with 
toleration of other sects; all these are present in Mrs. Browning’s thought 
in her poetry. (28)
Yet from a young age, EBB was an independent thinker and forged her own religious 
beliefs. In “Glimpses into My Own Life and Literary Character,” EBB wrote that at age 
twelve she was “in great danger of becoming the founder of a religion of my own”:
I revolted at the idea of an established religion -  my faith was sincere but 
my religion was founded solely on the imagination. It was not the deep 
persuasion of the mild Christian but the wild visions of an enthusiast. I 
worshipped God heart and soul but I forgot that my prayers should be pure 
& simple as the Father I adoredf.] They were composed extempore & full 
of figurative & florid apostrophes. (BC 1: 351).
Further, in the same essay she writes, “My religious enthusiasm had subsided and I took 
upon myself to advocate the cause of the church of England!” (BC 1: 352). Linda Lewis
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writes that EBB’s personal theology was primarily the result of her intense study of the 
Bible. EBB claimed that for purposes of “theological instruction,” she “very seldom read 
any book except God’s own” (BC 8: 107). Other religious writers well known to EBB in 
her childhood and adolescence were Richard Hooker and Jeremy Taylor. In a juvenile 
poem, “On laying Hooker under my pillow at night,” she pays tribute to the father of the 
Anglican church, and “Taylor’s words she kept with her throughout life” (Linda Lewis 
10).
EBB’s early poems, essays, and moral tales are deeply influenced by her religious 
outlook. Themes of God’s guidance, provision, power, and goodness run through these 
juvenile works. She inserts praises, prayers of supplication, religious metaphors, and 
prophetic interpretations in her creative pieces, and her letters are saturated with religious 
phraseology and candidness. Her religious sentiment and fervor is captured in a passage 
from “Glimpses”:
One day I omitted a prayer wholly thro’ forgetfulness but having 
afterwards remembered the neglect I was so imprest with the idea of 
having offended the God of my salvation that I hardly hoped for pardon. 
My whole mind was tortured & my prayers that night bespoke the anguish 
of my heart -  It was not the humility of a sinner suing for pardon at the 
throne of mercy but the violent intreaties extorted by despair from my 
heart. The next morning I renewed with tenfold ardour my agonizing 
prayers -  My God My God why hast thou forsaken me I repeated in a tone 
of anguish. The morning was dark and a dingy mist floated in the mid air 
when on a sudden a flood of light rushing from the benignant sun thro that
veil of loneliness beamed on my prostrate form & seemed to smile upon 
my prayers! My imagination took fire & I believed that my God had 
forgiven me. I felt as much awe[,] as much gratitude[,] as if the Deity 
himself had vouchsafed to comfort me and receive me again unto his 
bosom. (BC 1: 352)
Whatever else may be said of EBB’s spirituality, it is certain that she took it very 
seriously all of her life. Having grown up a Protestant, EBB’s later works bespeak her 
faith. Lewis argues that both the Incarnation and the Resurrection are crucial motifs in 
letters and poems of EBB’s adulthood and that EBB held a “personal mythology” of the 
female prophet. “[B]oth Aurora Leigh and her creator presume to serve as prophetess of 
God and to teach a social gospel of Love” (14). EBB’s personal philosophy that Godless 
art would “be felt in the end to be one-sided & unsufficing, — & deficient in the elements 
of greatness” began in her earliest years and was, perhaps, encapsulated in these lines 
from December 1814:
Her soul she raised to smiling Heav’n 
And thanks she poured for having giv’n 
Blessings she never could repay,
And humbly yields to God the Sway,. . . (HUP 1: 77)
The Juvenilia
Like her religion, EBB’s literary career began in her earliest days with letter 
writing to the various members of her nuclear and extended families. She wrote to her 
parents, to her uncle Sam especially when he was in Jamaica, to both grandmothers, to 
her aunts, and to her brothers and sisters. A memorable letter with a docket of 24 April
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1814 was sent to EBB from her father, addressed to “Poet Laureat of Hope End”:
To the dear Child, whose offering this day has contributed so much to the 
gratification of her Papa, who views in it not alone the Germs of <Geni>us 
but the assurance that the Love of Virtue has taken such ea[r]Iy Root in 
her mind. A Ten Shilling Note is sent for dear Ba to give pleasure to 
herself in adding to the comforts of others -  (BC 1:10)
In being given such a title by her father, EBB decided to take this identity very seriously. 
According to her own report, it was after this momentous letter that she began composing 
birthday odes.25 The year EBB turned eight years old (1814) began a productive period of 
time in poetic development. Most of the juvenile poems from this period have been 
preserved in Harry Buxton Forman’s edition, Hitherto Unpublished Poems and Stories.
EBB’s biographers have primarily focused on her early literary achievements in 
the birthday odes, sonnets, plays, and the longer poems composed during her mid-teens 
and early twenties, “The Sorrows of the Muses,” “The Battle of Marathon,” “An Essay 
on Mind,” “The Development of Genius,” and “Fragment of ‘An Essay on Woman.’” 
Few scholars have mentioned that from the age of eight, EBB began composing short 
stories -  moral tales, including “Sebastian,” the tale of a little boy who is lost in the 
woods and eventually finds his way home; “Disobedience,” about two children who 
suffer the consequences of failing to heed their mother’s warning; and “The Way to 
Humble Pride,” a story concerning the ruinous consequences of gambling on a man and
25 In “Glimpses into My Own Life and Literary Character,” EBB states “I did not understand the meaining 
of the word laureat but it being explained to me by my dearest Mama, the idea first presented itself to me of 
celebrating our birthdays by my verse” (B C  1: 350).
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his family. By age ten, she was feeling competent enough to try her hand at a 16-page 
novel -  “Julia Or Virtue.” At twelve, she began another story, “Charles de Grandville,” of 
which only two chapters survive. It seems that around the age of twelve and thirteen, she 
turned her attention toward poetry and metaphysical essays, as she indicates in her 
autobiographical essay, “Glimpses”:
At this period I perused all modem authors who have any claim to 
superior merit & poetic excellence. I was familiar with Shakespeare 
Milton Homer and Virgil Locke Hooker Pope— I read Homer in the 
original with delight inexpressible together with Virgil. I now tasted those 
glorious rewards which I had sought so earnestly and with all my faults all 
my weaknesses I now felt certain that if I could not subdue them I might 
in time at least keep them under some controul & tho’ I could not reach 
the splendid beacon of fame I might perhaps enjoy the benevolent beams 
of that literature which I had loved from my earliest infancy -  (BC 1: 352) 
The stories and essays she wrote during this brief segment of time are original pieces 
which reflect her reading activity up to that time, much of which can be directly traced to 
the Bible and eighteenth-century moral tales. Of the extant stories, “Julia Or Virtue,” is 
the most developed, containing literary allusions, symbolism, convincing dialogue, and 
story-writing conventions seen in authors such as Maria Edgeworth and Sir Walter Scott.
EBB’s literary achievements during her childhood and early adolescence have 
been considered precocious and ambitious by critics and biographers alike since her time. 26
26 The most thorough treatment of these early stories and poems is found in Virginia Steinmetz’s 
dissertation titled, “The Development of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Juvenile Self-Images and Their 
Transformation in Aurora Leigh.” (1979). Three of the stories appear in H ith e r to  U n p u b lish e d  P o e m s  a n d
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In overt and subtle ways these early works laid the foundations for her continual 
development as a poet and a poet-novelist, evidenced in later epic-proportion poems -  
“The Seraphim,” “A Drama of Exile,” and, of course, Aurora Leigh.
Strange Interlude
In April 1821, at the age of fifteen, EBB and her two sisters became ill. The 
illness was never named. Both sisters recovered, but EBB’s condition worsened. Later, in 
June, EBB and Henrietta contracted measles. EBB had not yet recovered from the initial 
illness, which her family partially attributed to a spinal injury from falling off a horse. 
EBB was sent to Spa Hotel at Gloucester to be treated with hydrotherapy. Both the illness 
and her inability to recover from it have mystified her biographers as it remained 
undiagnosed. In a letter that does not survive, EBB detailed her symptoms to physician, 
George Ricketts Nuttall. His answer to her letter suggested she was experiencing 
paroxysms possibly related to gastro-intestinal distress:
The severe pains you experience about the chest, & right side, proceeding 
towards the back, are in all likelihood owing to irregular, or spasmodic 
action, then occurring in the Heart; arising sympathetically from some 
disorder advancing in the alimentary canal, generating flatus, which 
pressing in the midrif, or internal boundary of the chest, & consequently 
impeding the Hearts free action renders it for a time irritable. Your active 
turn of mind, & inactive state of body, together with your age &c incline 
you, as well as other young bodies under similar circumstances, to 
dyspeptic complaints. (BC 1: 126)
S to r ie s  w ith  a n  In e d ite d  A u to b io g r a p h y  edited by H. Buxton Forman. “Julia or Virtue” has never been 
published.
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It is, perhaps, Dr. Coker’s letter to Dr. Nuttall that best describes the symptoms in an 
eloquent summary toward the end of his letter:
The reasons I alluded to above, are the history of the case—no relief 
having been obtained from the variety of well directed attempts to remove 
its’ influence. The increasing debility—loss of locomotive power—pain in 
the back—its’ requiring support in the erect posture—no attack during the 
night—constant inconvenience from exercise, together with the state of 
the nervous and sanguiferous systems, indicating a high degree of 
sympathy, and most probably referable to derangement in some highly 
important organ— The uterine system is not materially affected -  At the 
same time that I confess, the positive proofs are wanting of the existence 
of diseased spine[.] (327).
Furthermore, Dr. Coker described EBB as having cold feet, dilated pupils, and significant 
weight loss. According to her family members, she was more listless and apathetic than 
usual. EBB had taken opium to alleviate the spasms which helped for a while until her 
body developed a tolerance for it. After an examination of her spinal cord and her side, 
Dr. Coker could not find evidence of swelling or other injury. He mentioned that her 
sisters had complained of similar pain, and he was mildly suspicious that they had all 
eaten something which had had deleterious effects. He recommended that Dr. Nuttall 
treat EBB’s case “as for diseased spine, upon the plan recommended by Baynton—giving 
only such medicine as might assist the operations of nature or as its exigencies would 
require -  bleeding might also be employed if necessary to mitigate the spasms” (327).
In a letter to her mother written shortly after her arrival at Gloucester, EBB
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complains of agonizing pain when bath water touched her spine: “I could not remain in, 
an instant” (128). It seems clear that the pain was real even if, as several biographers 
suggest, EBB’s illness did have characteristics in common with the intelligent Victorian 
female complex that Sigmund Freud was so interested in diagnosing.27 As Mermin 
suggests, the illness severed her from her family for a time. The psychological results 
were telling. “As a child she had been bold and energetic, but after this she was always 
more or less fragile physically, her health a perennial object of concern.. . .  The year of 
illness marked the first stage of the change from a lively, active, self-confident child to a 
shy, reclusive invalid which constituted in her life the outward form of growing up” (29).
EBB returned home in May 1822, apparently well enough to travel. Eight months 
earlier she had written to Henrietta that her “sufferings are much diminished in 
consequence of the seatons [s/c for setons], which have certainly relieved me 
wonderfully, by striking into the very center of the disease as Mr. Carden expresses it”
(BC 1: 134). It seems that the experience of this illness may have dramatically influenced 
her outlook on the future. According to Mary Sanders Pollock, EBB’s youthful energy 
and social propensity lapsed and was gradually replaced by an intensified interest in 
reading and writing (21). Mermin concludes that the illness served a two-fold 
psychological function: “Illness provided both an escape from familial confinement and 
an intensification of it, simultaneously taking her away from home and curtailing her 
ability to act” (29). EBB’s artistic talent and poetic development were certainly given 
opportunity for enhancement during this stage of her life. Kelley and Hudson provide the
27 Dorothy Mermin comments on the connection between EBB’s illness and that of Anna O., Freud’s 
patient, who, like EBB, “was strongly attached to a dominating father and had a striking gift for languages” 
(28). Mermin agrees that EBB’s illness was organic (29).
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intriguing suggestion that her confinement benefited her letter writing. Then, perhaps, it 
could be reasonably argued that out of her adversity was bom her poetic dream.
EBB’s Relationship with Her Mother:
“Affection lingers on a Mothers Name,/And only supplicates a Mothers praise!! ” (1821) 
Although histories of the Moulton-Barrett family have been written by Jeannette 
Marks, Philip Kelley, and R. A. Barrett among others, relatively little is known about 
the Graham-Clarke side of EBB’s family. Therefore, knowledge of Mary’s history must 
be constructed by gathering the fragments from extant journal entries, letters, and 
biographers’ best guesses. Much background information about Mary here comes from 
Kelley and Hudson’s biographical notes in The Brownings’ Correspondence and Marks’s 
The Family o f the Barrett.
Mary’s father, John Graham-Clarke, a successful merchant and Jamaican 
landowner, was educated at Penrith Grammar School. He married twice, the first time to 
Mrs. Rutter, a widow with means who died in 1771, the second time to Arabella Altham 
in 1780, who was the daughter of Roger Altham of Doctors Commons and twenty-four 
years younger than himself (Marks 276). Mary, their first child of nine, was bom 1 May 
1781, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Two of her younger siblings died in early childhood. The 
Graham-Clarkes owned several mansions, one of which was Fenham Hall near 
Newcastle: “A spacious mansion containing more than half a hundred apartments, it was 
proving none too large for the Graham-Clarke children, visiting grandchildren, and all 28
28 Marks, Jeannette. The Family of the Barrett: A Colonial Romance. New York: Macmillan, 1938. 
Barrett, R. A. The Barretts of Jamaica: The Family of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Winfield: Wedgestone, 
2000.
Kelley, Philip, and Ronald Hudson, eds. “Biographical Notes.” The Brownings’ Correspondence. Vol. 1. 
Winfield: Wedgestone, 1984.
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their friends” (Marks 331). Extant records indicate that the Moulton-Barrett children 
spent time visiting their grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins at this home.
Mary grew up surrounded by seven younger brothers and sisters. A birthday ode 
written to her by her mother describes her as teaching her younger brothers to “cull each 
sweet,” to make the most of their good opportunities (BC 1: 306). Like her daughter, 
EBB, she must have been a doting older sister and beautiful as well. The same poem 
describes her “[w]ith cheeks whose blushes baffle Flora’s paint.” Kelley and Hudson 
describe her as a “sweet and gentle girl,” quoting from the rest of her mother’s poem: 
Sweet girl thus blessed with every Native grace 
While days succeeding yet new graces bring 
Still your mind grow lovely as your face 
With both may every season prove a spring! (BC 1: 306)
In 1805, at the age of twenty-four, Mary accepted the offer of marriage from 
Edward Moulton-Barrett and sealed her place in history as the future mother of Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning. “After a honeymoon in the south of England, Edward took his bride to 
Coxhoe Hall which he had leased,” and their lives began anew together (Kelley and 
Hudson xxvii).
By the age of forty-four, Mary Moulton-Barrett had given birth to twelve 
children, one of whom died in early childhood. She seemed to have warm, close, and 
affectionate relationships with all of them. A letter written to EBB in September 1821 
describes Mary as a busy mother:
I assure you it is by mere stratagem I have scribbled thus far my darling 
Elizth. therefore pray do not complain of words & sense unintelligible, for
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here sits Alfred the little on my knee, doing all he can to get the pen into 
his own hands, & the paper on the floor—but he is too sweet to be sent 
away, & you must suffer, my poor Ba, for your Brothers winning ways— 1 
think you would forgive him, could you see how pretty he looks in 
Grannys blue frock—Stormy George & Henry, are running round the table 
comforting themselves as well as they can for their confinement to the 
house, with not much consideration for the ears of fellow prisoners— All 
are united in loves to you & your dear little circle— (BC 1: 132-33)
Mary Moulton-Barrett was very invested in her children’s education. According to 
Barbara Dennis, Mary had high expectations of her children for their moral and 
intellectual advancement: “When the children were learning French from a French 
governess later after a visit to France, Mary Barrett adopted methods which would have 
won high praise from modem educationalists, when she encouraged the children to write 
to her in French, and maintain a correspondence in the language” (Dennis 29). She was 
an involved teacher, noting in a letter to EBB in 1821 that Bro’s geography skills were 
waning:
We looked over some Maps yesterday with a very wandering & unsteady 
gaze, & tho’ I could not help feeling mortified, that knowledge to my mind 
so needful, & to his own once so familiar should be so impaired, I still 
believe it is very readily regained, & willingly admit the Classics for the 
present to be all in all, satisfied that there are seeds sown of every-day 
knowledge which in due time will not fail to yield their fruit— (BC 1:
139)
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In the same letter, she complained about Sam’s Latin lesson which “consists merely of 
Copying from the grammar the four principal parts of the verbs, which any one may do 
who can write, but the plan of the school rests upon this extreme attention to the most 
simple rudiments, & I have no doubt that the strength of the superstructure will prove its 
efficacy” (BC 1: 139). Mary’s instruction was augmented by various governesses for the 
girls and tutors for the boys. Eventually Mr. McSwiney, Bro’s Latin and Greek tutor, 
taught EBB the classics as well. Mary’s personal view of the importance of knowing the 
classics provided, no doubt, the underlying rationale for EBB’s classical education.
Even a cursory glance at the correspondence provides evidence that Mary’s 
relationship to her eldest daughter can be characterized as intimate and tender. She 
greatly encouraged EBB in all of her literary projects, serving as her amanuensis and 
publisher. Kelley and Hudson affirm this: “[i]t appears . . . that she played a sort of 
game with EBB, serving as ‘publisher’ for some of the latter’s juvenilia” (BC 1: xxxii). 
Mary’s attitude toward EBB and her developing authorship could be considered even 
indulgent. Most of the extant transcriptions of EBB’s works are in the hand of her 
mother, and in some cases, multiple copies of poems exist.
EBB’s relationship with her mother has been characterized as complex by her 
various biographers (Avery and Stott 26-27; Mermin 14; Stone 37-38). Part of this 
complexity stems from an oft-quoted passage from a letter to Robert Browning in which 
EBB describes her mother, long-deceased by then. Mary Moulton-Barrett was, from 
EBB’s point of view, 29
29 In an early letter from EBB to MMB, she requests her mother “to accept this little story for 3s & if you 
would buy this yourself & write copys [sic] to be sold for the public,” signed, “your most obedient humble 
Servant Elizabeth Barrett.” A postscript adds “You owe me 8d for other things” (B C  1:15). The note was 
originally accompanied by EBB’s juvenile story, “Sebastian or the lost Child a Tale of other Times.”
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of a nature harrowed up into furrows by the pressure of circumstances; for 
we lost more in Her than She lost in life, my dear dearest mother — A 
sweet, gentle nature, which the thunder a little turned from its sweetness— 
as when it turns milk— One of those women who can never resist, — but, 
in submitting & bowing on themselves, make a mark, a plait, within,. . a 
sign of suffering. Too womanly she was—it was her only fault— Good, 
good, & dear— & refined too! (BC 13: 305-6)
EBB’s adult perspective of her mother was that of an overly submissive woman, too 
willing to bend to patriarchal authority. EBB had probably begun to form such opinions 
of her mother in her childhood and early adolescence after reading Wollstonecraft’s A 
Vindication o f the Rights o f Woman. She may have been thinking about it as she 
witnessed the many children that continued to be bom in the Barrett household. As the 
oldest female child, she may have spent many hours taking care of her younger siblings.
To a significant degree, it seems, EBB resisted the kind of traditional married life 
her mother had led, choosing instead to set her ambitions on poetry. In seeing her 
mother’s sacrificial submission, EBB took note of the cost of womanhood in her day — 
“too womanly she was” -  and strained against it. At the same time, the description of her 
mother remains tender and endearing -  “dearest as she was, & very tender.” This 
passage indicates that in spite of EBB’s determination to take a different path from the 
one her mother took, she was very attached to her memory of her mother. It does not
■ Mr
stand to reason, as some authors would have it, that EBB did not emulate her mother at 
all. There were, quite clearly, qualities about her mother that she did find attractive, and 
this fact is brought out in her poetic descriptions and themes of benevolent maternity and
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nurturance.
When analyzing poetry there is always the risk that conventional language 
patterns may be overused to describe the narrator’s or the poet’s own thoughts and 
feelings. Even letters contain conventions of praise and politeness. Yet it is possible to 
read in them tones and patterns that permit general associations with objects of affection 
or beauty. In addition the biographer always runs the risk of putting too much emphasis 
on the extant correspondence and not enough on that which is inaccessible. Although a 
voluminous amount of Barrett family papers survives and is accessible to scholars, these 
papers, it must be admitted, probably have not passed through the generations unscathed, 
as the excised parts of EBB’s diary make clear.30 Kelley and Hudson note that the 
majority of archival materials are still in the possession of family members (BC 1: 
xxxiii). Therefore, it is with caution that we examine the extant and accessible 
correspondence, reading it less as a pure gospel of the relations among family members 
than as an edited representation of these relations, and understanding that between the 
gaps there is much left to be interpreted.
In EBB’s early years it seems clear that she valued her mother. One letter, 
composed in French at the age of eleven, provides evidence of the quality of interchange 
between them. The letter is translated by Kelley and Hudson:
My dear Mama/ Oh how I love you and I wish much to be like you. I hope 
that you do not say oh there are always mistakes in Elizabeth’s notes but I 
hope that you say well done my dear you do not always write so badly. I 
beg you Mama give me a nice book to amuse myself with this evening.
30 In the preface to D ia r y  b y  E B B  Kelley and Hudson report that approximately 60 days of records were 
“presumably destroyed” (xii).
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My head has been better this evening but it is very heavy. I send you a 
very good kiss and God bless you my dear Mama (good like my heart) 
goodbye. (BC 1: 30-31)
Similar letters to her mother disclose affectionate regard such as this one composed about 
two years earlier: “My dear Mama/I love you very much: & I hope you love me” (9).
EBB describes her mother in the birthday odes. Her mother is strongly associated 
with Aurora the sunrise, Heaven, and goodness. In the 1817 ode, EBB writes of her 
mother’s smile that “lifts Winter from the grateful plain”:
Peace and religion unto the[e] are prest 
And virtue ever riegns [sz'c] within thy breast:
And oh may we thy anxious cares repay,
Close followers of thy step in truths fair way:
In hope of Heavens delic[i]ous joys to rest,
To be for ever good, for ever blest. (BC 1:37)
Again, her mother is presented as a saint, being the guide to “truths fair way.” Those 
following her path will be led to Heaven. That EBB sees her mother as an important 
religious teacher is clear. A year later, EBB restates the motif of guide in the third stanza 
of her mother’s birthday ode:
Then hail the harbinger of May
Protector of our early youth
Guide of our steps to sacred truth
And hail this fondly pleasing day,. . . (BC 1: 58)
The birthday ode of 1820 repeats the motif and adds a more specific message of
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gratitude:
Loved, cherished as thou art, the fairest flower of May!
For thou hast watched my infant helplessness 
I owe thee all for thou hast all bestowed!
Thou taught my lisping accents first to bless 
That azure Heav’n, man’s last secure abode 
And turned my infant thoughts to a redeeming God!
No! I can ne’er my gratitude express!
And never can I all thy care repay! (BC 1: 92)
Her mother is perceived as a protector watching “my infant helplessness,” a teacher 
training a young child’s speech, a guide -  one who “turned my infant thoughts to a 
redeeming God.”
Mary selected books for EBB and lent them to her regularly and at her daughter’s 
request. In their correspondence they discuss elements of literature. For instance, a letter 
composed in French shows EBB’s developing ability to assert her opinion of literary 
characters such as Caroline from Maria Edgeworth’s Patronage, Lady Jane Granville and 
Mrs. Hungerford from Manoeuvring and Diana Vernon from Sir Walter Scott’s Rob Roy. 
In this letter, again written when approximately eleven years old, EBB agrees with her 
mother’s opinion of Caroline and then adds her own viewpoint, applying it to other 
characters as well (translated by Kelley and Hudson):
My dear dear Mama/ Yes I agree that Caroline is perfection. I admit that 
she is not entirely made to be a heroine. No, she has too much sense of 
mind.
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The few novels I have read confirm this thought -  for example,
[in] Rob Roy -  the lofty and noble soul of Diana Vernon strikes us with 
admiration and, the only mistress of our hearts, she forgets womanly 
duties in the personality of a man; she is a heroine, Caroline is not -  
[when] she chooses to fill the character she sustains [with] grief for her 
parents, forgetting her pleasures, it pleased me greatly, but when Lady 
Jane is ill, when she hastens to help her friend, then she is Caroline 
herself. I assure you, my dear Mama, that I was impressed by nearly the 
whole of this work. What a beautiful character is that Madame Hungerford 
-  truly, I was charmed by her— (BC 1: 34).
It seems that EBB admires the authenticity and helpfulness of Caroline’s character and 
finds reasons for the charm and nobility of Diana Vernon and Madame Hungerford. She 
is already beginning to give a rational literary critique.
The first surviving letter from Mary to EBB is dated 25 August 1819 written from 
Foxley. In this letter Mary expresses regret over the delay of returning home with her 
husband and concern about the children’s health — especially EBB’s. The postscript 
offers advice, “Tell me exactly how the coughs are, & do not stay out late—or sit on the 
grass-” (BC 1: 83).
Not surprisingly, over time the relationship between EBB and her mother became 
more intellectual. By the time EBB had reached her seventeenth year, a more egalitarian 
link was forming between these two women. 31
31 Foxley was located 7 'A miles northwest of Hereford. It is described by Kelley and Hudson as being the 
“seat of Uvedale Price,” a classical scholar of some merit, who corresponded with EBB for several years 
during her early adult years (B C  1: 83n)
When EBB was twenty-two, Mary died quite suddenly on 7 October 1828. EBB’s 
response to her mother’s death provides, perhaps, the most lucid indication of the 
closeness of their relationship. Initially EBB was unable to write replies to any of the 
condolence letters that came. Her reply to friend and mentor, Hugh Stuart Boyd, who 
had written immediately with compassion, was delayed for two weeks as she was not 
well when it arrived “or in a state to read, and therefore, instead of its being given to me, 
it was put away with my other letters” (BC 2: 174). In the same letter, she terms the death 
of her mother “the deepest affliction of my life” which “took from me the power of 
thinking” {BC 2: 174). By her own report, she was unable to cry, as a letter to her sister, 
Henrietta, just two days after hearing about the death of her mother, explains:
I dare say God will touch my heart & make me cry soon, & then I shall be 
even better than I am now—better able to read & and to think: for there is 
no use in reading unless you can think. You say that you remember us in 
your daily prayers. I pray that the God of all peace & consolation in Jesus 
Christ may be with you all now & for ever. {BC 2: 173)
A response from EBB to sympathies from a family friend, Miss Commeline, indicates 
that EBB felt “denied the consolation of being with [her mother] at the last” (173), a 
thought that was repeated in her letter to Boyd. “I can even understand why one 
consolation was denied to me -  why I was not permitted to behold her last smile, & to 
receive her last embrace! Blessed be God for permitting me to understand this!—” {BC 2: 
175). EBB extends her feelings and thoughts about her mother in the letter to Miss 
Commeline:
I can never forget the regard and esteem entertained for you by one whose
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tenderness & watchfulness I have felt every day and hour since she gave 
me that life which her loss embitters—whose memory is more precious to 
me than any earthly blessing left behind! (BC 2: 173-74)
EBB’s Relationship with her Father
Edward Moulton-Barrett was bom on 28 May 1785 to Charles and Elizabeth 
Moulton. When his maternal grandfather, Edward Barrett, was planning his will, he 
requested that Edward take the name Barrett in addition to Moulton. Edward and his 
brother, Samuel, had their names legally changed to Moulton-Barrett shortly before their 
grandfather died. The majority of the Jamaican plantation estate, Cinnamon Hill, went to 
Edward and Samuel. In 1792, Elizabeth Moulton and her children traveled to England, 
where Edward and Sam received a brief education. Edward attended Harrow school for a 
short period of time and then attended Trinity College, Cambridge. A few years later, he 
married Mary Graham-Clarke, and the two settled down to raise a large family. Edward 
was elected Sheriff of Herefordshire for two consecutive terms, and he was actively 
involved in his community. According to Kelley and Hudson, “[h]e was devoutly 
religious, a loving but dictatorial husband and father, a reserved man who kept his 
feelings to himself, a ‘country gentleman’ much occupied with business and community 
affairs” (BC 1: 287).
EBB’s relationship with her father has developed its own history, being heavily 
affected by the bitter days that characterized it after EBB’s marriage to Robert Browning. 
The complexity of this relationship cannot be overstated. The earliest years of EBB ’s 
relationship with her father were quite different from those later years, and it is possible 
to picture a large household, bustling with activity, laughter, conversation, and its share
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of smiles and tantrums. Letters written to Edward from his children often have a 
humorous and affectionate tone. Take, for example, this letter, written to him in 1818, 
signed by EBB, Edward, Elenrietta, and Samuel:
My dear old Gentleman/ I hope you will make the best use of your 
spectacles and your good humour to read this you require both.— With the 
most sanguine expectation your answer is expected—by four people who 
have need of your consent to crown them with joy say inexorable monarch 
of Hope End can no intreaties mortal or immortal prevail upon you to 
command the crested chariot to be linked to the four high mettled steeds to 
bear us to Kinnersly[. . .  .] Do not knit your brows your glass eyes may 
tumble off— [. . .] With the sincere hope your countenance will not be 
ruffled with a frown (for it spoils the natural beauty of your face) we must 
close this epistle [ . . . . ]  (BC 1: 50).
The letter closed with “[t]he suitors of Hope and of your smiles”.
EBB’s conception of her father is found furthermore in the various descriptions 
she gives to him in the birthday odes. Her first ode to her father is a tribute to a teacher: 
Sweet Parent! dear to me as kind 
Who sowed the very bottom of my mind,
And raised the very inmost of my heart,
To taste the sweets of Nature, you impart! (BC 1:11)
It is a memorable and clever verse written by EBB at the age of eight, shortly after the 
letter she received from him when he named her Poet Laureate of Hope End. EBB sees 
her father as her constructer of knowledge and love, “[sowing] the bottom of my mind”
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and “[raising] the inmost of my heart.” She also sees him as provider -  imparting the 
“sweets of nature.” The provider motif will continue throughout the birthday odes 
addressed to her father. A verse from the ode of 28 May 1815 is another example:
These polished walls, raised by yr tasteful hand,
These smiling shrubs, these tangled walks & hills;
These rising rocks, —hewn by your active band
And drooping flow’rets washed by murmuring rills: (BC 1: 19)
EBB represents her father as a creator and a designer of nature. “These waters by your 
hand are taught to glide” gives a picture of a father with God-like dimensions and 
powers. EBB acknowledges her father’s role as provider and authority figure.
Although she views him as powerful, EBB also sees her father as tender-hearted 
and loving, as demonstrated in the last stanza of the poem:
And may we ever, bless this smiling home,
And live united, by a tender love,
Secluded from that world, where vices roam,
Then hand in hand, proceed to God above!— (BC 1:19)
Preceding this stanza come a few lines that express satisfaction and well-being in family 
relations. EBB prays that her father might live a long life “[ajmidst thy smiling little 
Family.” In the next two lines she introduces the concept of a caring provider once again. 
“And may we grateful, e’er thy cares repay/And play about the shilling gallery!—” The 
“shilling gallery” can be seen as the place where desires and needs are met.
In the birthday ode of the following year, EBB hails her father, “who chides [her] 
when [she is] wrong/Whose judgement gentle, kind applause does give/Wins grateful
love, while Memory shall live” (BC 1: 23). The poem ends by saying that her love for her 
father is “beyond the Muses art—/She cannot paint the feelings of my heart,” and so she 
sends her poem off to her father as it is.32
EBB had a pet name for her father. A letter dated approximately March 1821, 
when EBB was between fifteen and sixteen, begins with “My ever ever dearest Puppy” 
{BC 1: 114). In this letter, EBB is trying to persuade her father to allow her to join him 
and Bro at her grandmother’s house in London for a week. “So thoroughly am I 
convinced of my ever dearest papa’s affection for me, and so perfectly am I aware of the 
superiority of his judgement that I would not complain tho the awful fiat were to pass his 
lips, and yet while my fate is not decided I may HOPE, and I may solicit a merciful 
sentence.” The end of the letter contains additional courtly conventions:
My heart whispers that you will not refuse, that you will not turn from me 
in anger! My dearest, dearest Puppy grant my request! ONE week in 
London! Let me not be acused [szc] of presumption in thus entreating so 
urgently for a petition to which perhaps you annex no importance! But to 
me my beloved Puppy it seems worthy to make “worlds CONTEND”— 
Imagine yourself my age once more, how your heart would beat with joy 
at the prospect of an excursion to the metropolis! Have I tormented you? If 
I have, oh! Forgive me, and let the kind verdict be “Guilty but to be 
recommended to mercy”— {BC 1: 115)
The letter is signed, “Your always affectionate and fondly attached Child.” While it is 
necessary to view this letter in the context of its purpose -  to plead for a chance to go to
32 Kelley and Hudson’s footnote indicates that for her father’s 31st birthday, EBB gave him a nosegay along 
with some additional verses.
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London, and thus view the content as part of EBB’s persuasive device -  a close analysis 
of this letter is revealing in terms of relationship as well. It is a daring letter. In it, EBB is 
approaching the throne of her father with great boldness and, as she claims, hope. While 
using religious imagery, she shows respect, but by using the pet-name, Puppy, she is 
acknowledging a close connection to someone who has it in his power to “judge” for her. 
In a sense EBB is collapsing a boundary between judge and “papa.” That she is willing to 
make such a request at risk to her imagined happiness in the granting of it says that EBB 
was operating out of trust and underscores her earlier expressed conviction “of her ever 
dearest Papa’s affection for [her].”
Not that this relationship was without its dark moments. Edward’s more abrasive 
side came out frequently enough. EBB records an incident in her first “Untitled Essay,” 
written at the age of twenty, when she experienced great anxiety over his reaction to her 
poem, “The Development of Genius.”
I had a great deal of pain yesterday evening. For some months I have been 
employed on my work respecting the development of genius[. .. .] Some 
months ago, I read a part of what I had written to Papa, who professed to 
have heard nothing from the weakness of my voice. I was not discouraged 
by this, but much disappointed. I worked on in my solitude, without the 
advantage of his advice, feeling alternately sanguine & out of heart, about 
my poetical prospects. Having got my work in a sufficient state of 
forwardness I wrote out part of it & took down to Papa, yesterday evening, 
eight sheets. [ . . . ] !  gave him the sheets. He complained first of my 
illegibility, then of my obscurity. “You can never please people [with] this
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want of explicitness. I told you so in the case of your Essay on Mind. He 
then complained of my involved style & obsolete words. [. ..] When Papa 
had read three sheets & part of a fourth, in a very hesitating & ridiculing 
manner, constantly mistaking the words, hardly waiting for my correction, 
& almost entirely missing the final pause of every line, he gave me my 
dismissal in words it is good for me to remember. (BC 1: 358-59)
These words rendered a very severe critique and ended with the following scathing 
rebuke, as EBB records:
Indeed the whole production is most wretched! I must tell you so—& I 
think it quite lamentable that you should have passed so much time to such 
an effect. You see the subject is beyond your grasp — & you must be 
content with what you can reach. I cannot read any more— I would not 
read over again what I have read, for fifty pounds—really not for ten. I 
advise you to bum the wretched thing. (359)
EBB wrote that it was difficult to keep from tears, and she wished she had not shown her 
work to her father. “I have hardly ever been mortified as I was mortified last night,” she 
says, but moved beyond it. “[Pjerhaps this also will do me good . [ . . . ]  I shall get over 
this in time, & in the meanwhile will fag harder than I have yet fagged. I cannot give up 
completing the poem I was advised to bum, but I shall revise & I hope improve it. [. . .] 
Now I am disturbed, humbled, — & feel every instant. . as I did not feel yesterday” (360). 
The very end of the essay contains two lines of resolution and forgiveness: “I am even 
now rather more comfortable from emptying my heart on paper -  Dearest Papa would be 
sorry to think how much he grieved me!” EBB desired reconciliation with her father even
though she had been deeply hurt by his rebuke. She acknowledged his authority and 
conceded that she could learn from his critique even though she did not agree that her 
poetic ability was as bad as he had indicated. With courage, she determined to take up her 
pen once again and revise the work until it met with approval. Her father’s approval was 
still an influential element in her idea of success.
An earlier letter from Mary Moulton-Barrett to EBB in 1826, shortly after the 
publication of An Essay on Mind a year before this incident, surely would have brought 
the young poet consolation on the matter of her father’s opinion of her work. In it Mary 
tells of Edward’s reaction to receiving the bound volume of verses.
I wish my beloved Ba, that I could tell you all he said in commendation, of 
this wond’rous little book; The preface he says is equal to any thing he 
ever read, & would do honor to any man, whatever his pretensions— With 
the notes too he is particularly delighted [ . . . . ]  On a first reading, he 
selected “the prayer” as his favorite, but on becoming better aquainted 
[s/c] with the mystery of Fame, & highly poetic beauty of “The Dream,” 
he owns, that he cannot decide which to prefer amongst the novelties— 
(236)
Her father’s equation of her work to that of a man may have pleased EBB in her youth, 
while she was striving to be a poet in the tradition of Homer, Pope, and Milton, but later, 
in 1844, she reacted strongly against it. The words of the first poem in her first published 
collection (1826) underscore her eagerness to have her father’s approbation:
Thought only how to win thy smile—
My proudest fame—my dearest pride—
More dear than all the world beside!
And now, perchance, I seek the tone 
For magic that is more its own:
But still my Father’s looks remain 
The best Maecenas of my strain; (238)
Fler mother said of this poem, it was “a just tribute to her beloved Father!”
It seems that EBB respected her father as a provider, teacher, guide, and steward 
of resources, but she was able to relate to him with confidence in her letters, using 
humorous metaphors, images, and references. Her correspondence to him is revealing in 
its playful attitude, its expression of love, and its overtones of respect and hopefulness.
What about Edward’s letters to his eldest daughter? There are not as many 
surviving letters from Edward to EBB. The first one we find is dated 5 September 1809, 
when his daughter was three and a half years old. He addresses it fondly and playfully, 
“My Dear Puss” (BC 1: 1). A portion of this letter is reproduced in the introduction to this 
chapter. It provides details about the Hope End mansion, which he was considering for 
purchase. At the end of the letter he declares his desire to make his wife and children 
“happy.” A letter dated 24 April 1814, when EBB was eight years old, addressed to 
“Poet-Laureat of Hope End,” praises his child, “whose offering this day has contributed 
so much to the gratification of her Papa, who views in it not alone the Germs of 
<Geni>us but the assurance that the Love of Virtue has taken such ea[r]ly root in her 
mind” (BC 1: 10). A ten-shilling note was enclosed with the letter. EBB, writing of this 
episode later, stated she had “received much more pleasure from the word Poet than from 
the ten shilling note—” (BC 1: 350).
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In a letter written from Edward to EBB on 16 August 1825, when EBB was 
nineteen, he expresses concern about her poem, “An Essay on Mind,” which had been 
submitted to a publisher. His mentioning this along with his decision to privately publish 
EBB’s first long poem, The Battle o f Marathon, several years earlier tells of his interest 
in his daughter’s career as an author. A more playful spirit is expressed by Edward in the 
same letter as he describes his two-year-old son’s language development:
Dearest Sette told me at Din<ner> to-day that he had behaved purtty well, 
not very well, that he had said his pictures, what t<hat> is I dont know, his 
counts, his multication, his speling [szc], his reading and his catsmimn!33 
he certainly is the dearest thing in the natural and sensible World, he 
sleeps with me every night and often has occasion to tell me Oh ou skeese 
me! (222)
The regard that Edward is displaying here is consistent with that expected from an 
experienced father. As biographers have speculated, the death of his wife three years later 
seems to have carved out a very different mindset for this man. The Brownings' 
Correspondence indicates that his relationship with EBB intensified during the years 
following 1828, which led to the solidifying of some rigid patterns of thinking that would 
ultimately keep him from forgiving his daughter’s most daring trespass -  her marriage. 
Yet it is well to remember the solid ground on which EBB stood in relation to her father 
for many years before Browning ever entered her life.
131 believe that Edward Moulton-Barrett is playing with the spelling in order to imitate Sette’s imperfect 
use of English. Therefore, with the exception of “speling,” the continued use of “sic” is redundant and 
unnecessary here.
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As the oldest child in the family, EBB sometimes took care of her younger 
siblings. One letter of 1817 requests a reward for her efforts at speaking French -  to play 
nurse to her brother, George, “and do all that Nurses do” (BC 1: 30).
One of the most significant relationships in EBB’s life was with her brother, 
Edward, or Bro. In an autobiography titled, “My Character and Bro’s Compared!”
(1821), she describes in detail her feelings and thoughts concerning her closest of 
brothers. The occasion of this essay is Bro’s departure from Hope End in order to 
continue his formal education at Charterhouse, London, while EBB would remain at 
Hope End as the custom was for young ladies, who, society dictated, had no need for a 
classical education. EBB and Bro had studied together under Bro’s tutor, Daniel 
McSwiney, a classics scholar. As the title suggests, this essay is a comparative one, and 
so EBB’s thoughts of her brother are constructed in light of how she views herself. To 
begin, she announces that she and Bro are both “blessed with abilities” (357).
[M]y dear Bro’s are more solid & more profound -  mine are more refined 
& dazzling. I prefer in the sweet plains of literature Poetry Metaphysics & 
fanciful philosophy. He delights in the sober reasoning of the Historian!
He feels greater interest in the noble Sallust while I have remained 
entranced over a page of the divine & animated Cicero! [ . . . . ]  I may be an 
enthusiastic admirer of any noble work but Bro will always be the better 
critic! [. ..] We each are fiery in politics but Bro’s patriotism is dictated by 
reason, justice & a proper portion of moderation, mine is more ardent & 
more enthusiastic! [ . . . ] !  have read more than Bro but I have not reflected
so much! He cannot be superficial in any branch of literature or learning 
because he is particularly acute in his powers of reasoning while 1 may be 
so in every thing! - 1 am ambitious & proud in the extreme he does not 
possess enough of emulation or pride! (BC 1: 357)
EBB refers to Bro as her “Mentor,” “advisor,” and “friend” (358). She terms her farewell 
to Bro “agony,” wondering “[wjhere beneath this Heaven shall I again find a friend so 
disinterested, so generous, so attached?”
In his letters to EBB from Charterhouse, Bro shares affectionate regard, 
interesting news (“Cricket matches, and battles”), humorous anecdotes of school life, 
philosophical ponderings, and jesting. He invites her opinions and conjectures on certain 
subjects, and inserts messages to other family members. The letters contain many literary 
allusions, indicating that both Bro and EBB are furthering their education -  he at 
Charterhouse, and she at home, independently. They share translations of Latin and 
Greek writers and critique each others’ work. Bro also sends EBB assignments he 
received from his course masters. It is evident that EBB’s letters are important to Bro as 
he often teases and scolds her for neglecting to write as frequently as he does:
My dearest Bazy/ You really are quite incorrigible, after all my effusions 
or rage, indignation &c. &c. you take it coolly and answer me only by your 
impudent silence, which provokes me more than the most violent passion 
you could assume. I suppose you will plead as your excuse, the round of 
uninterrupted business you were pursuing at Cheltenham, no, no Miss 
Bazy that’s “all my eye,” if you did not postively [s/c] wish to seek some 
excuse tolerably digestable [s/c], for indulging your idleness in not
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answering my letters, by even a line in return, you could have found 
plenty of time to scribble me a few lines, however it is of no use, to waste 
both my time and patience, upon so inattentive, & careless a ear, however 
all I’ve got to say is, that if the distance between you and me, was 
converted from miles into inches I would soon make that said member of 
yours a little more susceptible to my more urgent remonstrances. (BC 1: 
201-02)
Many of Bro’s “remonstrances” in letters to EBB have humorous overtones much like 
this passage indicates. In “Glimpses” EBB states of Bro:
If I ever loved any human being I love this dear Brother . . The Partner of 
my pleasures of my literary toils. My attachment to him is literally 
devoted! If to save him from anxiety from mental vexation any effort of 
mine could suffice Heaven knows my heart that I would unhesitatingly 
buy his happiness with my own misery! -  (354)
In the same essay EBB refers to Bro as “my beloved Brother” and “my valued friend 
whose upright and pure principles my soul now glories in.”
Her prolonged reaction of shock and grief at his early death by drowning in 1840 
has been noted by every biographer. Her inability to recover from his death, framed by 
the circumstances of their close childhood attachment and her feelings of guilt for having 
urged him to stay with her at Torquay, lends understanding to the alternating themes of 
earthly despair, bitter-sweet memories, and eternal hope found in later poetry. One such 
sonnet, “Cheerfulness Taught by Reason,” published for the first time in 1844, may have 
been written after Bro’s death, and begins, “I think we are too ready with complaint,”
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In this fair world of God’s. Had we no hope 
Indeed beyond the zenith and the slope 
Of yon grey blank of sky, we might grow faint 
To muse upon eternity’s constraint 
Round our aspirant souls; but since the scope 
Must widen early, is it well to droop,
For a few days consumed in loss and taint?
O pusillanimous Heart, be comforted,—
And, like a cheerful traveler, take the road,
Singing beside the hedge. What if the bread 
Be bitter in thine inn, and thou unshod 
To meet the flints!—At least it may be said,
“Because the way is short, I thank thee, God!” (Poems 334)
Doubtless, EBB spoke her heart through her poetry, comforted that “the way is short,” 
eternity is within reach, and life again with Bro could be hoped for. Therefore, it is not 
well “to droop,/For a few days consumed in loss and taint.” A life philosophy on coping 
with loss and grief was forming: It is well to press on through tragic circumstances, 
“tak[ing] the road,” and “[s]inging beside the hedge,” realizing, at last, there is always 
something to be thankful for.
Her Sisters
' As well, EBB had close relationships with her sisters, Henrietta and Arabella, 
evidenced in later years by her entrusting to them the knowledge of her secret 
engagement to Robert Browning. Surviving letters written to Henrietta, especially during
the girls’ teen years, disclose a strong level of intimacy and indicate that these two very 
much enjoyed each others’ company. On 5 October 1821, EBB wrote to Henrietta from 
Gloucester, giving her sole charge of a certain essay, asking her to “tear the whole article 
out and keep it, for as I do not wish it to be read I commit it entirely to your care” (134- 
35). Other letters are affectionately humorous. Henrietta kept EBB abreast of all the 
social happenings at Hope End while EBB was recovering in Gloucester. A period of 
bonding between these two sisters probably came in 1825, when they were sent to their 
paternal grandmother’s residence at Hastings for a stay of nearly a year. Their letters to 
each other seem to take on a deeper tone of intimacy after this event.
Henrietta was the closest sister in age to EBB, and so they shared more of their 
earliest years exclusively together. “An Epistle to Henrietta,” dated 14 May 1814, when 
EBB was eight years old, depicts a fond sisterly attachment:
Thy gentle smile displays thy virtues sweet,
Altho’ dear Addles far to [sic] much you eat,
But now you have a horrid cold,
And in a ugly night cap you are rolled,
Which spoils the nat’ral beauty of your face,
Where dimples play in every cunning place,
I wish you would so nicely run,
And then we would have merry fun,
But o’er the fire you poking sit,
As if for nothing you were fit.
Our little lamb is very well,
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Oh come into our pretty cell!
Indeed I hope you’ll soon get better,
And I am dearest Henrietta,
Your very dear Elizabeth Barrett,
Compared to you, a chatting parot [s/c]. (BC 1: 12)
Henrietta, whose nickname, Addles, meant “confused,” was apparently teased about this 
characteristic by her family, according to Kelley and Hudson.
Just a few months before this poem was composed, on March 16, EBB’s second 
sister, Mary, had died at the age of three and a half. Mary, who appears in an early water- 
color by her mother, is depicted as a sweet, playful, and curious child and an integral part 
of the circle of children in the Moulton-Barrett household. The existing correspondence 
and accessible family papers contain no mention of how or why Mary died.
Although Mary’s death is not specifically mentioned in the letters, there is 
evidence that EBB may have been thinking about it when she sent her mother a poem 
with gothic overtones for her birthday the same year:
T’was dark -  the tempest blew aloud,
And light’ning flashed from every cloud,
A wretched Mother, fondly pressed,
Her infant Babies to her breast;
These were stem winters lonely prize,
They shut—they closed poor little eyes.
They died, contented in their Mothers arms 
No houses near -  nor little farms!
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The restless leaves were hushed, in yonder wood 
No mortal lived -  no cottage stood!
This wretched mother’s gone into her wat’ry grave,
No man can pass—no man can save!
The waters shook, as there she fell,
The chilling tempest blew farewell!— (BC 1:11)
As if to shield the recipient of the poem from guessing its true subject, EBB commits the 
entire scene to the historical past, and the mother, too, has died. “Babies” is in plural 
form. They are all dying. The “wretched mother” has no power to keep them alive. At 
last she cannot keep herself alive, and she goes to her “wat’ry grave” -  “wat’ry” being 
significantly associated with drowning, crying or grieving. But there is some comfort in 
the poem. The babies die “contented in their Mothers arms” -  a place of safety, pressed 
close to her breast -  a place of nourishment and abundant care. EBB seems to be 
attempting to comfort her mother while at the same time, perhaps, reminding her that 
there are still other babies who need her. This poem could have been influenced by the 
reading of nursery tales which often included themes of warning and morbidity.
One thing worthy of mention about this poem is the salutation which reads “Sent 
to Mama on 1st May: 1814.” Typically EBB’s salutations simply began “To Papa” or “To 
Mama,” and usually there was some mention of the particular occasion for which the 
poem was composed. The word “Sent” implies that her mother was possibly still in 
seclusion and mourning. Prior to this there are no birthday odes preserved. Perhaps the 
first birthday ode was intended less as a celebratory piece than as a strained message 
from a mournful child who was trying to win her mother back to the realm of the living.
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For two consecutive years after her sister’s death, EBB’s poems carry themes of 
little girls dying. Mermin writes, “traces of what must have been a profoundly disturbing 
experience can probably be found in the uncertain tonalities of [EBB’s] poems on the 
deaths of little girls and musings on the prospect of dying herself’ (16). In several of the 
poems of 1814 and 1815, EBB uses thinly disguised names for herself. These names 
typically begin with an “E,” such as Ellen or Emma, but sometimes her poem’s heroine is 
Anna, plausibly, another pseudonym. These poems contain a repetitive narration about a 
little girl living by herself either in the woods or in a valley, relying only on God for her 
sustenance and, at last, falling ill or dying suddenly. One such poem tells of how its 
young heroine, Anna, “wander[s] out” of her wooded home one morning and stays until 
late, watching the flowers, the green grass, the lambs playing. She suddenly hears “a 
rustling noise” and tries to run away:
But in her breast a dagger felt,
When falling on her knees—she knelt—
“Thy will be done, great God” she said,
“Of grim death I am not afraid,
“During life, I’ve done Thy will,
“And now in Death I love Thee still.”
Then gently fell her head—she sighed,
And falling on the earth—she died! (HUP 1: 55-56)
The sudden rustling and the dagger are akin at once to Mary’s sudden death and also to 
its effect on EBB. The prayer is meaningful. It is a working out of her fear about death. 
Anna sternly tells God that she is not afraid of “grim death,” that she has done His will
during life. Now, facing her death, like Job, she can say, “I love Thee still” -  the ultimate 
sacrifice for Christians. The end of the poem has the ring of Janeway’s Puritan child 
deathbed scenes. It also seems much like poems of the eighteenth century, such as John 
Gay’s “Sweet William’s Farewell to Black-Eyed Susan,” which ends with the same tone 
about death: “Then, like a lily drooping,/She bowed her head, and died” (Pope 163).
EBB’s youngest sister, Arabella, also became a close confidant even though there 
were seven years between them. EBB wrote a poem concerning Arabella’s illness for her 
father’s birthday on 28 May 1814:
Oh! come my Muse, this twenty eighth of May,
Come let us celebrate this happy day!
Whilst I my humble lines rehearse.
The nightingale and linnet’s sing the verse,
When Death’s pale hand o’er Baby spread,
The pillow raised her little head,
Her face was white, her pulse beat low,
From every eye sad tears did flow,
But God to her his angel sent,
To make her well on mercy bent,
Stem Deaths driven by the angel chace [sic],
And Health comes suffering to replace,
So blest thy birthday Parent dear,
And blessed be thy birthday every year! (BC 1: 12-13)
The poem is addressed to “dearest Papa on His birthday upon the recovery of little
Arabella, from a dangerous illness.” It may be that Henrietta and Arabella were 
recovering from the same illness, for the poem addressed to Henrietta was written just 
two weeks previous to it. Arabella’s fragility probably served as a fresh reminder of their 
sister Mary.34 According to H. Buxton Forman, EBB had composed a poem directly to 
the sick baby when she was “at the very worst of her attack” {HUP 1: xxxi). The poem is 
titled “To Baby”:
Dear suffering angel Arabella go 
And trace the surest safest path below—
Go wind thy infant steps on Heaven’s Mount 
And quench thy thirst at Christ’s eternal fount—
Christ thy salvation, God and him thy friend,
Truth thy beginning, happiness thy end,
Seek but to find, nor envy earthly state—
‘Tis only Virtue and her friends are great!
And oh may Wisdom joys upon thee strew 
And be her choicest blessings shed on you.
Here rests my theme—my Baby-patient, plod,
Nor fear for Happiness—there Is a GOD.—(xxxii)
Forman concluded that EBB had been acting as a nurse for Arabella during the time of 
her illness as shown in the term, “Baby-patient.” The nursing favors were eventually
34 Three and a half years later, Arabella and her nurse were left behind at Ramsgate so that Arabella could 
recover from another illness involving her face and an arm. A letter from Mary Robinson, Arabella’s nurse, 
to EBB, dated 20 November 1817, gives some details concerning Arabella’s illness: “Tell your Dear 
Mamma her face is much better her Arm Improves but very Slowly. It is much Less but Still is Stiff in the 
Joint She has not the Least Pain in it and uses it very well but cannot touch her Shoulder with it, her health 
is very good She eats and Sleeps well Mr Snowden often sees her And Says She improves very much Ask 
your Mama If She would Like for Mr Snowden to write to her his Opinion” ( B C  1: 46)
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returned. Arabella was singular in her loyalty toward EBB during acute phases of her 
teen and young adult illness, as EBB later said of her in a letter to her brother, George, in 
June 1840: “[Arabel] was so kind when I was ill —, <...> It was all Dr. Scully cd. do to 
keep her from sitting up night after night -  which wd. never have done” (BC 4: 287).
EBB later wrote to Browning that Arabella “has been the most with me through my 
illness & is the least wanted in the house here,.. & perhaps., perhaps—is my favorite— 
though my heart smites me while I write that unlawful word—” (BC 11: 67).
An Early Life Observed
EBB was an intelligent, educated Georgian girl living in a well-to-do country 
house. In many ways she could identify with like-minded and situated Georgian girls. 
Naturally, she was subject to certain routines and conventions befitting a young person of 
her social status. These may have included attending dinner parties, visiting neighbors, 
walking and playing in gardens, and driving to town (Martin 103). Yet she also stood 
apart from many young women in her intensity of purpose, ambition, level of creativity, 
and leadership role in her family. Writing, directing, and performing in plays, 
corresponding with Greek scholars, and composing copious family birthday odes may not 
have been typical activities for a Georgian country girl.
Taking a close look at EBB’s girlhood has provided a setting for the literary 
productions of her youth. Early influences of family, religion, literary ambitions, and 
illness all contributed to her artistic development. This child innately prone to 
contemplation and reflection, ambition, approval-seeking, and complex thought was 
shaped by responses from her parents, siblings, and other family members and prompted 
by a strong preference for literary activities.
CHAPTER V
SOURCES OF INFLUENCE ON THE JUVENILIA 
As a child, Elizabeth Barrett Barrett loved to read. Looking back on those days 
through her fictional autobiography, Aurora Leigh (1856), Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
remembered her own childhood, “I read books bad and good -  some bad and good/At 
once” {Aurora Leigh 1.779-80). Furthermore, Aurora tells us, “I read much” (I. 710). As 
Aurora read, her passion for reading grew: “Books, books, books!” she proclaimed,
I had found the secret of the garret-room 
Piled high with cases in my father’s name,
Piled high, packed large, - where creeping in and out 
Among the giant fossils of my past,
Like some small nimble mouse between the ribs 
Of a mastodon, I nibbled here and there 
At this or that box, pulling through the gap,
In heats of terror, haste, victorious joy,
The first book first. And how I felt it beat 
Under my pillow, in the morning’s dark,
An hour before the sun would let me read!
My books! At last because the time was ripe,
I chanced upon the poets. (I. 833-44)
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Reading plentifully through her childhood and adolescence from a variety of authors and 
genres, Aurora’s author, EBB, could have said the same of herself, though her garret of 
boxes was in actuality her father’s library. Her earliest poetry is an amalgam of the works 
she read, bearing marks of Homer, Milton, Shakespeare, Dante, Virgil, the Holy 
Scriptures, and more. Whereas she invokes the Muse in the beginning of a poem, she may 
end the same with a prayer for the blessing of the Christian God. EBB’s childhood works, 
her juvenilia, are a synthesis of the thoughts she was integrating from various types of 
literature -  novels, essays, poetry, and letters from her family and friends. The 
assemblage of images, figures, characters, themes, and motifs that is found in EBB’s 
juvenile works became a foundation for her later intellectual and artistic growth. Her 
developing thoughts on poetry, female artistry and authorship, and human relationships 
can be traced from her childhood odes and stories through her adolescent poems and 
essays, finally, to the works of her maturity, for much of EBB’s juvenilia has been 
preserved due largely to her mother’s careful transcribing and saving of even scraps of 
paper bearing childhood sketches.
An artist has to begin somewhere. That somewhere for EBB was the mansion of 
Hope End and its resplendent grounds containing gardens, hills, ponds, streams, forest 
groves, and even caves. It was a wonder-world where her active imagination could dream 
of glorious things. More than anything else, the youthful EBB wanted to be famous for 
writing poetry. To be like Byron or Homer was what she set her heart on quite early, as 
this passage from a thinly-veiled autobiography tells us:
But Beth was a poet herself — & there was the reigning thought -  No 
woman was ever before such a poet as she wd. be. As Homer was among
men, so wd. she be among women—she wd. be the feminine of Homer. 
Many persons wd. be obliged to say that she was a little taller than Homer 
if anything. (BC 1: 361)
She even fantasized about wearing men’s clothes and sailing to a Greek island where she 
could teach the natives Ancient Greek “with the right ais & ois” (361).
The most important influences on EBB’s works are cited in her letters, 
autobiographical essays, prefaces to poems, and notebooks, as well as in her diary. A 
notebook she kept between 1822 and 1824, from the ages of sixteen to eighteen, provides 
a reading list that is revealing, as recorded by Barbara Dennis:
As she prepared herself anxiously for her vocation as a poet we know that 
she worked her way .. . systematically through the works of Milton, 
Shakespeare, Pope and Dryden among the English poets as well as Dante, 
Voltaire, Boccaccio, and Machiavelli. As background reading she was 
working at Kant, Berkeley and Spinoza, and kept records in her notebook 
of her progress. She also kept abreast, of course, (and she records it) with 
all the modes and conventions of the poetry of the day. (63)
According to notes by Sandra Donaldson concerning the same notebook, EBB made 
mention of Anna Seward’s poetry, William Hayley’s Life o f Milton, David Hume’s 
essays, and more works of Byron (“Wellesley Notes July 2004,” 1). Some of the poetry 
of the day could be found in a literary periodical which appeared in 1825, Literary 
Souvenir, which contained, among other things, poems by the leading popular poets such 
as L.E.L., Felicia Hemans, and Joanna Baillie. Of course, EBB was keeping up on the 
works published in the Athenceum, London’s popular literary digest. EBB also kept a
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journalistic record of her reaction to these works. According to Dennis, her record 
includes responses to Hogg’s Winter Evening Tales, de Genlis'Memoirs, Lockhart’s 
Matthew Wald, Cooper’s The Pilot, de Vaudancourt’s Memoirs o f the Ionian Islands, 
Stanhope’s Greece in 1823 and 1824, and de Stael’s Considerations o f the French 
Revolution and Corrine. As Dennis records, EBB had a lifelong passion for reading 
novels, which began in her earlier years.
All the new titles came to Hope End from London, and Elizabeth Barrett 
lists with enthusiasm all the volumes which arrived in Ledbury between 
1822 and 1824. We know from her notebook that she had been reading 
Fanny Burney, Clara Reeve, Mary Shelley, Aphra Behn, Madame de la 
Fayette and, most significant of all in the formation of her impressionable 
mind, Madame de Stael’s famous novel Corinne. All the reading of her 
formative years is to leave its mark on her writing . . . and none more than 
Corinne. (48)
De Stael’s Corinne was important to young female artists such as EBB because of its 
heroine’s success as a artist although the plot concerns the tragedy of a female artist 
whose thwarted love for a man destroys her career. According to Dennis, “A whole 
generation of aspiring women rose to the message as to a trumpet call: art comes before 
love” (49). EBB would echo this credo in her mature work Aurora Leigh and necessarily 
modify it to illustrate that, while “art is much, love is more” (IX: 656). Of course, EBB’s 
very life up until she married RB (and possibly beyond) literally illustrates the principle 
of art before love, or, one could say professional attainment before love. From the very 
beginnings, it seems, she sought out art. She was an avid reader even in the nursery.
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Dennis concludes that EBB’s reading of novels during her “impressionable years at Hope 
End” was, without reservation, “as much a part of preparation for her own vocation as a 
poet as all her conscious study of the poets” (63).
In addition to the sources that are specifically mentioned by EBB, there is a 
collection of works that she more than likely read even if she did not mention them by 
name. As described in a previous chapter, Georgian children were exposed to a literature 
of their own that had begun, according to most children’s scholars, as early as 1744 with 
John Newbery’s publication of A Little Pretty Pocket-Book, a book that many believe 
launched the children’s book industry. Before that, however, there had been books 
written for children such as Bunyan’s Book for Boys and Girls and Country Rhimes for 
Children and the numerous hornbooks. Other books were revised for children, mainly 
Puritan tales such as Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress. Of course, even earlier, Caxton 
published primers and books of moral instruction, and Aesop’s Fables had been in 
England since 1484.
Later, in the eighteenth century, a plethora of children’s books began to appear, 
most of which were written by women, whose main authorial role, it was thought, was to 
write for children. Authors like Sarah Trimmer, Hannah More, Mary Wollstonecraft, and 
Maria Edgeworth produced cautionary and moral tales in which child characters served 
as models for real children, being either rewarded or punished for their behavior. These 
works were very popular during the time of their original conception and well into the 
nineteenth century. It is in this broader context that we view EBB’s work and her 
comments on specific authors whose works she had read, understanding that her
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Georgian nursery years would have been a period of time for absorbing popular tales, 
rhymes, and novels along with Bible stories and doctrinal instruction.
EBB enjoyed an especially close and literary relationship with her paternal uncle, 
Sam. Taking an avid interest in his niece, Sam corresponded frequently with EBB, 
sending her suggestions on reading (and taking occasion to comment on her misbehavior 
at times). In a letter to Sam dated November 1818, EBB relates to him a portion of her 
reading list when she was twelve years old:
I have read “Douglas on the Modem Greeks.” I think it a most amusing 
book . . .  I have not yet finished “Bigland on the Character and 
Circumstances of Nations.” An admirable work indeed . . .  I do not admire 
“Mme. De Sevigne’s letters,” though the French is excellent -  the idioms 
beautiful -  yet the sentiment is not novel, and the rhapsody of the style is 
so affected, so disgusting, so entirely FRENCH, that every time I open the 
book it is rather as a task than a pleasure— the last Canto of “Childe 
Harold” (certainly much superior to the others) has delighted me more 
than I can express. (BC 1: 66-67)
There is additional evidence in this letter of EBB’s propensity to appreciate and critique 
writers and their ideas. Her reading list was influenced by Sam’s recommendations, and 
Sam’s advice to EBB on what to read seemed to extend the knowledge she already had, 
offering her a broader scope in her reading. An earlier letter to Sam (December 1816) 
indicates that EBB was reading French authors such as Racine and Fenelon in addition to 
Southey, at that time the Poet Laureate of Britain.
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The Classics
EBB was fortunate enough to receive a classical education, in part from her 
brother’s tutor, Mr. McSwiney, and in part from what she taught herself. One of her 
primary interests was the poetry of Homer, especially the Iliad. An incident recorded in 
her early literary autobiography, “Glimpses into My Own Life and Literary Character,” at 
the age of fourteen, demonstrates the importance of the influence of Homer on EBB’s 
early works. She writes that during her eleventh year, she wrote a poem in imitation of 
Homer, thinking it had possibly even surpassed the poet’s work in beauty and eloquence:
I ran down stairs to the library to seek Popes Homer in order to compare 
them that I might enjoy my OWN SUPERIORITY— I can never think of 
this instance of the intoxication of vanity without smiling at my childish 
folly & ridiculous vanity -  I brought Homer up in triumph & read first my 
own Poem & afterwards began to compare - 1 read fifty lines from the 
glorious Father of the lyre— It was enough .. I felt the whole extent of my 
own immense & mortifying inferiority— [. . .] From this period for a 
twelvemonth I could find no pleasure in any book but Homer. I read & 
longed to read again and tho I nearly had it by heart I still found new 
beauties & fresh enchantments— (BC 1: 351)
Because of her classical education, EBB was able to read Homer in the original by age 
twelve. Thus, her road to historical literature was opened, and she continued to teach 
herself the classical languages long after her brother’s tutor had departed from the 
household. Homer’s poetry had its effect on her work. The birthday odes, which she 
began to write during her eighth year, reflect Homer’s Iliad in form and content as well
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as the works of other classical writers. The invocation of the muse, the flowery language 
of praise to Greek and Roman gods, and the attention to mythological creatures and 
objects such as nymphs, zephyrs, and Aeolian flutes pay homage to the ancient Greek and 
Roman poets -  especially to the pastoral works of Virgil.
In her early poems EBB also echoes classical themes of love and glory, the 
pleasures of friendship, and the art of poetry. Images of war and warriors appear in later 
poems. “The Sorrows of the Muses,” a long pre-adolescent poem, reflects the strains of 
Homer, Virgil, and Horace in its cadence, imagery, and structure. “Sorrows of the 
Muses,” a narrative in couplets, contains references to at least nineteen Greek and Roman 
characters, including Jove, Pluto, Neptune, Minerva, Thalia, and Apollo, along with 
significant Grecian landmarks. It relates a story of the nine sister muses mourning the fall 
of Greece. In the following passage Thalia has just arrived in the heavenly courtroom of 
Jove to request a reprieve for Greece and to question Jove’s justice in allowing Rome to 
conquer Greece:
Thalia appeared, and at the feet of Jove 
She begged his mercy & his boundless love,
“Father beloved” she cried “Oh hear our prayer,
And then to ask forgiveness, we will dare;
From fair Arcadia, me and all my train
Have fled (as Phebus shines) in hopeful pain
And will you make our hopes & wishes vain”) [sic]
She thus & from her hand the sacred lyre 
She dropped unconscious by her reverent Sire,
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All Heaven was hushed—on her was every eye 
Close fastened, & in mournful sympathy,
Her locks disheveled, on her shoulders rest 
Her arms were crossed unthinking on her breast 
Great Jove beheld and pityingly [sic] smiled,
Then in his arms he prest his mournful child,
He thus “oh Thalia, best beloved, of Heaven 
Forgiveness was to thee, thro’ Pallas given.
Daughter remember Justice stem is mine 
Rome is my offspring, as fair Greece is thine,
Eneas did I promise, that a state
Should rise from him, to mock allpowerful fate,
If Justice stem prevails not in the sky
Can it then reign in mans maturity? (lines 167-89)
The mythological structure is intact and shows that EBB was aware of the correct 
relations between the Greek gods and other characters. The elevated language, imagery, 
and thematic content mimics that of Homer, Virgil, and others. Though the plot and 
characters are of classical origin, the theme of the poem is actually Judeo-Christian, as 
the muses learn the lesson of forgiveness from their heavenly father, Jove.35 This early 
epic poem displays evidence of EBB’s erudition at a very young age and proves her 
precocity. Warner Barnes, who published the complete poem, adds that EBB refers to 
another epic poem written at the age of nine which has never been located and may have
35 EBB, like Chaucer and Milton, continued to blend classical and Biblical worldviews in her poetry.
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been lost (19). In her preface to “The Battle of Marathon” EBB says, “I confess that I 
have chosen Homer for a model, and perhaps I have attempted to imitate his style too 
often and too closely” {Poems 4). EBB quotes liberally from Homer, Horace, and Virgil 
in her correspondence with family, friends, and editors. At the age of fourteen she 
completed a translation of Horace’s ninth satire, “executed with considerable skill,” 
according to Forman (12). Other translations of the same period indicate a familiarity 
with Claudian and Bion. She harbored a special love for Aeschylus’s works, and she read 
him voraciously throughout her youth, translating his works as an adult during the 1830’s 
in her correspondence with H. S. Boyd. Eventually, EBB would publish her critiques of 
the Greek Christian poets, becoming a classical scholar in her own right.
Dante’s works were also influential. Some of EBB’s darker, woodland gothic 
poetry may be traced back to Dante’s Inferno. During the years of her most intense study 
of Latin, she translated the opening of Divina Commedia thus:
In the mid journey of our road of life
From beaten way I turned an erring foot
And found a darksome forest, blackening round!
How hard to tell the inexpressive dread 
Of that lone wood savage and rough and steep 
Which even in thought recals [.sfc] a shuddering fear:
Death hardly passes it in bitterness
But to relate the good I met with there
My voice must breathe of other darker things:
How to that place I strayed I cannot tell
For in the instant that my steps forsook
The path of truth my senses were asleep! {HUP 1: 133-34)
According to Forman, EBB was in her early teens when she translated Dante. 
Interestingly, he writes of other papers of this period that include “gamesome letters 
indited in French to Homer, Socrates, and Pindar” (131). For example, it was to express 
her appreciation of Homer that EBB “assures” Homer,
how much better she loves him than she does Virgil, and expresses the 
hope that Master Mercury will deliver her letter faithfully albeit addressed 
to the bard of her idolatry at the Elysian Fields, near the Palace of Pluto, in 
the Lower World; and to her dear Socrates (“Mon cher Socrate”) she 
avows the desire for frequent interviews when her turn comes to visit the 
lower world (“quand je viens dans l’enfer”). {HUP 1: 131-32)
Forman’s commentary confirms EBB’s growing knowledge derived from her classical 
and traditional education and highlights her favorite writers. A birthday ode written to her 
sister, Henrietta, during the same period as the Dante translation, reiterates her 
knowledge of and passion for the classical poets. Some lines from this ode follow:
Time was when Phebus self was young 
And music trembled from his tongue!
And every Muse in youthful pride
Tuned the sweet lyre on blest Parnassus side—
When glorious Fame on mighty pinion bending 
Near Helicons eternal waters,
Swift from the Heaven of light descending
Addrest Apollos daughters—
“Go hence oh progeny of Heav’n” he cries 
(While lightening flashes from his radiant eyes)
“Go hence to Thracias wild and ample side 
Where far famed Hebrus rolls his golden tide—- 
Ye, near that sacred flood Apollo waits
To leash the awful mandate of the fates! (BC 1: 88-89; lines 1-14)
The images of the glorious Muse, the “sweet lyre on blest Parnassus,” Fame, Helicon’s 
waters, Apollo, and the river, Hebrus are undeniably classical.
Authors of Sixteenth and Seventeenth-Century Britain 
Shakespeare was most likely the source of inspiration for some of the poetic 
dramas that EBB wrote for family performances. He also appears by reference 
throughout the correspondence of her youth. EBB mentions him specifically in her 
autobiographical essays, claiming to have read The Tempest and Othello. In subsequent 
letters she also alludes to and quotes from Troilus and Cressida, Twelfth Night, Hamlet, 
Macbeth, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. It would be safe to say that by her twentieth 
year, EBB had read widely in Shakespeare and had learned many lines by heart. A short, 
unfinished poetic drama, “Oh! why so sad,” written EBB’s eighth year, seems 
reminiscent of Hamlet’s dialogue with his father’s ghost and also has the self-pitying 
qualities of Antony’s fairwell to Cleopatra:
Ch[arlotte]
Nay, Mother, mourn not thus . ..
Is this your boasted pride? your loftiness?
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This the magnanimous soul with which you bore 
Grief unexampled? persecution? — insult? -  
Oh I have seen thee smile superior 
When falsehood marked thee!—I have seen thee spurn, 
Spurn with th’ indignant strength of outraged virtue, 
The forged filth of wilful peijury!—
And now, nay now, when persecution frowns 
No longer! When the generous smile of Justice
Hath given thee fame, thou weepest----
My royal Parent is this like thyself?—
[Caroline]
Child! Daughter, hear me! hear me—I must wring 
That young sweet heart even unto agony—
My pangs are nought! My star is misery 
And my nativity was fraught with sadness—
Grief ushered me into the world and anguish 
Was my instructress!— I never when an infant 
Sighed, wept [and] moaned as other children do,
But smiled when chided—’twas a bitter smile 
And yet it was a smile—! My Mother often—
My Mother, Charlotte . . .  I too had a Mother—
A kind fond anxious and beloved Mother—
But she is gone—gone—and the silent tomb
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Damp cold and comfortless enshrouds her form-—
But to my tale— My mother often told me
That I was marked for misery -  {HUP 1: 150-52; lines 8-34)
Princess Charlotte tries to comfort her mother who is grieving the loss of her dignity and 
her role as queen. The play was a reaction to the real queen’s dilemma of 1820, when she 
was arraigned before a court, having been accused of committing adultery as a political 
maneuver by the king and his party. There was subsequently an effort made by an 
investigative committee to dissolve the marriage between the king and the queen, thereby 
removing her title. According to Forman, EBB’s grasp of historicity in literature was 
Shakespearian. He says,
It was from Shakespeare that the girl-poet got the technical lessons which 
enabled her to do her historiography with such telling and creditable 
dignity in the blank verse; and the curious will note with interest how she 
actually altered her last line so as to conclude a fine scene, more 
Shakespearia.no, with a notable couplet, — emphasizing her whole essay in 
historic drama as another Ode to Liberty, though without the magical lyric 
touch. {HUP 1: 162)
The last lines, in the spirit of the dying Antony, read “And I -  I go to cross the dark blue 
sea,/Th’ abused—the desolate—but yet the free" (188-89). Shakespeare’s influence on 
EBB’s juvenilia can also be readily seen in the prologues to her plays, one of which is 
found in Hitherto Unpublished Poems and Stories titled, “After the Farce of Hamlet, the 
Epilogue by Elizabeth,” EBB’s conscious attempt to directly imitate Hamlet.
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In her autobiography, “Glimpses,” EBB asserts that she read some passages from 
Milton’s Paradise Lost selected by her mother during her seventh year, although Kelley 
and Hudson make it clear that EBB’s recollection may not be completely accurate in this 
essay. Allusions to and quotations from Paradise Lost and other works by Milton such 
as “Lycidas,” “Comus,” and “Arcades” appear in her correspondence. EBB makes 
abundant use of Paradise Lost in her letters to other writers and scholars such as Uvedale 
Price and Thomas Campbell. In her preface to The Battle o f Marathon, EBB writes that 
she has “departed from the noble simplicity of the Miltonic verse, injudiciously” (4). In 
the same essay, she writes, “Even Milton, the pride and glory of English taste, has not 
disdained to replenish his imagination from the abundant fountain of the first and greatest 
of poets [Homer].” Already an adept critic of literature, EBB pinpointed her preference in 
Milton -  his noble simplicity in verse — and she analyzes his statements on poetry:
The immortal poet of England, in his apology for the verse of Paradise 
Lost, declares “rimes to be, to all judicious ears, trivial, and of no true 
musical delight.” In my opinion, humble as it is, the custom of riming 
would ere now have been abolished amongst poets, had not Pope, the 
disciple of the immortal Dryden, awakened the lyre to music, and proved 
that rime could equal blank verse in simplicity and gracefulness, and vie 
with it in elegance of composition, and in sonorous melody. (4)
EBB’s admiration for Milton is expressed in her imitation of him in various birthday odes 
and early poems. An example of her doing so is found in “To the Muse” from 1816: 36
36 Kelley and Hudson note a problem with EBB’s chronology when she claims to have received a letter 
from her father calling her the “Poet Laureat of Hope End” at the age of six instead of her actual age, nine, 
as the letter was dated 24 April 1814.
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Come forth my Muse, and tune the lyre so bright,
The darkest soul illume with purer light 
And pour instruction o’er the embarrassed Mind 
And Godly Virtue in the Wicked find:
Thus like the Sun who darts his brighter beam 
And shines with awe, and lights the shadowed realm;
So strike my muse! And through the gloomiest way 
Shew Virtue’s path and sing beneath her Sway. {HUP 1: 95)
In spite of the couplets, this verse is like Paradise Lost in several ways. It invokes the 
Muse for instruction and “Godly Virtue.” Showing “virtue’s path” was thematic in 
Milton. The verse is especially reminiscent of Milton’s invocation in the third book of 
Paradise Lost in which he petitions the Muse to grant him spiritual sight though he is 
physically blind:
So much the rather thou Celestial light 
Shine inward, and through all her powers 
Irradiate, there plant eyes, all mist from thence 
Purge and disperse, that I may see and tell 
Of things invisible to mortal sight. (51-55)
Miltonic influence resonated in many other juvenile poems and can be seen in the 
admixture of Pagan and Christian imagery, intonations, themes, and linguistic and 
syntactical structure.
Another source of influence on the birthday odes came from reading James 
Beattie’s “The Minstrel,” as outlined in “Glimpses,”
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“The Minstrel” Popes “Uliad” [,] some parts of the “Odyssey” passages 
from “Paradise lost” selected by my dearest Mama and some of 
Shakespeares plays among which were, “The Tempest,” “Othello” and a 
few historical dramatic pieces constituted my Studies!— I was enchanted 
with all these but I think the story interested me more that [.sic] the poetry 
till “The Minstrel” met my sight -  I was then too young to feel the 
loveliness of simple beauty, I required something dazling to strike my 
mind— The brilliant imagery[,] the fine metaphors and the flowing 
numbers of “the Minstrel” truly astonished me. Every stanza excited my 
ardent admiration nor can I now remember the delight which I felt on 
perusing those pages without enthusiasm— (BC 1: 350)
Beattie (1735-1803) was a Scottish religious philosopher, divine, and poet. “The 
Minstrel” was strongly influenced by Spenserean verse. Alexander Dyce records a 
passage from a letter from Beattie to Dr. Blacklock in 1766, indicating the style of “The 
Minstrel” and the benefits of the Spenserian stanza:
Not long ago I began a poem in the style and stanza of Spenser, in which I 
propose to give full scope to my inclination, and be either droll or pathetic, 
descriptive or sentimental, tender or satirical, as the humour strikes me; 
for, if I mistake not, the manner which I have adopted admits equally of all 
these kinds of composition. I have written one hundred and fifty lines, and 
am surprised to find the structure of that complicated stanza so little 
troublesome. I was always fond of it, for I think it the most harmonious 
that ever was contrived. It admits of more variety of pauses than either the
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couplet or the alternate rhyme; and it concludes with a pomp and majesty 
of sound, which to my ear, is wonderfully delightful. (Dyce xix)
The 46th stanza of “The Minstrel” is much like an early poem by EBB:
Behold, with berries smear’d, with brambles tom,
The babes now famish’d lay them down to die.
Amidst the howl of darksome woods forlorn,
Folded in one another’s arms they lie;
Nor friend, nor stranger, hears their dying cry:
“For from the town the man returns no more.”
But thou, who Heaven’s just vengeance dar’st defy,
This deed with fruitless tears shalt soon deplore,
When Death lays waste thy house, and flames consume thy store, (i. 406- 
14)
The “babes now famished” alluded to here refers to the popular children’s story, The 
Children in the Wood, a morbid cautionary tale, circulating as early as 1595, about two 
children who are murdered after being lost in a forest. EBB reiterates the plot in a 
birthday ode from 1814 written to her mother. EBB was eight at the time of its 
composition (see pages 149-50).
The sense of morbidity and foreboding that is present in this poem is akin to that 
in Beattie’s verse. An almost mystical tone pervades both. The landscape is also similar, 
having gothic underpinnings with the dark woods, the restless leaves, — like the 
“brambles tom” — all presenting an image of dreariness and gloom. EBB would have 
been familiar with the story The Children in the Wood from her nursery days.
EBB was influenced by Spenser through Beattie, but she also enjoyed direct 
contact with Spenser as evidenced by her father’s comment concerning his influence on 
her adolescent poem, “The Development of Genius.” EBB gave her father a copy of some 
lines from her poem and waited for his reaction:
He complained first of my illegibility, then of my obscurity. “You can 
never please people [with] this want of explicitness. I told you so in the 
case of your Essay on Mind. He then complained of my involved style & 
obsolete words. “Where did this word come from?” “From Spenser”. “I 
wish you had never read Spenser”. {BC 1: 359)
EBB did not agree with her father that the poem should be burned; so instead she revised 
it. The theme of “The Development of Genius” may have been more influenced by 
Beattie than by Spenser, as the subtitle to The Minstrel is The Progress o f Genius, 
although Beattie admits in his Preface that he avoided the use of Spenser’s obsolete 
words. EBB’s use of obsolete words, then, came directly from Spenser, and she seemed 
to imitate his style in a number of ways. For example, EBB begins “An Essay on Mind” 
with a quotation from Spenser: “My narrow leaves cannot in them contayne/The large 
discourse.”
Romantic Period Male Writers
The Romantic poets — Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Byron, and Keats — were, 
in turn, influenced by Beattie’s The Minstrel, being especially captivated by its hero, 
Edwin. “The young Romantic poets were particularly enthralled by Edwin’s purity, his 
innocence, his complete trust in his instincts and emotions, and above all, by his devotion 
to nature and imagination” (King 107). In Wordsworth and Beattie EBB would find many
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parallels regarding the philosophy of human nature and poetic ideation. EBB was drawn 
to the Romantic poets, who were at their zenith in her childhood, early teens, and 
twenties. Like many little girls, EBB fell in love with Lord Byron, writing about her 
childhood obsession in an untitled humorous memoir sometime during the 1840s:
Beth intended to be very much in love when she was fifteen, — but she did 
not mean to go so far as to be married, even at sixteen. She meant however 
to be in love, & she settled that her lover’s name shd. be Henry; — if it 
were not Ld. Byron. Her lover was to be a poet in any case—and Beth was 
inclined to believe that he wd. be Ld. Byron. (BC 1: 361).
EBB enjoyed reading Byron and fantasized about fighting to save Greece in the 
revolution, as Byron had fought to save it. In a letter to her uncle Sam in November 1818, 
EBB says of “Canto IV” of Childe Harold, that it “delighted [her] more than [she] could 
express”:
The description of the waterfall is the most exquisite piece of poetry that I 
ever read, “The Hell of waters where they howl and hiss and boil in 
endless torture” -  tis really fine, really POETRY. All the energy, all the 
sublimity of modem verse is centered in these lines—they are models 
which would not dishonour any man to imitate. (BC 1: 67)37 
The “energy” and “sublimity” are tenets of Romantic poetry that EBB reflected.
Surveying critics of male Romantic writers, Marjorie Stone writes that because EBB was
37 It may be noted here that in her later adolescence, EBB’s obsession with Byron was tempered, as a 
comment in her 1822-24 notebook suggests. Remarking on Byron’s poem, “Island,” EBB writes, “The 
expression ‘Where summer years & summer women smile’ is rather derogatory to the race! I never knew 
that woman was an annual [double underscore], peculiar to the shining season — ” (Donaldson, “Wellesley 
Notes July 2004,” 1).
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fascinated with the “masculinized images of the sublime, and the use of generic forms 
favoured by the Romantics: descriptive-meditative lyrics, the lyrical drama, and 
allegorical or visionary poetic modes like that employed in Keats’ The Fall o f Hyperion .
.. , she is more closely aligned with the masculine tradition of Romantics associated 
with Byron, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats, than the feminine one consisting 
of such persons as Mary Shelley, Hemans, Baillie, and LEL, among many others” (53).
In addition, Stone points out that EBB’s obsession with “the Titanic figures of 
Prometheus and Satan and the ambitious daring of her revisionary impulse,” her 
fascination with “poetic origins and a sense of belatedness,” and her “bold acts of 
creative ‘misprision’ or misreading” place her in the tradition of the male poets of the 
Romantic age (53, 55). Furthermore, Stone writes,
The works of her earliest years express a Promethean audacity similar to 
that embodied in Aurora Leigh, although an audacity without a solid basis 
in experience and poetic practice. . . . [H]er youthful audacity never 
entirely disappeared -  even in the face of the domestic ideology of ‘true’ 
womanhood that increasingly dominated the early Victorian period. (57) 
EBB translated Aeschylus’s Prometheus Bound once in 1833 at the age of twenty-seven 
and again in 1845 at the age of thirty-nine. The Romantic attitude toward Prometheus and 
its rebellious spirit, as expressed in Byron and Shelley, was adopted by EBB in her youth 
and was incorporated into her work during her teens, twenties, and beyond.
EBB also apprenticed herself imaginatively to Wordsworth, seeing in his art a 
major turning point in the improvement of poetry (Stone 50). According to Kathleen 
Blake, EBB admired Wordsworth and praised him in her 1844 volume of poetry. She
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made him also a “poet-hero” in her review of Poems Chiefly Lyrical. Fascinated by the 
poetry of common things, EBB lauded Wordsworth for “writing out of his own personal 
experience,” seeing “with his mind and soul,” and transforming what is commonplace “so 
that it yields the richest significance” (Blake 388). EBB’s early nature verses, such as the 
1814 composition, “Fair and chrystal is the spring,” reflects the rustic scenes of nature in 
Wordsworth:
Fair and chrystal is the Spring,
Winding to the woodbine bower,
Echoing do the mountains ring,
Rocks bear the Ivy mantled Tower.
Serene and joyful is the cot,
With trees around, and grass so green,
More blessed and happy is the lot,
To dwell in this delightful scene. {HUP 1: 56)
Like Wordsworth, EBB tended to mingle images of people and man-made objects with 
those of nature. More scenes of nature are described in “On Visiting Matlock, 
Derbyshire,” written sometime in early June 1814:
The carriage stops—the neat and smiling Inn,
The works of Man we leave -  God’s works to win!—
Now then up shaggy hills we climb 
To get to Nature’s cavern grand and fine;
This scene is Nature’s work, these trees are hers,
These Oaks, these Elms, these Yews, these Firs, 
Now to her palace swiftly draw we near,
Which ever must inspire great awe and fear; 
Where shaggy rocks are opening to our view, 
Her jewels sparkle here, with wat’ry dew;
Vast chambers now expanding to our sight,
Glittering in various gems of Spar so bright,
The massive rocks upon an angle rest,
Nature bears all these wonders in her breast.
Now then advancing to the morning sun,
We quit this shadowy cave, with vapours hung,
And joy to see the beauteous glowing day,
The rocks, woods, waters, all in bright array,
Then running, tumbling, down the hill,
Where wonders rise, our thoughts to fill;
Papa, so ever kind, our joys to swell,
Led us to see the petrifying well,
Where heads, wigs, baskets, eggs, lie on the ground 
Soon turned to stone, in dropping waters drowned.
Farewell, farewell, ye scenes of joy so sweet,
All other joys, lie humbly at thy feet. (HUP 1: 46-7; lines 1-10, 19-34)
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The language, tone, and expressions of reverence toward nature are Wordsworthian. Also 
the sentimental images of childhood and nature (expressed in the naming of the trees, for 
example) are reminiscent of Wordsworth. “An Evening Walk” (1787-89, 1793), for 
example, contains such scenes:
Then, while I wandered where the huddling rill 
Brightens with water-breaks the hollow ghyll 
As by enchantment, an obscure retreat 
Opened at once, and stayed my devious feet.
While thick above the rill the branches close,
In rocky basins its wild waves repose,
Inverted shrubs, and moss of gloomy green,
Cling from the rocks, with pale wood-weeds between;
And its own twilight softens the whole scene,
Save where aloft the the subtle sunbeams shine 
On withered briars that o’er the crags recline;
Save where the sparkling foam, a small cascade 
Illumines from within, the leafy shade;
Beyond, along the vista of the brook,
Where antique roots its bustling course o’erloook,
The eye reposes on a secret bridge
Half grey, half shagged with ivy to its ridge;
There, bending o’er the stream, the listless swain 
Lingers behind his disappearing wain.
Dear Brook, farewell! To-morrow’s noon again 
Shall hide me, wooing long thy wildwood strain;
But now the sun has gained his western road,
And eve’s mild hour invites my steps abroad. (53-71, 86-89)
The spirit of adventure is found in both scenes, culminating in the discovery of obscured 
places -  a cave, a petrifying well, a “secret bridge.” The adjectives in both poems are 
similar, as are the natural objects described -  EBB’s “shaggy rocks,” “[v]ast chambers,” 
“morning sun,” “shadowy cave,” and “glowing day,” compare with Wordsworth’s 
“rocky basin,” “subtle sunbeams,” “sparkling foam,” and “leafy shade.” Lastly, the 
impact of the scene on the imagination of the author is clear in both poems as in EBB’s 
words, “wonders rise, our thoughts to fill,” while Wordsworth finds that the scenes create 
within him “Harmonious thoughts, a soul by truth refined” (84). Other juvenile poems 
contain Wordsworthian strains as well. Later, her poetry would more perfectly reflect his 
Romantic ideals and imagery in poems such as “A Sea-side Walk,” “Man and Nature,” 
“The Lost Bower,” and “Hector in the Garden.” According to Dennis, “the influence of 
Wordsworth, experienced in youth at Hope End, was to remain with her wherever she 
was writing” (75). Happily, she was able to meet the great poet later and developed a 
brief but meaningful relationship with him (87).
EBB studied Coleridge as well, and it is possible to find echoes of his poetic voice 
in hers. Of Southey, EBB wrote to her uncle Sam in 1816, “for my part I must say he is 
one of my favorite poets; do you not think some parts of ‘Thalaba’ ‘The curse of
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Kahama’ &c are very beautiful, and ‘Roderic’ particularly so?” (BC 1: 27).38 EBB was 
also familiar with the work of Thomas Campbell and had a brief correspondence with 
him while he was the editor of The New Monthly Magazine.39
Women Writers of the Romantic Era
Being the insatiable reader she was, EBB studied as well the female poets, 
novelists, and dramatists of the Romantic era and of her own time. Felicia Dorothea 
Browne (later, Hemans, 1793-1835), only a little older than EBB, began her writing 
career at the age of fourteen with the publication of a volume of poems and England and 
Spain, or Valour and Patriotism (see Blain, Grundy, and Clements 510). In 1812 she 
published Domestic Affections, and in 1818, after bearing five children, she began to 
regularly publish one volume of poetry a year, beginning with a volume of translations. 
She had also published The Restoration o f the Works o f Art to Italy and Modern Greece 
by the time EBB was twelve and, perhaps, already reading her works. Hemans had 
studied the classics as a child, and this influence is seen in the titles to her poems and
38 EBB’s admiration of Southey is confirmed in another letter written to her maternal uncle James in 
November 1825 when she writes,
Have you met with Southey’s new Poem “The Tale of Paraguay!”]? The extracts I have 
seen delight me maugre the reviewing commentary which speaks I think much too 
harshly and partially. If I do not mistake, the style appears to be a remarkably good 
imitation of “Gertrude,” given with a high degree of Campbell’s characteristic feeling. 
One line delights me, & I must mention it; because I admire it myself, & because it seems 
to be admired by no one else!
“With a SLOW smile that touched him to the heart”.
I think the epithet exquisite!— { B C  1: 223)
39 The correspondence was disappointing, as EBB’s composition, titled, “Leila, A Tale: with other Poems,” 
was rejected for publication in Campbell’s magazine. Campbell replied to EBB with the following critique 
of her work: “the poem is open to many objections— It bespeaks an amiable heart & an elegant mind -  but 
it is the work of an inexperienced imagination & though the versification & expression are such as should 
make me very loth [.sic] to exhort you to give up poetical composition [sic] Yet I should decieve [sic] you if 
I anticipated the story & main effect of the poem being likely to be popularly admired--” { B C  1:165). 
Campbell objected in particular to EBB’s “lyric intermixtures.”
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dramatic pieces, “Bernardo del Carpio,” “Thought from an Italian Poet,” “The Vespers of 
Palermo,” among many others.
L.E.L., or Letitia Elizabeth Landon (1802-38), was more a contemporary of 
EBB’s than a predecessor. EBB would have been reading poems by L.E.L. published in 
the Gazette or the Athenceum. Educated first at St. Quentin’s day school and then, later, 
by her female cousin, Landon studied literature, grammar, and French, a language at 
which she became particularly adept. She began publishing poetry regularly in 1818 at 
the age of sixteen. By 1821, her initials, L.E.L., had become her appellation, and her 
poetry was circulating en masse through popular channels (Feldman 355). EBB 
apparently remained unimpressed with Landon’s work until the appearance of The 
Improvisatrice, a volume of poetry inspired by de Stael’s popular novel, Corrine. Dennis 
records that EBB experienced a sudden shift in her former opinion of Landon’s work 
which she had considered “dull”; she then wrote that it was “beautiful and graceful, 
showing great intensity of feeling and vivacity of imagination” (51). In her notebook 
EBB defended Landon’s The Improvisatrice and The Troubadour, both which had been, 
she felt, too severely critiqued in the Westminster Review. Landon’s mysterious death in 
1838 led EBB to write a beautiful elegy in her honor, “L.E.L.’s Last Question,” which 
was, famously, “Do you think of me as I think of you?”
One of EBB’s most beloved female poets was Joanna Baillie (1762-1851), who 
was best known for her dramatic works such as Basil and De Monfort, which were 
popularly successful. Baillie was deemed by Scott to be the best dramatist in English 
since Shakespeare (Feldman 21). In her adulthood EBB echoed this regard in a letter to 
Chorley, replying, “But in England, where is our poetess before Joanna Baillie -  poetess
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in the true sense?” (qtd. in LMRM 102). It is possible that EBB read Baillie’s dramatic 
works before she wrote her own juvenile plays. Baillie published her first volume of 
poems in 1790, well in advance of EBB’s birth. Baillie’s influence may be seen in EBB’s 
use of Irish dialect in “Julia or Virtue.” EBB’s structure and rhyme is often consistent 
with Baillie’s. The dark imagery, revealed in Baillie’s “Wind” and “Thunder,” may have 
prompted EBB’s early verses such as “By the side of a hill hollow”:
By the side of a hill hollow 
It was the dire abode of sorrow,
Where lurking mischief hides itself 
In the dark hole where murder whelps,
Theft in black robes is standing here,
Deceit and Fraud are reeling near!
Where man is ever prone to sin,
And Virtue’s path does ne’er begin! (HUP 1: 76)
At the same time, EBB may have been influenced by another poem by Baillie that 
directly addresses a family member such as “A Child to his Sick Grandfather” (1790): 
Grand-dad, they say you’re old and frail,
Your stocked legs begin to fail:
Your knobbed stick (that was my horse)
Can scarce support your bended corse;
While back to wall you lean so sad,
I’m vexed to see you, dad. (443-44, lines 1-6)
EBB’s “Epistle to Henrietta -  14th May 1814” carries a similar message though in a 
lighter tone:
Thy gentle smile displays thy virtues sweet,
Altho’ dear Addles far to [szc] much you eat,
But now you have a horrid cold,
And in a ugly night cap you are rolled,
Which spoils the nat’ral beauty of your face,
Where dimples play in every cunning place;
I wish you would so nicely run,
And then we would have merry fun,
But o’er the fire you poking sit,
As if for nothing you were fit. (BC 1: 12; lines 1-10)
Both poems address family members in terms of endearment, and both poems lament the 
illness of the addressee. Inspiration, then, may have been the most powerful influence 
that Baillie had on EBB’s works.
Another poet EBB admired — and later befriended — was Mary Russell Mitford 
(1787-1855), who was considerably older than she. Mitford was, perhaps, best known for 
her stories and drama, but she began her career as a poet. In 1810, Mitford’s first volume 
of poems was privately printed in London. It is difficult to know whether or not EBB 
would have had access to this volume. However, in 1811, when EBB was five, Mitford’s 
Christina, the Maid o f the South Seas made its debut in print. In addition, Narrative 
Poems on the Female Character, in the Various Relations o f Life appeared in 1813 when 
EBB was seven and already an avid reader. Because of the great popularity of poems
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such as “Blanch of Castile” and “The Rival Sisters,” EBB would have had a difficult time 
avoiding these works, even if she had actively been seeking to do so. In fact, we know 
that her passion for poetry was growing and in just a few years she would be writing epic 
poems such as “The Sorrows of the Muses” (age nine) and The Battle o f Marathon (age 
twelve). The influence of Mitford on EBB both as an author and as a reader can be 
detected in EBB’s adult works easily enough. In language use and form, EBB’s juvenile 
poetry is similar to Mitford’s early works. “To a Yellow Butterfly,” published in 1810, is 
a poem by Mitford that may have attracted EBB’s attention as a model for her various 
birthday odes and other early poems:
Hail! loveliest insect of the spring!
Sweet buoyant child of Phoebus, hail!
High soaring on thy downy wing,
Or sporting in the sunny vale!
Oh! lovely is thy airy form,
That wears the primrose hue so fair,
It seems as if some passing storm
Had raised the beauteous flow’r in air. (158; lines 1-8)
EBB’s “To Flora,” written just before she turned ten, seems similar in its drawing 
together of natural and Greek imagery:
Sweet Virgin hail! the Muse thy praises sing.
Flora draw near—and flowery odours fling 
Along thy perfumed path—the roses sweet 
With flowery joy embrace thy snow-white feet.
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The lovely lilly wears a darkened flush,
The lowly daisy colors to a blush—
And as when fair Aurora lends her Sway 
Or when the change is made to night from day 
Sweet joy still plays upon thy paths of flowers 
And Muses sleep beneath thy fragrant bowers.
Then wake my Muse, and strike the lyre so bright—
Illume my Soul with a Celestial light. {HUP 1: 96-97)
Classical and Romantic themes and allusions abound in both poems. Both poems address 
and praise nature and springtime using conventions of late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth-century poetry.
About the age of fifteen, EBB read Mary Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication o f the 
Rights o f Woman, to which she wrote a companion piece, “Fragment of an ‘Essay on 
Woman’” (Moser 19). In EBB’s poem poignant questions are asked of men such as,
“why must woman to be loved be weak?” (line 34). Moser locates passages in EBB’s 
poem that correspond to Wollstonecraft’s ideas in A Vindication and concludes that 
EBB’s thoughts on women’s rights articulated in the poem of her maturity, Aurora Leigh, 
have their roots in her teen years as she was writing “A Fragment”:
Without noticeable transition Elizabeth has moved in her poem from a 
mild lament that women have not received their due notice in poetry to the 
comment that women’s sphere is not worthy of poetry to her 
announcement that she wishes to motivate women to higher 
accomplishments. She has vented her anger against men whom she holds
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responsible for women’s condition. Once again without particular 
transition, she changes her tone in the last stanza. She questions whether 
women have not had the fancy, thought, conception, eloquence, and 
learning bestowed on them that men have received. Elizabeth answers her 
own question by calling to witness four women from different centuries 
and different locations who have demonstrated their learning and ability. 
By naming these women, Elizabeth indicates that women have never been 
natively inadequate, only subjugated. (25)
The four women referred to in the last stanza of the poem are Anna Comnena, a twelfth- 
century Byzantine historian and physician; Anne Dacier, a seventeenth- and early 
eighteenth-century French classical scholar who translated the Iliad and the Odyssey; 
Hannah More, the eighteenth-century English religious reformer and writer of Christian 
tracts and children’s stories who was considered a bluestocking dramatist; and Madame 
de Stael, the eighteenth-century French novelist and critic. De Stael’s novel, Corrine, had 
a dramatically powerful influence on young women in Europe during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries (Hoag 12).
Locke and the Augustans
Of the study of metaphysics, EBB said it was one of her “highest delights”and 
that after poetry, it ranks “highest in my admiration -  [i]t exalts it improves it elevates the 
soul above any worldly views but what is yet better it convinces it—” (BC 1: 351, 353). 
EBB was especially fond of Locke in her early years; in an essay written during her 
thirteenth summer called “My Own Character” she uses Locke’s Essay Concerning
Human Understanding (1690) as a textual foundation to closely scrutinize herself.40 She 
writes, “Under the authority of so great a man I proceed in the investigation of myself 
with no small anxiety” (119). In an appendix to this essay EBB is particularly concerned 
with Locke’s idea of “no innate principles,” a concept which she contemplates and 
responds to with a sophisticated argument:
Locke says that there is no innate principle in the human breast -  Why? is 
there not even in the heart of the infant a knowledge of right and wrong 
which grows as he grows? For what use then is conscience? I cannot fancy 
the idea of God not being innate— Suppose a solitary being placed in our 
world, taken from a desert, where Man was never known where the 
Almighty was never known -  he asks who made his habitation -  he is 
answered. Man. Must not his thoughts rationally tend to who made him, 
who made the world, who made Man? Thus, — his thoughts must draw 
him on imperceptibly and prove that the idea of God is innate.— (120-21) 
Later she repents her attempt to argue with Locke and tries to bring her opinions into 
closer alignment with his after discussing the issue with William Artaud, the artist:
I beg pardon of that great philosopher Mr. Locke for having opposed my 
upstart feelings to his sublime conceptions, which are elevated almost 
above the greatest effort of human genius. The only amends I can make, is 
[szc] now to contradict myself to confess I was wrong, & to resist a second 
time any impulse which may endeavour to sway my better reason, & to 
remit my objection till that objection be more fully explored, or till it be
40 According to Peterson, this essay falls within the Protestant tradition of self analysis (119).
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obviated entirely— Mr. Artaud says that there are no innate principles, that 
God has bestowed faculties upon us, capable of receiving those ideas 
which constitute principles. Objection -  that in that case all men must be 
endowed alike with the same degree of talent — Answer -  That the 
faculties of some men are more sensible to imperfection than those of 
others. And that the ideas thus blessed, are longest retained. By these 
arguments I am perfectly convinced of the truth of the philosophy of “no 
innate principles” -  indeed who could fail to be so?. -- (121)
EBB re-examines her opinion based on new information, exercising her independence in 
thinking as she indicates that she will remit her objection “till that objection be more fully 
explored, or till it be obviated entirely.” In the above passage, EBB attempts to find a 
compromise between her thoughts and Locke’s, eventually agreeing with him only after 
she has produced an argument that allows her to retain her world view. It is only after 
presenting her own arguments that she is “perfectly convinced.”
According to Kelley and Hudson, EBB’s notebook of 1824-26 contains a 
significantly lengthy section devoted to Locke. In “Glimpses” EBB mentions Locke 
again, writing that “[Ajfter having read a page from Locke my mind not only felt edified 
but exalted - [ . . . . ]  In accompan[y]ing Locke thro his complex reasoning & glorious 
subjects my mind seems more enlarged more cultivated & more enlightened!” (BC 1:
351, 353). EBB also studied the metaphysical works of Hume and Paine, paying 
particular attention to the former in juvenile essays in her 1822 notebook.
Another author appearing many times in EBB’s autobiographies, letters, and 
prefaces was Alexander Pope. According to EBB’s own report, Pope exerted a
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tremendous influence on her developing poetic abilities. In “Glimpses,” EBB writes of 
her familiarity with Pope’s translation of the Iliad at the age of eight (350). She further 
relates that she attempted to imitate Pope’s Iliad at the age of eleven, an act which ended 
in humiliation, and in her preface to The Battle o f Marathon, EBB writes that Pope was 
the “magnificent translator of the greatest of all poets,” and that she had chosen his 
rhyming scheme, the couplet, above Milton’s blank verse. In addition, she gives Pope 
credit for the survival of English rhyme. EBB’s “An Essay on Mind” is, as she was apt to 
admit, a direct descendant of Pope’s “Essay on Man.” Again, in her poem she makes use 
of the couplet, and the preface to this work makes it clear that she was reading Pope’s 
critical works. The most direct evidence of Pope’s influence on EBB’s works comes from 
the birthday odes, which, in their rhyme, imagery, use of epithet, metaphor, syntax, 
sentiment, language, and style closely imitate Pope. For example, a passage from a 
birthday ode in couplet form written to her brother, Charles, in 1824 seems to carry the 
taunting, lilting spirit of Pope:
My Fancy’s steps have often strayed 
To some fair vale, the hills have made—
Where sparkling waters travel o’er,
And hold a mirror to the shore;
Winding, with murmuring, in, & out,
To find the flowers which grow about.
And there perhaps, in childhood bold,
Some little elf, three summers old,
Adown the vales may chance to run,
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To hunt his shadow in the Sun-!
But when the waters meet his eyes—
He starts, and stops, with glad surprise,
And shouts, with merry voice, to view 
The banks of green—the skies of blue—
Th’ inverted flocks, that bleating go—
Lilies—and trees with apple blow—
Seeming so beautiful below.
He peeps above—he glances round
And then looks down—and thinks he’s found
Reposing in the stream to woo one,
A world even lovelier than the true one. (BC 1: 210-11; lines 1-21)
That these lines strike one as Popean should come as no surprise as they are only slightly 
altered from a portion of “An Essay on Mind,” EBB’s most unmistakable poem of 
imitatio style from her juvenilia. This ode to her brother is a light-hearted narrative that 
ends with moral advice:
My Brother when thy feet are led 
To press those banks, we all must tread—
Let Virtue’s smile, and Learning’s praise,
Adorn the waters, to thy gaze,
And o’er their lucid course be lent 
The sunshine of a life well spent.
Then if a thought should glad thy breast
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Of those who loved thee first, and best—
MY name perchance may haunt the spot 
Not quite unprized—nor all forgot! (lines 34-43)
The imagery is almost certainly influenced by Pope. Specifically, a “fair vale” with 
“sparkling waters” where a young boy chases “his shadow in the Sun” is not unlike 
Pope’s pastoral “Summer”:
A SHEPERD’S boy (he seeks no better name)
Led forth his flocks along the silver Thame,
Where dancing sun-beams on the waters played,
And verdant alders form’d a quiv’ring shade.
Soft as he mourned, the streams forgot to flow,
The Flocks around a dumb Compassion show,
The Naiads wept in ev’ry wat’ry bow’r,
And Jove consented in a silent show’r
In those fair fields where sacred Isis glides,
Or else where Cam his winding vales divides!
As in the crystal stream I view my face,
Fresh rising blushes paint the wat’ry glass; (1-8; 25-28)
The imagery and the narrative are similar. The scenes of nature share hills, vales, the sun, 
and mirror-like water. In both poems the subjects appear fascinated by the glassy stream 
and peer into it to see a reflection.
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EBB commonly began her birthday odes with Popean openings which include 
prayers to muses or commands to nymphs, calling on them to “strike up the lyre” or to 
“begin the strains.” These openings are actually in the style of Virgil, whose pastoral 
poetry both Pope and EBB loved to imitate. The most common images are referents to 
spring in the pastoral mode such as “Aonian maidens,” “sylvan shades,” ‘VEolian flutes 
or lyres,” “sacred bowers or flowers,” and the ever “tuneful lay.” Themes of rebirth and 
renewal are usually present. A highly enthusiastic spirit pervades these works -  
emphasized with exclamation points that follow directives such as “Prepare the way!”; 
“Bless my parent’s natal day!”; and “Awake the song!”
Religious Writers
A devoted reader of the Bible, EBB makes it clear that this book was her first 
choice in studying religious matters. A student of Biblical and Classical Greek, she was 
able to read the New Testament in its original language, as many passages in her diary 
attest. In her correspondence she notes that the Bible was favored above all other books 
when considering doctrine and theology:
although I have read rather widely the divinity of the Greek Fathers, 
Gregory, Chrysostom, & so forth, & have of course informed myself in 
the works generally of our old English divines, Hooker’s, Jeremy 
Taylor’s, & so forth, I am not by any means a frequent reader of books of 
theology as such [.. .] I have looked into the Tracts from curiosity & to 
hear what the world was talking of; & I was disappointed even in the 
degree of intellectual power displayed in them -  From motive of a desire
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of theological instruction I very seldom read any book except God’s own.
(BC 8: 107)
It was a habit she formed early in life, growing up in a religious family. To pray and read 
the Bible were fundamental aspects of dissenting teachings believed to constitute direct 
communication with God. Scriptural passages and allusions are threaded into her letters, 
her diary, and her poetry, making it clear that EBB had committed many scriptural texts 
to memory. In addition, religious contexts form a basic part of her youthful poetry and 
prose. Her stories include aphorisms of Christian morality and lessons of spiritual 
maturity.
Two religious writers especially, Richard Hooker (1554-1600) and Jeremy Taylor 
(1613-67) drew EBB’s attention. Hooker has been considered the father of the Anglican 
church. “Some have called Hooker the ‘prophet’ of Anglicanism and the closest 
counterpart in the English Reformation to Luther and Calvin” (Secor vii). He lived during 
the reigns of two queens, Mary Tudor and Elizabeth I. Therefore Hooker lived at the very 
time when England’s Protestant church was questioning its tenets and forming its 
identity. Hooker’s works served to shape the rudimentary structure of the church by 
giving it a theological foundation. After earning an MA at Oxford, Hooker eventually 
accepted a post of Master of the Temple Church in London. His most famous work, Of 
the Laws o f Ecclesiastical Polity, the apologia of Anglicanism, took years to complete 
and was published in stages between 1594 and 1597 (Secor viii). It was a massive 
endeavor but earned him a solid place in the history of the Christian church. Queen 
Elizabeth I, in sympathy, gave him a smaller parish about five years before his death “[t]o
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spare him the hectic life of Master of the Temple.” Of Hooker’s famous work, Secor 
writes,
Scholars dispute whether Hooker’s Laws is the most important apologia 
for Anglicanism, a prophetic work on which later theologians and 
churchmen built that tradition, or a political polemic designed to protect 
the emerging Anglican Church from its enemies, primarily radical 
Calvinists of the separatist and Puritan stamp. It is all of these and 
something more -  a source of inspiration and a guidebook for generations 
of Anglican and Episcopalian church leaders seeking to understand and 
apply their unique style of worship and Christian living. True, this is 
expressed and reflected above all in The Book o f Common Prayer, which 
was principally compiled and written by Archbishop Thomas Cranmer.
But it was Hooker, not Cranmer, who explained how God’s will could be 
known, why the Prayer Book enjoined all the special features of worship 
and liturgical experience that it did, and how Anglicans were to express 
their faith in the world, (ix)
Hooker’s works were written in Latin as were those of most early church writers and 
reformers. It is likely that EBB had access to English translations of Hooker’s Laws or his 
sermons from her father’s extensive library. However, once she began studying Latin, she 
would have been able to read Hooker in the original language. Her juvenile verse, “On 
laying Hooker under my pillow at night,” was composed about 1817 at the age of eleven, 
just about the time she would have been starting Latin lessons. The ms. of “On laying 
Hooker under my pillow at night” is located in the Armstrong Browning Library and has
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no history of publication. A transcription of the poem follows, with permission from the 
Armstrong Browning Library:
Hooker lay there untill the rising mom 
Opes my closed eyes & wakes the purple dawn 
Then with thy Heaven called eloquence benign 
Turn all my thoughts from human to divine 
Oh then unfold to my unwearied sight 
Religions gentlest purest tmest light 
The poor in spirit strong in might of mind 
The humblest meekest greatest of mankind 
Immortal Hooker! To thy self tis given 
Worlds to reform & show a milder Heaven 
Tis thine to awe & to convince the soul 
I bid religion rise nor fear controul 
Tis thine to bid by hope & truth revere 
We read admire assent God is here!
Thus raise my soul & point the path to Heaven
Untill the clock strikes fatal seven
Men to the toilets came -  away! to school
To leam & fear beneath the hated rale
But now the morning opens into day
I hear the clocks harken turns round -  away. (ms. 1)
EBB’s religious readings were not limited to Hooker. According to EBB’s biographer, 
Linda Lewis, she was consuming other works as well. “It might be assumed that the early 
reading in the Bible, the Greek Fathers, and English divines [. . .] had a lasting effect on 
the aspiring young poet, and such is the case” (10). Other Christian writers and reformers 
on EBB’s reading list included Martin Luther, Newman, Pusey, Andrewes, Milton (as 
already discussed), Kingsley, and, eventually, as an adult, Swedenborg (10-11). 
Furthermore, it is clear from her diary that she not only read the Bible, but she studied it 
closely, as this passage indicates: “I read parts of the Scripture with reference to the 
Calvinistic controversy, & little else today. I am going thro’ all the epistles, marking with 
my pencil every expression that seems to glance at or against the doctrine of 
«p articu la r»  exclusive election” (Diary by EBB 126).41 Another entry reads, 
“Comparing scripture with scripture” (127).
Lewis remarks that EBB remained attached to Taylor’s works all of her life. 
Educated at Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, Taylor is described as having been 
a precocious scholar (Gosse 5). Eventually Taylor took holy orders and obtained his 
masters degree. A sermon that he preached Christmas, 1634, brought him to the attention 
of Bishop Laud, who immediately recognized his genius. Laud took Taylor under his 
wing and educated him for two years during the time when Laud’s power was reaching 
its climax. Because of Laud’s sympathies for a particular society at Oxford that had 
absorbed his propaganda, he thought it prudent to recommend the charming young Taylor 
to a fellowship at All Souls College. Taylor was admitted there in 1636 and became a
41 On her study of the doctrine of Calvinistic predestination, EBB declares, “[t]he close of the 5~ chapter 
[of Romans], strikes me strongly as it has done before, as favoring the doctrine of general redemption” 
( 121).
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chaplain to Laud (13). Though he moved to Uppingham at the termination of his 
fellowship, he maintained close ties with Oxford as his “intellectual centre” (18).
Taylor began defending the church of England against the Puritans in 1642 with 
his Episcopacy Asserted. An Apology for Liturgy, published with a dedication to Charles 
I. This work was extremely popular with the High Church party. Gosse remarks that 
Taylor “came forward as a great theological innovator” with his publication of The 
Liberty o f Prophesying, “a courageous, and,. . .  in the main a perfectly novel plea for the 
right of religious liberty” (41). The Great Exemplar, a celebration of the character of 
Christ, published in 1649, was renowned for its ornamental style.
An interesting side note with regard to EBB’s reading is that in The Great 
Exemplar, Taylor attacks books of entertainment, especially the newly popular French 
novels which in Taylor’s time were being imported (and which EBB savored). Taylor’s 
most well-known work, Rules and Exercises o f Holy Living, was published in 1650. Its 
subtitle explains its contents: “the means and instruments of obtaining every virtue, and 
the remedies against every vice, and considerations serving to the resisting all temptation, 
together with prayers containing the Whole Duty of a Christian” (qtd. in Gosse 69). EBB 
may have been more familiar with this work of Taylor’s than his others, as Lewis notes 
that a copy of Holy Living was sold in the Browning Collections (10).
Georgian Novelists
Maria Edgeworth stands apart from other novelists of the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries in her influence on the juvenile writings of EBB. During her nursery 
years EBB likely read and was read to from Edgeworth’s Popular Tales, Moral Tales,
The Parent’s Assistant, and Early Lessons. EBB’s mother, Mary Moulton-Barrett, quite
likely had read Practical Education, a popular treatise written by Edgeworth and her 
father, Richard Lovell Edgeworth, on how to train children and what they should read. 
Their prescriptive reading principles encouraged realism and excluded fairy tales and 
gothic fiction, which they felt undermined the transmission of useful knowledge.
Maria Edgeworth’s manual on Practical Education (1798) abounds in 
lively anecdotes of how real children learn; a narrative like her “Good 
French Governess” (1801) is a companion piece that guides readers 
through the new educational environment, at the same time that it assumes 
a pedagogical relationship with its audience, addressing at once the 
maternal and the child reader. (Myers, “A Taste for Truth” 119)
Children bom from the earliest part of the nineteenth century until well through the late 
Victorian years would have been exposed to Edgeworth, whose books were readily 
available on the popular market. The title, Popular Tales, appears in EBB’autobiography, 
“Glimpses,” though she mistakenly attributes the “Seven Champions of Christendom” to 
the contents of that book. From letters to her mother around 1817, it is clear that EBB 
was reading the tale “Manoeuvring,” published in the volume, Tales o f a Fashionable 
Life, in 1809 (a tale she did not like). In this letter EBB expresses a great deal of 
familiarity with Edgeworth’s writings, referring to “Patronage,” a longer story, and to 
Rosamond, one of Edgeworth’s most popular, enduring and endearing characters, who re­
appears across several stories as she grows up.
In addition, a letter from EBB’s sister, Arabella, makes it even more clear that the 
Edgeworth books had made their way into the nursery of the Barrett children: Dated 
August 1819, the letter reads, “My dear Ba many thanks for your kind Letter [. . .] do you
rememb’r simple susan and whim and contradiction[?] I have just read them” (BC 1: 82). 
“Simple Susan” was a moral tale by Edgeworth that had an especially apparent influence 
on EBB’s juvenile novel, “Julia or Virtue.”
EBB read prolifically of other novelists, some of whom are mentioned in her 
autobiographical essays. In “Glimpses,” she writes, “Nothing could contribute so much to 
my amusement as a novel” (350). At the age of ten, the reading of novels was “still my 
most delightful study.” She makes specific mention of works by Scott in her 
correspondence. In a letter to her mother in 1817, she requested to have the second 
volume of Waverly sent to her. EBB also refers to Opie’s Temper, or Domestic Scenes.42 
EBB may also have been influenced by Opie’s poetry which appeared for the first time in 
1801. The name, Aurora, often used by EBB in her own poetry, was a commonly used 
convention in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century poetry to refer to the dawn. Opie makes 
use of it in “The Maid of Corinth to her Lover”:
Then, as Aurora, while o’er sinking night 
Her radiant hand assumes a sudden sway,
In once vast urn collecting all her light,
Pours in full steam at once the flood of day, (69-72)
The imagery of Aurora painting the morning is brought out in a poem by EBB at the age 
of nine, titled “On Morning”:
The Orb of light returns—Aurora waves her hand
42 Amelia Opie (1769-1853), a less well known poet and novelist today, enjoyed popular success during her 
own time. She wrote principally in the domain of domestic fiction, “combining effective social dialogue 
with pathos and tender sentiment, while attempting to inculcate, in the bourgeois public that read her fiction 
in edition after edition, common sense and mutual understanding between husbands and wives, parents and 
children, and siblings” (Opie, P o e m s  vii).
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To her fair followers—sweetest Flora’s band.
Her breath is like the odors of a rose,
She from her lips, the fragrant Zephyr blows,
Her pearly tears, all trickling on the ground 
While Echo’s voice the neighbouring hills resound.
The linnet chirps, sweet welcome to the Mom,
While Ceres gathers in the golden com,
And murmuring waters mingle in the strain 
And joy to sing in fair Aurora’s train—
She rolls her car, in Heavenly realms above 
Where Angels ever sing their Makers love:
Rest sylvan muses, rest your early lay
And close your verse, in thankful, glad array! (HUP 1: 91-92)
Complete with classical epithets and the imagery of spring morning, EBB’s poem is like 
Opie’s. Though the form differs, EBB’s mature poems seem more like Opie’s than her 
juvenile ones with regard to complexity and profundity of thought. It may be that Opie’s 
prose is reflected in EBB’s juvenile writings, as Opie was better known as a novelist than 
as a poet. “Temper,” for example, is a moral tale wherein the main protagonist, Emma 
Castlemain, learns to control her emotional reactions in contrast to her mother, whose 
inability to overcome her loss of temper, due to her own mother’s selfish indulgence, 
causes her to succumb to an untimely and dishonorable death. Ironically, it is Emma’s 
grandmother who raises her, thereby redeeming her former parental indulgence. Though 
the story seems written for parents rather than for children, EBB reported reading it while
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she was quite young.43 The relationship between obedience to parental authorities and 
fortune in life is apparent, and the moral tale’s conventional ending of virtue rewarded is 
preserved. It is possible that upon reading this tale and many others like it, EBB was 
inspired to write stories such as “Disobedience,” “The Way to Humble Pride,” or “Julia 
or Virtue” — all which are moral tales.
Conclusion
EBB was a prolific reader, and she was capable of using what she read to produce 
her own works. Because of the mimetic quality of her work in her youth, we may look to 
her reading for sources of influence exerted upon EBB by various writers and their 
works. Writers as early as Plato and Virgil and as contemporary as Wordsworth and 
Hemans had an effect on the developing artist. “Read[ing] that [she] might write,” EBB 
had begun to shape her own creative voice, which can be traced from her adolescent 
translations, epics, and couplets all the way to Aurora Leigh (BC 1: 350). Beginning with 
the traditional Georgian conventions that included invocations to classical muses as well 
as allusions to religious and classical images, stories, and themes; and Romantic 
salutations to nature; then moving to a deeper phase of literary allusion which produced 
erudite poems such as The Battle o f Marathon and “An Essay on Mind,” reflecting 
EBB’s scholarship; through poems of the 1830’s disclosing a more independent voice 
and unique story-telling capacity, such as “The Seraphim” and “The Romaunt of the
43 EBB reports that she was reading novels (and, specifically, that she read “Temper”) at the age of six 
years, although Kelley and Hudson hold her suspect to a faulty memory because of some mistaken details 
concerning the date of a letter from her father. It is possible, however, that EBB was reading novels at age 
six as she reports. In “Glimpses” she writes, “A novel at six years old may appear ridiculous, but it was a 
real desire that I felt, not to instruct myself, I felt no such wish, but to divert myself and to afford more 
scope to my nightly meditations . . and it is worthy of remark that in a novel I carefully past [sic] over all 
passages which described CHILDREN—” {B C  1: 123).
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Page,” EBB was emerging from her self-directed apprenticeship in which she learned 
through adapting the styles and themes of published and admired writers and moving into 
her own poetic identity.
The sources named in this chapter do not comprise an exhaustive list by any 
means. Many other known sources could be added to it. The genius of her work was in 
the synthesis of these sources, sometimes only subtly alluded to and other times 
dramatically revealed in an art that would transform her early simple Georgian imitations 
into intentional Victorian social, religious, and political expression.
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CHAPTER VI
A NOTE ON THE TEXT
The manuscript of “Julia or Virtue” is located at the Armstrong Browning Library 
at Baylor University in Waco, Texas. It is contained in a thin, red-bound volume with gilt 
frame and an inscription on the cover which reads:




WITH AUTOGRAPH LETTER 
OF DEDICATION 
TO HER GRANDMOTHER
The pages of the volume are gilt edged, and the manuscript is glued along its 
spine into the middle of this volume. The paper of the manuscript is watermarked with a 
crest and is consistent with the type of paper used by EBB for other juvenile works. The 
ink in the first half of the manuscript is brown and lighter than that of the latter half, 
indicating either that the ink is from a different ink stand or it is a result of the pressure 
and/or precision of a different hand. The first part of the manuscript is in EBB’s 
handwriting, and the latter part seems to be in the hand of EBB’s mother, Mary Moulton-
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Barrett, and was, perhaps, dictated by EBB. It is edited throughout presumably by Mary 
Moulton-Barrett.
The volume contains an unsigned, undated foreword containing a description of 
the manuscript, presumably the same found in the catalogue description. The foreword 
contains the following brief inaccurate biographical sketch:
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, poetess, was bom at Coxhoe Hall, Durham, 
on 6th March 1806. She was the eldest daughter of Edward Moulton, and 
was christened by the names of Elizabeth Barrett -  Not long afterwards 
her father, succeeding to some property, took the name of Barrett as his 
surname -  In after times Mrs Browning signed herself at length as 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, but before her marriage her usual signature 
was Elizabeth B. Barrett, or sometimes simply her pet name of “Ba.”
Her mother was Mary Clarke, daughter of Graham Clarke of Feltham in 
Northumberland.
Soon after the child’s birth her parents brought her southwards to Hope 
End near Ledbury in Herefordshire, where her father possessed a 
considerable estate and had a beautiful house.
Elizabeth’s gift of learning, as a child, was extraordinary; at eight years 
old she could read Homer in the original, holding her book in one hand 
and nursing her doll on the other arm. She has said herself that in those 
days ‘the Greeks were her demi-gods’. At the same age too she began to 
write poems -  when she was about eleven or twelve her great epic of the
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‘Battle of Marathon’ was written in four books, and her father had it 
printed.
Her mother used at times to assist in her juvenile literary attempts, and this 
manuscript novel entitled, “Julia,” written at the age of ten years, shows 
evidence of this, for there are little corrections throughout in the mother’s 
hand, and some pages at the end added by her, possibly from her 
daughter’s suggestions or perhaps a transcription of her child’s rough 
draft.
Elizabeth prefixes to the manuscript a letter of dedication to her 
grandmother who evidently lived with them -  It is recorded that the old 
lady did not approve of her grandchild’s precocity in reading and writing, 
and used to say she had far rather see the child’s needlework more 
carefully finished off than hear of all this Greek. This letter is one of the 
earliest of her extant.
In 1846 she married Robert Browning and went with him through France 
to Florence, where they mainly resided til her death in 1861.
This biographical sketch contains several errors. EBB’s mother was bom to John and 
Arabella Graham-Clarke. EBB used the appellation, “EBB,” frequently when she signed 
her compositions. According to Kelley and Hudson, her father’s surname of Moulton was 
granted in 1798, eight years before EBB was bom. There is no evidence that EBB’s 
grandmother, to whom the story is dedicated, ever resided with the family, although she 
did visit them. Although EBB read Pope’s Iliad at the age of eight, she did not read it in 
the original until about age eleven.
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According to Philip Kelley and Ronald Hudson in their first volume of The 
Brownings ’ Correspondence, evidence points to the conclusion that the grandmother 
referred to in the dedication letter is EBB’s paternal grandmother, Elizabeth Moulton. 
Mrs. Moulton visited the Hope End mansion on occasion, and perhaps EBB composed 
the story for her and presented it to her while she was staying with the family.
The provenance of the manuscript has been traced by Philip Kelley:
Sold on the second day (2 May 1913) of Sotheby’s Browning Sale, lot 
108. It was acquired by Henry Sotheran & Co., book dealer, for £4. 
Offered for sale in Sotheran’s Catalogue 737 (1913), item 307 for £10.10. 
Offered at auction by Anderson Galleries, New York, 13 April 1925, lot 
37. It sold for $390.00. The catalogue indicates that it had been “bound, 
with engrossed title . . .  typed transcript, in levant morocco, by Sangorski 
[London].”
Offered at auction by Anderson Galleries, 15 November 1926, lot 35. It 
sold for $300.00. The description of the manuscript is virtually the same, 
except an additional statement reads: “In the present manuscript there are 
evidences that the mother of the young author would at times assist her in 
her literary attempts, for there are little corrections throughout in the 
mother’s hand, and some pages at the end, added by her, possibly from her 
daughter’s suggestions, or perhaps a transcription of her child’s rough 
draft.”
Offered for sale by Sotheby’s, 25 November 1957, lot 2. It sold for £260.
(1)
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On 24 March 1961 Philip Kelley’s letter appeared in the Times Literary Supplement 
requesting contributions for an exhibition in commemoration of the centenary of EBB’s 
death. A response came from the director of the rare books department of B. H. 
Blackwell, Oxford, offering to lend the manuscript of “Julia or Virtue,” “a stock item, 
being advertised for sale at £350.” Philip Kelley put the manuscript on display at the 
exhibition held at the St. Marylebone Central Public Library, London, from 31 May 
through 8 July 1961 as item 2. Later the manuscript was acquired by the Armstrong 
Browning Library, its current location (Kelley 1).
Punctuation was the most challenging aspect of creating this edition, for example, 
EBB’s characteristic use of the dash instead of the period to indicate breaks between 
sentences. My editorial decisions stem from an attempt to properly balance the originality 
of the juvenile work with conventions of readability. For example, EBB continued her 
capitalization of “mother” even when it was used as a common noun. The words 
“Countess” and “Countesses” are always capitalized. Because these characteristics are 
not very distracting they are retained. The main editorial work was devoted to inserting 
the manuscript corrections into the transcription. I have added two indentations to mark 
new paragraphs where there is a significant passage of time and change of focus (see ms). 
In this way, EBB’s work is preserved with sensitivity to her age and experience.
For convenience I present again the editorial symbols used here and adapted from 
The Brownings ’ Correspondence volumes:
Square brackets indicate material inserted by editors 
< > Angle brackets denote some irregularity in the manuscript.
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The absence of a note indicates that the information within 
the brackets is a conjectural reconstruction 
<. . .> Angle brackets enclosing ellipses show an actual omission
caused by a defect or physical irregularity in the 
manuscript. This symbol appears on a line by itself if lost 
text exceeds half a line.
Ellipses indicate omissions only from quoted material in 
notes and supporting documents, but in the actual texts of 




“JULIA OR VIRTUE” BY ELIZABETH BARRETT BARRETT 
I dedicate this little volume to her whose smile ever cheers my endeavours to 
please, to her who shines an ornament to her sex, and all around her—To her, my dearest 
Grandmama, these pages are inscribed, with the greatest gratitude and esteem by her 
affectionate child 
Elizabeth B Barrett
Hope End July 17th 
1816
Julia Or Virtuef:] A Novel
“No my know dare” said little Julia as she pointed to a word in her spelling 
book—“Try to find it out then my dear” -  replied Helen, whom Lady Crapton her 
Mother, had entrusted with her education; Crapton Hall was known as the asylum for 
misfortune, for Lady Crapton always contributed as much as possible to the wants of 
others; Lady Crapton had six children; Helen, Augustus, Sophia, James, Julia, and 
Oliver,— Helen, Augustus, and Sophia had the charge of the three youngest; Julia fell to 
the lot of Helen, Oliver to Augustus, & James to Sophia; Now by good luck it happened 
that they were very fond of each of the little children they had taken charge of, so they 
went on very well.
The morning as Lady Crapton was working in the sitting room, a loud ring at the 
bell, announced the arrival of company— “Not at home” said she to the footman, but it 
was too late, “Lord Campbell,” said he— Lady Crapton rose to meet him— “I am sorry 
Madam to interrupt you in any duty you wish to perform”; Lady Crapton colored deeply, 
for she saw Lord Campbell had overheard her order to the footman,— “Pardon me my 
Lord, I did not know it was” -  Lord Campbell interrupted her with kind assurances of his 
forgiveness, “for,” added he laughing “you cannot possibly admit people of all sorts, so a 
falsehood must prevent it, at least if you did it would be horrible, oh quite dreadful!”-  
you must lay aside all those duties which attend a virtuous mind”-  Lady Crapton 
interrupted him with asking “how his family were” for she was too modest to be praised 
without interrupting her praises; Lord Crapton at this instant entered the room, and Lord 
Campbell rising joyfully, acceded to the proposition of a walk by his Lordship—
We must now withdraw ourselves from the drawing room of fashion, to the 
smiling playroom; it did not look like a playroom, for Helen, Augustus, and Sophia were 
teaching their children to read, at last books were put away and play began, when Sophia 
observed her dolls head was soaped all over, and she was just going to beat James for the 
mischief she thought he had done, when Julia ran to prevent her saying “No James, my 
do dare naughty ting”. These few words show her to more advantage, than a dry 
description of beauty, tho’ she was beautiful— Sophia forgave the fault directly, and 
Helen rewarded her for the sincerity which she displayed; Augustus at this moment ran 
into the room, “oh! joy joy he cried do you know”— he could not finish his speech 
“What” said Sophia opening her eyes so as to show hardly any thing but white. “What” 
said Helen but half pleased, “Oh dear” replied Augustus [“]! can— hardly— tell you,
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but— oh dear”— “You great foolish thing nonsense”—said Helen turning away, her eyes 
with an air of contempt— “you’re quite foolish today”. “And I see” said Augustus 
sharply “you are naughty today”. “Well” be quiet then very well[”]—“Be Quiet I 
say[”]— “Indeed” replied Augustus “I’m not going to do as you desire me”. “Indeed! 
such a little thing as you.” At this moment “pray do not quarrel Augustus, pray do not 
quarrel Helen” Sophia said mildly-— these words separated the quarrellers. “Now” said 
Augustus, “Sophia I will tell you the cause of my joy, but I don’t “tell it for Helen’s sake 
I d’ont love her, half so much as I love you.” “Oh but you ought to love both of us” said 
Sophia rather affectedly, “you’ll make me quarrel with you next.[”] “Sophia” replied 
Helen— “Nonsense—” “Now just tell me what there is nonsensical in what I told you” 
“Nonsense”. “Pray dear Sisters do not quarrel and hear what I tell you. Do you know 
Mama says if we are good, we may go with her “in the carriage”. Here Augustus stopped, 
for the remembrance of their quarrel clouded their joy,— Augustus, Helen and Sophia 
remained in silence; Augustus was leaning against a chair, it fell over, and hit Sophia on 
the hand, which she trying to avoid, fell on Helen, and throwing her down, hit her a 
terrible blow on the head— However ready Helen was to promote quarrels sometimes 
she got up and to prevent Sophia and Augustus from quarreling begged them to go to 
Mama, and to ask her to let them go with her in the carriage— Unconscious of deserving 
any pleasure, with downcast eyes they descended the staircase, and found their Mama 
putting on her hat; Little Julia, James, & Oliver playing at her feet; they were all ready to 
go.
“What makes you so sorrowful my children”? she said; they hung down their 
heads, and were silent,— [“]I suppose[”] said she [“]you have done something wrong”;
They blushed assent. “Then you know Augustus, that I said you could not go, If you were 
naughty, I am afraid I must keep my word.” They could no longer retain their tears; “But 
I am glad to see you are sensible of your fault; Any fault but that of quarreling may be 
forgiven”— Their tears redoubled— “I am afraid[”] said Lady Crapton “You have 
committed that fault, or sin, for it is one; if it is so, I must keep my word, and you must 
not blame me, if I do so my children”; saying these words, she called her other children, 
and went away— Not long after she was departed, the kiss of reconciliation was given 
by all parties, and they passed their time in lamentations; But we will now pursue the 
happy party in the carriage who after having gone to those places which Lady Crapton 
wished to go to— they went to all the toy shops they could find, and bought beautiful 
dolls, and all kinds of childish playthings— at last Lady Crapton said “Now my dears it is 
time for us to go home, but you may each chuse one more plaything[”]— they interupted 
her with a cry of joy, and little Julia lisped out her thanks thus “Oh anke Mama, My ove 
dear Mama”. “But be quick My love” said Lady Crapton affectionately, “or else poor 
dear Mama will have no dinner.” Agreably1 to her requests to be quick, Julia, James, and 
Oliver, began to rummage over toys; Julia chose a beautiful doll, whose large blue eyes 
opened and shut at pleasure; James chose a kite, and Oliver seized hold of a little rattle, 
and shook it with great joy; At this moment the sweet notes of a pipe struck the ear, 
“Harke” cried little Julia[.] [A]t these words Lady Crapton sprang to the door, where an 
old blind harper was playing on the pipe, poverty had almost worn out his feeble frame, 
Julia had the money in her hand, Lady Crapton had given her to buy the Doll; a short 
contest was roused in her breast, between pleasure and pain; at last she said “no mind
1 An alternate spelling of “agreeably.”
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pepy daw my die dare poor Man”[.] [S]aying these words, Little Julia gave her money to
the blind Man; “No poor Man see dear Mama” said she wiping away a tear with Lady 
Craptons gown, Lady Crapton was deeply touched by her childs sensibility, and turning 
to James asked him what he meant to do with his money; James answered “You must 
give some money to the poor Man, I want this to buy the kite”; at last after a great deal of 
entreaty and advice, he consented to buy a smaller kite, and to give the rest of his money 
to the poor Man— as little Oliver was too young to understand the use of money, he was 
not asked to part with it, for he could not speak— Some Days after, Lady Crapton 
engaged a Governess for her children; this Lady’s name was Philipa Octavia Mordant; 
she was goodnatured, and very clever, but was very passionate, however the children, 
being afraid of a new face, were very good, and as those that are good are always happy, 
they were so, for two months, at the end of which time, an accident happened 
which brought fresh disturbances to light.
Lord and Lady Crapton, the Countess of Antrim, and the Countess of Salisbury, 
were one day sitting at breakfast, when William the footman ran into the room; “Sir— 
M’am My Lady, my Lord!”. Lord Crapton was surprised to see such an extraordinary 
agitation; in this man’s manner, “Did you ever see such a fool” said he turning to the 
Countesses; “Sir” said William[;] “Whats the matter?” cried Lady Crapton— “Speak” 
said Lord Crapton— at this moment the roaring of flames was heard— the Countesses 
turned pale— William could hardly support himself— Lady Crapton fell almost fainting 
in her chair, and Lord Crapton stretched himself with the utmost composure, as it was his 
custom to do after breakfast, (saying) “With all my heart—” his speech was broken by
yawns— “Bring the children down, give me my children, my dear dear children”— she 
was interrupted by sobs,— “Pray my dear Madam” said the Countess of Antrim, “Pray 
my dear Madam do not give way to this useless sorrow,”— “For I will go up for your 
children” added the Countess of Salisbury it was too late, for an apology,— she was 
gone—-
As it will be no pleasure to follow hysterics and faintings, we will aid the 
Countess of Salisbury, - who to her horror saw the flames bursting over her head— the 
children ran to meet her, the four eldest seized her robe— she lifted up Julia— she could 
not carry two—Julia paused— the Nurse was down stairs— “Dare fire urte, my no mind, 
pute my down, taky poor Boy.” said she pointing to Oliver; “Den come upy my”— she 
paused— “oh but den fire urty you den— Well leavy my me den”— my die den— my do 
doody God upy dare”. Saying these words the sweet Julia pointed to Heaven—“her 
beautiful blue eyes shadowed by her dark eyelashes gave a fresh softness to her face.2 
The Countess burst into tears— the staircase was on fire—she flew—and brought all the 
children, save the lovly [sic] Julia to Lady Crapton— “But where is Julia,” cried the 
distracted Mother— the Countess with many tears, told her— “I will die with her,” said 
the Mother— they prevented her—“Babariens” [sic] she exclaimed, “do you prevent me 
from saving my child”? “my dear, my virtuous child, your distracted Mother never more 
will see you!” she spoke— the vivid flash of despair was on her face— her eyes were
2 EBB inserted her own footnote here which reads, “Telemaque tome premier Page 3.” It is a reference to 
L e s  A v e n tu r e s  d e  T e le m a q u e  by Francois de Mothe-Fenelon, seventeenth century French divine. EBB 
wrote to her uncle Sam in December 1816 that she was still reading the book. The relevant excerpt in 
French reads: “ses cheveux noues par derriere negligemment, mais avec grace, le feu qui sortait de ses yeux 
baisses, gardant un silence modeste, suivait Telemaque” (3). Hawkesworth’s translation reads, 
“[Telemachus] was struck with the splendour of her beauty, the rich purple of her long robe, her hair that 
was tied with graceful negligence behind her, and the vivacity and softness that were mingled in her eyes” 
(6).
fixed— there was a dead silence— At this dreadful moment “She is found! she is found”!
was like returning life to the ears of the mourners— the door opened, and Miss Mordant 
bore Matilda Russell, the worthy and affectionate nurse into the room— she was 
apparently lifeless— her face was cover’d with scars— she was followed by Julia! Lady 
Crapton paused— then throwing her arms over her beloved child in an ecstasy of joy, 
fainted— at last she was recoverd by the assistance of the Countesses, when tears gave 
her relief—
While the lovely Julia was wrapt in her Mothers arms, Lord Crapton came into 
the room— he had gone to seek his child— after he had once more pressed to his breast 
the lovely object of his search, he turned to Matilda, and bestowed on her all the care in 
his power; he then turned to Miss Mordant, “And to whom Madam, am I indebted for 
saving my child”? “To this young woman” she replied, [“]who wished to risk her life, for 
your child’s preservation, “she has rushed thro’ the flames, & has saved your Julia”— 
“She has my thanks” replied his Lordship putting into Matilda’s hand a note of an 
hundred pounds. “This is the least I can do, to prove to her my gratitude”— a murmur of 
applause echoed through the hall— Envy was creeping into some of the servants hearts. 
When silence prevailed, Matilda replied, “I hope your Lordship will not think the worse 
of me if I refuse your”— “Pardon me if I interrupt”— “No my Lord” replied Matilda “No 
my Lord” give me a cottage on your estate, that I may always live near the sweet Julia—” 
Lord Crapton smiled— “Your request is granted—but do me the favor to accept this,” 
thus saying, he obliged her to take the money— By this time the fire had ceased, not
much had been injured, however workmen were instantly employed to restore the 
building—
Not long after this unfortunate day, Helen, Sophia and Augustus were permitted 
to accompany their Parents, the Countesses & Lord Campbell to Bath— When they were 
in the carriage, the conversation turned on fortitude— “Fortitude” said Lord Campbell “is 
never more tried than in making hay.” [“]I agree with your Lordship” said Lord Crapton 
smiling—“I do not” said Lady Crapton firmly, “Nor do I Mama” said Helen, “Nor I” said 
Sophia— “I do” said Augustus, always inclined to be of his Fathers opinion— “And what 
say you” cried Lady Crapton playfully addressing the Countesses— “We must hear both 
sides of the question” said the Countess of Salisbury smiling— “But do you think it is 
fortitude to bear with good humour a shower of rain”? [“JCertainly not, for if it does spoil 
a little hay, it pays you in other things—” “I am of your Ladyships opinion” said the 
Countess of Antrim, who had hitherto preserved an absolute silence— “Well” said Lord 
Crapton, “if you do not admit that it exercises Fortitude, you must allow it to be one of 
the miseries of human life” “What are the miseries of human life?” said the Countess 
with an arch smile, “Now my dear Countess, you are going to turn philosopher”— “Une 
Faute”— whispered Lord Campbell— “Now my dear Lord Crapton” exclaimed the 
Countess laughing, “will you allow Me to point out to you”— “Oh! I understand you, 
you female philosopher—I mean,” said he a little disconcerted by the laughter of the 
Countess— The Countess of Salisbury seeing that Lord Crapton was piqued, here put an 
end to the conversation, by asking how many miles it was from Bath— “Two I believe,” 
said Lord Crapton looking out of the window for a mile stone—
The party soon arrived at their destination, where they had the satisfaction of 
finding good lodgings, and comfortable accommodation; so they staid there four months: 
After having filled the carriage with toys they proceeded home— Altho’ Lord Crapton 
had many good qualities he had one bad one, that of falling asleep in the carriage; Helen 
& Sophia too had the same— They slept till they arrived at their home— One day Lady 
Crapton was invited to go with the Countesses to a ball, which Miss Campbell the 
daughter of Lord C: had arranged— As soon as they entered the room all eyes were 
fastened on her Ladyship; “That’s the Mother! That’s her!” “Is it” “No really” was 
echoed thro’ the room— Lady Crapton thinking it was an insult offered to her, 
immediately retired to a recess under the music row— The Countesses followed— Even 
here Lady Crapton did not find herself alone: She was pursued by exclamations— at last 
abashed and fatigued, she, with the Countess of Antrim retired: As soon as she had gone, 
the Countess of Salisbury came forward, and imposed silence— “Stop Madam” said 
Lady Campbell, who at this instant joined her, “I will justify myself and my Company, I 
know what you mean”—“Then, why Madam,” interrupted the Countess, “did you invite a 
lady to your house and afterwards insult her.”— “We have not insulted her, that I 
remember,” cried her Ladyship calmly— “What! to follow her with—” “We have, rather 
honored, than insulted her; to my knowledge ‘tis the tribute of honor we have paid her—” 
“I am involved in a labyrinth” replied the Countess smiling, “I think I can furnish you 
with wings” exclaimed her Ladyship with good humour— So saying, she led the way to a 
small Apartment— “Well Madam” cried the Countess of Salisbury surprized— “This old 
gentleman can explain it better than I can” replied Lady Campbell, at the same time 
undrawing a clean dimity curtain, where an old Irish Harper was eating a piece of bread
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and cheese— the Countess paused for an explanation— “Relate your history my friend” 
said her Ladyship with a benevolent smile— the old Harper paused— then, turning his 
wrinkled face up to Lady Campbell, replied “By your lave Madam, I vill till you ma 
hestory”— “Do so, my Friend” replied her Ladyship smiling. According to her direction 
the old Harper proceeded, and said he was brother to a rich Banker, but preferring music 
to that business, he had wandered over all Great Britain, but wanting money, he had 
written to his brother, when a letter informed him of his death, and likewise of the 
breaking of the bank— Having now no friend to guide him, he had wandered during the 
most intense frost, starving with cold, and with hunger— at last he lost his eye sight,— 
when a young lady had given him some money, which had placed him in a neat small 
room in the work house— “And that young lady,” interrupted her Ladyship, “is the little 
Julia Crapton”— “Wherever the young lardie is, sha saved tha lefe a Patrick a' Donail” 
said the old man in broad Irish— “And is it possible to be Julia!” said the Countess, “And 
now will you forgive me” exclaimed Lady Campbell, “Most willingly” replied the 
Countess, stretching out her hand with a smile; then, overjoyed, she hastened home to tell 
the happy tidings to the no less happy Mother, who heard it in silence, ‘till they came to 
the old Harper’s history, when she burst into tears— “And is it indeed my child?”— the 
Countess replied in the affirmative— It is needless to express the transports of Lady 
Crapton on this occasion— it would require the aid of the most descriptive pen, so it is 
better to pass it over— not long after this event Susan, Lady Crapton’s maid, ran into the 
room, and cried with delight, that there was a packet sealed with the royal signet arrived 
for her Ladyship— The Countesses smiled— Lady Crapton stood astonished and 
confounded— “Bring it in” whispered Lady Salisbury— Susan went full of anxiety, and
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brought the packet sealed as she had described— the Countess seeing her Ladyship too 
much surprized to read it opened it and read it herself—She then with a voice of joy read 
the following inscription—
“Madam, Delighted with the testimony I have heard of your child’s benevolence,
I am bound to respect you & I am also bound by the laws of my Country, to reward that 
benevolence whilst I have it in my power, to set an example to future ages; I therefore 
hope I am not deceived in forming an opinion of you, as I am convinced that nothing but 
an excellent education, & an excellent example could have formed ideas such as those 
she has displayed. I therefore trust Madam, it will not effect your family pride, to accept 
the title of Duchess, & four thousand payable every year— with these hopes, your family 
will always be respected by
George Regent”—
Lord Crapton having been informed of this packet sprang up with involuntary 
expressions of Delight saying “By Jove the Prince is not so bad as I thought; but mind[”] 
said he (turning to the Countesses) [“]I do not give up my opinion, so thank my stars he is 
not King vet, or else perhaps his generosity might take a different turn”— Here the 
Countess could not help laughing at his odd manner of expressing his joy, but their 
laughter was interrupted by the entrance of Sally the old Harper’s wife, who cried in joy, 
“His Majesty a plased agee a mickle gude sum a fed ain poor Sarvants”— Lady Crapton 
having enquired further, found to her surprise that the Prince had ordered a certain sum to 
be paid yearly in the little Julia’s name, to the blind Harper & his wife, & from that 
moment the happy Parents blessed the hour which had given to their arms so fair a
flower
APPENDIX
TRANSCRIPTION OF “JULIA OR VIRTUE: A NOVEL” 
I dedicate this little volume to her whose 
smile ever cheers my endeavours to please, to her 
who shines an ornament to her sex, and all 
around her— To her, my dearest Grandmama, 
these pages are inscribed, with the greatest 
gratitude and esteem by her
affectionate child 
Elizabeth B Barrett








“No my know dare” said little Julia as she pointed to a word in 
her spelling book— “Try to find it out then my dear” -  replied Helen, whom 
Lady Crapton her Mother, had entrusted with her education; Crapton 
Hall was known as the asylum for misfortune, for Lady Crapton
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always contributed as much as possible to the wants of others;
Lady Crapton had six children; Helen, Augustus, Sophia, James, 
Julia, and Oliver, —Helen, Augustus, and Sophia had the charge 
of the three youngest; Julia fell to the lot of Helen, Oliver to 
Augustus, & James to Sophia; Now by good luck it happened 
that they were very fond of each of the little children they 
had taken charge of, so they went on very well.
sitting room,
The morning as Lady Crapton was working in the parlour 
n r
a loud ring at the bell, anounced the arival of company—
A A
“Not at home” said she to the footman, but it was too late,
P
“Lord Cambell,” said he— Lady Crapton rose to meet him—
r in
“I am sorry Madam to interupt you from any duty you”
A A
“wish to perform”; Lady Crapton colored deeply, for she saw
Lord Campbell had overheard her order to the footman,—
“Pardon me my Lord, I did not know it was” -  Lord Campbell 
r
interupted her with kind assurances of his forgiveness, “for,” added
A
he laughing “you cannot possibly admit people of all sorts, so a 
P





be horible, oh quite dreadful!”-  you must lay aside all those duties”
A r
“which attend a virtuous mind”-Lady Crapton interupted him with
A
asking “how his family were” for she was too modest to be praised
221
r
without interupting her praises; Lord Crapton at this instant 
A c
entered the room, and Lord Campbell rising joyfully, aceeded
A
to the proposition of a walk by his Lordship—
We must now withdraw ourselves from the drawing room 
of fashion, to the smiling playroom; it did not look like 
a playroom, for Helen, Augustus, and Sophia were teaching 
their children to read, at last books were put away and play 
began, when Sophia observed her dolls head was soaped all 
over, and she was just going to beat James for the mis=
-chief she thought he had done, when Julia ran to prevent 
her saying “No James, my do dare naughty ting”. These 
few words show her to more advantage, than a dry de= 
scription of beauty, tho’ she was beautiful— Sophia forgave 
the fault directly, and Helen rewarded her for the sincerity 
which she displayed; Augustus at this moment ran into 
the room, “oh! joy joy he cried do you know”— he could 
not finish his speech “What” said Sophia opening her eyes 
so as to show hardly any thing but white. “What” said 
Helen but half pleased, “Oh dear” replied Augustus I can— 
hardly— tell you, but— oh dear”— “You great foolish thing” 
“nonsense”— said Helen turning away, her eyes with an 
air of contempt—- “you’re quite foolish today”. “And I see” said
Augustus sharply “you are naughty today”. “Well” be quiet then
222
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very well— “Be Quiet I say— “Indeed” replied Augustus “I’m
“not going to do as you desire me”. “Indeed! such a little thing
as you.” At this moment “pray do not quarrel Augus=
tus, pray do not quarrel Helen” Sophia said mildly—
these words separated the quarrellers. “Now” said Augustus,
“Sophia I will tell you the cause of my joy, but I don’t
“tell it for Helen’s sake I d’ont love her, half so much
as I love you.” “Oh but you ought to love both of us” said Sophia
rather affectedly, “you’ll make me quarrel with you next. “Sophia”
replied Helen— “Nonsense—” “Now just tell me what there
is nonsensical in what I told you” “Nonsense”. “Pray dear 
r
“Sisters do not quarel and hear what I tell you. Do you”
“know Mama says if we are good, we may go with her
“in the carriage”. Here Augustus stopped, for the remembrance
joy,~
of their quarrel clouded their memory— Augustus, Helen
A
and Sophia remained in silence; Augustus was leaning
against a chair, it fell over, and hit Sophia on the hand,
which she trying to avoid, she fell on Helen, and throwing
her down, hit her a terrible blow on the head— However
sometimes
ready Helen was to promote quarrels she got up and
A
to prevent Sophia and Augustus from quarreling begged 
them to go to Mama, and to ask her to let them go with
223
her in the carriage— Unconscious of deserving any pleasure, 
they
with downcast eyes descended the staircase, and found their 
A hat;
Mama busy putting on her things Little Julia, James, &
[PAGE 4]
Oliver playing at her feet; they were all ready to go. 
so
“What makes you sorrowful my children”? she said;
A u
they hung down their heads, and were silent, —I “sppose said she
you have done something wrong”; They blushed assent.
“Then you know Augustus, that I said you could not go,”
“If you were naughty, I am afraid I must keep my”
word.” They could no longer retain their tears; “But I
“am glad to see you are sensible of your fault; Any”
“fault but that of quarreling may be forgiven”—
Their tears redoubled— “I am afraid said Lady Crapton 
m
“You have comitted that fault, or sin, for it is one; i f ’
A
“it is so, I must keep my word, and you must not” 
blame me, if I do so my children”; saying these words, 
she called her other children, and went away— Not long 
after she was departed, the kiss of reconciliation was 
given by all parties, and they passed their time in 
lamentations; But we will now pursue the happy 
party in the carriage who after having gone to those 
places which Lady Crapton wished to go to— they went
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to all the toy shops they could find, and bought beauti= 
ful dolls, and all kinds of childish playthings— at last 
Lady Crapton said “Now my my dears it is time for”
“us to go home, but you may each chuse one more”
“plaything— they interupted her with a cry of joy, and 
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little Julia lisped out her thanks thus “Oh anke Ma=
“ma, My ove dear Mama”. “But be quick My love” said Lady Crapton
affectionately, “or else poor dear Mama will have no dinner.”
Agreably to her requests to be quick, Julia, James, and Oliver, 
m
began to rumage over toys; Julia chose a beautiful doll,
p
whose large blue eyes opened and shut at pleasure; James
A
chose a kite, and Oliver seized hold of a little rattle, and 
shook it with great joy; At this moment the sweet notes 
of a pipe struck the ear, “Harke” cried little Julia at 
these words Lady Crapton sprang to the door, where 
an old blind harper was playing on the pipe, pover=
=ty had almost worn out his feeble frame, Julia 
had the money in her hand, Lady Crapton had 
given her to buy the Doll; a short contest was roused 
in her breast, between pleasure and pain; at last 
she said “no mind pepv daw my die dare poor Man” 
saying these words, Little Julia gave her money
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to the blind Man; “No poor Man see dear Mama” 
said she wiping away a tear with Lady Craptons gown, 
Lady Crapton was deeply touched by her childs sen= 
sibility, and turning to James asked him what 
he meant to do with his money; James answered 
“You must give some money to the poor Man, I want” 
“this to buy the kite”; at last after a great deal of entreaty 
and advice, he consented to buy a smaller kite, and to 
give the rest of his money to the poor Man—
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as little Oliver was too young to understand the use
of money, he was not asked to part with it, for he
could not speak—Some Days after, Lady Crapton
engaged a Governess for her children; this Lady’s
name was Philipa Octavia Mordant; she was
goodnatured, and very clever, but was very passion-
-ate, however the children, being afraid of a new
face, were very good, and as those that are good
are always happy, they were so, for two months,
c
at the end of which time, an acident happened
A
which brought fresh disturbances to light.
[Line]
-Lord and Lady Crapton, the Countess of Antrim, and the
226
Countess of Salisbury, were one day sitting at break- 
-fast, when William the footman ran into the 
room; “Sir— M’am My Lady, my Lord!”. Lord Crapton 
was surprised to see such an extraordinary agitation; 
in this man’s manner, “Did you ever see such a fool” 
said he turning to the Countesses; “Sir” said William 
“Whats the matter?” cried Lady Crapton— “Speak” said 
Lord Crapton— at this moment the roaring of flames 
was heard— the Countesses turned pale— William 
could hardly support himself— Lady Crapton 
fell almost fainting in her chair, and Lord 
Crapton stretched himself with the utmost 
composure, as it was his custom to do after 
breakfast, (saying) “With all my heart—” his speech 
was broken by yawns— “Bring the children down, 
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give me my children, my dear dear children”— she was 
r
interupted by sobs,— “Pray my dear Madam” said the
A
Countess of Antrim, “Pray my dear Madam do not
give way to this useless sorrow,”— “For I will go up”
“for your children” added the Countess of Salisbury
it was too late, for an apology,— she was gone—
to
As it will be no pleasure in following hysterics
227
who to her horror saw the flames bursting
over her head— the children ran to meet her,
the four eldest seized her robe— she lifted
up Julia— she could not carry two— Julia
paused— the Nurse was down stairs—
“Dare fire urte, my no mind, pute my down,
taky poor Boy.” said she pointing to Oliver;
“Den come upy my”— she paushed-— “oh but den
fire urty you den— Well leavy my me den”—
“my die den— my do doody God upy dare”.
Saying these words the sweet Julia pointed
to Heaven— “her beautiful blue eyes shadowed
fresh
by her dark eyelashes gave a softness to her
A
face.* The Countess burst into tears— the 
staircase was on fire— she flew— and brought 
all the children, save the lovly Julia to Lady 
* Telemaque tome premier Page 3.
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Crapton— “But where is Julia,” cried the distrac= 
ted Mother— the Countess with many tears, told her— 
“I will die with her,” said the Mother— they prevented 
her—- “Babariens” she exclaimed, “do you prevent me”
and faintings, we will aid the Countess of Salisbury,
228
“from saving my child”? “my dear, my virtuous” 
“child, your distracted Mother never more”
“will see you!” she spoke— the vivid flash 
of despair was on her face— her eyes were 
fixed— there was a dead silence— At this 
dreadful moment “She is found! she is”
“found”! was like returning life to the ears of 
the mourners— the door opened, and Miss Mordant 
bore Matilda Russell, the worthy and affec= 
tionate nurse into the room— she was appar=
=ently lifeless— her face was cover’d with scars-— 
she was followed by Julia! Lady Crap ton 
paused— then throwing her arms over her 
beloved child in an ecstasy of joy, fainted— 
at last she was recoverd by the assistance 





While the lovely Julia was pressed in her 
Mothers arms, Lord Crapton came into the 
room— he had gone to seek his child— after 
he had once more pressed to his breast the
229
lovely object of his search, he turned to Matilda, 
and bestowed on her all the care in his power; he then 
turned to Miss Mordant, “And to whom Madam, am I 
indebted for saving my child”? “To this young woman” 
she replied, who wished to risk her life, for your child’s 
preservation, “she has rushed thro’ the flames, & has saved 
your Julia”— “She has my thanks” replied his Lordship 
putting into Matilda’s hand a note of an hundred pounds. 
“This is the least I can do, to prove to her my gratitude”— 
a murmur of applause echoed through the hall— Envy 
was creeping into some of the servants hearts. When 
silence prevailed, Matilda replied, “I hope your Lordship 
“will not think the worse of me if I refuse your”—
“Pardon me if I interrupt”— “No my Lord” replied Matilda 
“No my Lord” give me a cottage on your estate, that I 
may always live near the sweet Julia— “Lord Crapton 
smiled— “Your request is granted— but do me the favor 
to accept this,” thus saying, he obliged her to take 
the money— By this time the fire had ceased, not 
much had been injured, however workmen were 
instantly employed to restore the building— Not 
long after this unfortunate day, Helen, Sophia and 
Augustus were permitted to accompany their
230
When they were in the carriage, the conversation 
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turned on fortitude— “Fortitude” said Lord Campbell
“is never more tried than in making hay.” I agree
with your Lordship” said Lord Crapton smiling— “I do
not” said Lady Crapton firmly, “Nor do I Mama” said
Helen, “Nor I” said Sophia— “I do” said Augustus, always
inclined to be of his Fathers opinion— “And what
say you” cried Lady Crapton playfully addressing the
Countesses— “We must hear both sides of the question”
said the Countess of Salisbury smiling— “But do you
think it is good humour fortitude to bear with
good humour a shower of rain”? Certainly not, for
if it does spoil a little hay, it pays you in other
things—” “I am of your Ladyships opinion” said
the Countess of Antrim, who had hitherto pre=
served an absolute silence— “Well” said Lord Crap=
that
=ton, “if you do not admit it exercises Fortitude,
A
you must allow it to be one of the miseries 
of human life” “What are the miseries of human 
life?” said the Countess smiling with an arch 
smile, “Now my dear Countess, you are going
Parents, the Countesses & Lord Campbell to Bath—
231
to turn philosopher”— “Une Faute”— whispered 
Lord Campbell— “Now my dear Lord Crapton” 
exclaimed the Countess laughing, “will you allow
Me to point out to you”— [text continues in another hand] “Oh! I understand you,
“you female philosopher— I mean,” said he a little
disconcerted by the laughter of the Countess— The Countess
of Salisbury seeing that Lord Crapton was piqued, here
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put an end to the conversation, by asking how many 
miles it was from Bath— “Two I believe,” said Lord 
Crapton looking out of the window for a mile stone—
The party soon arrived at their destination, where 
they had the satisfaction of finding good lodgings, and 
comfortable accommodation; so they staid there four months:
After having filled the carriage with toys they pro- 
-ceeded home— Altho’ Lord Crapton had many good 
qualities he had one bad one, that of falling asleep 
in the carriage; Helen & Sophia too had the same—
They slept till they arrived at their home— One day 
Lady Crapton was invited to go with the Countesses 
to a ball, which Miss Campbell the daughter of the 
Lord C: had arranged— As soon as they entered the 
room all eyes were fastened on her Ladyship;
232
“That’s the Mother! That’s her!” “Is it” “No really” was 
echoed thro’ the room— Lady Crap ton thinking it was 
an insult offered to her, immediately retired to a 
recess under the music row— The Countesses followed— 
Even here Lady Crapton did not find herself alone:
She was pursued by exclamations— at last abashed 
and fatigued, she, with the Countess of Antrim retired:
As soon as she had gone, the Countess of Salisbury 
came forward, and imposed silence— “Stop Madam” 
said Lady Campbell, who at this instant joined her,
“I will justify myself and my Company, I know what” 
[PAGE 12]
you mean”— “Then, why Madam,” interrupted the 
Countess, “did you invite a lady to your house and 
afterwards insult her.”— “We have not insulted her, 
that I remember,” cried her Ladyship calmly— “What! 
to follow her with—” “We have, rather honored, than 
insulted her; to my knowledge ‘tis the tribute of honor 
we have paid her—” “I am involved in a labyrinth” 
replied the Countess smiling, “I think I can furnish 
you with wings” exclaimed her Ladyship with good 
humour— So saying, she led the way to a small 
Apartment— “Well Madam” cried the Countess of
233
Salisbury surprized— “This old gentleman can 
explain it better than I can” replied Lady Campbell, 
at the same time undrawing a clean dimity 
curtain, where an old Irish Harper was eating 
a piece of bread and cheese— the Countess paused 
for an explanation— “Relate your history my friend” 
said her Ladyship with a benevolent smile— the old 
Harper paused— then, turning his wrinkled face up 
to Lady Campbell, replied “By your lave Madam, I vill 
till you ma hestory”— “Do so, my Friend” replied her Lady- 
-ship smiling. According to her direction the old 
Harper proceeded, and said he was brother to a rich 
Banker, but preferring music to that business, he 
had wandered over all Great Britain, but wanting 
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money, he had written to his brother, when a letter 
informed him of his death, and likewise of the 
breaking of the bank— Having now no friend to guide 
him, he had wandered during the most intense frost, 
starving with cold, and with hunger—a t last he lost 
his eye sight, — when a young lady had given him 
some money, which had placed him in a neat small 
room in the work house— “And that young lady,” inter-
234
-rupted her Ladyship, “is the little Julia Crapton”— 
“Wherever the young lardie is, sha saved tha lefe”
“a Patrick a' Donail” said the old man in broad 
Irish— “And is it possible to be Julia!” said the Countess, 
“And now will you forgive me” exclaimed Lady Campbell, 
“Most willingly” replied the Countess, stretching out her 
hand with a smile; then, overjoyed, she hastened 
home to tell the happy tidings to the no less happy 
Mother, who heard it in silence, ‘till they came to 
the old Harper’s history, when she burst into tears—
“And is it indeed my child?”— the Countess replied 
in the affirmative— It is needless to express the 
transports of Lady Crapton on this occasion— it would 
require the aid of the most descriptive pen, so it is 
better to pass it over— not long after this event 
Susan, Lady Crapton’s maid, ran into the room, and 
cried with delight, that there was a packet sealed with 
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the royal signet arrived for her Ladyship— The 
Countesses smiled— Lady Crapton stood astonished and 
confounded— “Bring it in” whispered Lady Salisbury— 
Susan went full of anxiety, and brought the 
packet sealed as she had described— the Countess
235
seeing her Ladyship too much surprized to read
it opened it and read it herself— She then with
a voice of joy read the following inscription—
“Madam, Delighted with the testimony I have
heard of your child’s benevolence, I am bound to
respect you & I am also bound by the laws of my
Country, to reward that benevolence whilst I have
it in my power, to set an example to future
ages; I therefore hope I am not deceived in forming
that
an opinion of you, as I am convinced nothing but
A
an excellent education, & an excellent example could 
have formed ideas such as those she has displayed.
I therefore trust Madam, it will not effect your 
family pride, to accept the title of Duchess, & 
four thousand payable every year-— with these 
hopes, your family will always be respected by”
George Regent”—
Lord Crapton having been informed of this packet 
sprang up with involuntary expressions of Delight 
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saying “By Jove the Prince is not so bad as 
I thought; but mind said he (turning to the 
Countesses) I do not give up my opinion, so
236
thank my stars heis not King vet, or else perhaps 
his generosity might take a different turn”— 
Here the Countess could not help laughing at 
his odd manner of expressing his joy, but their 
laughter was interrupted by the entrance of 
Sally the old Harper’s wife, who cried in joy, 
“His Majesty a plased agee a mickle gude sum 
a fed ain poor Sarvants”— Lady Crapton having 
enquired further, found to her surprise that 
the Prince had ordered a certain sum to be 
paid yearly in the little Julia’s name, to the 
blind Harper & his wife, & from that moment 
the happy Parents blessed the hour which had
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